
Abstract 
 
 

DULIN, JOHNATHON LOUIS.  Global Sensor Management: Real-Time Reallocation 
of Military Assets among Competing Tasks and Functions.  (Under the direction of 
Thom J. Hodgson.) 
 

The United States military maintains a network of sensor assets for the multiple 

purposes of detecting threats, collecting intelligence, monitoring space, and other 

objectives.  Because of its nature, the network must achieve high probabilities of 

successfully completing all of its varying missions.  There is a requirement to assign 

these sensors to tasks and functions in such a manner as to maximize the capability 

to meet each of the objectives, remaining flexible enough to be changed in response 

to the dynamic nature of the environment in which it is employed. 

 

Due to the environment, it is imperative to quickly obtain a good solution that 

defines an allocation of sensors to tasks.  While it is possible to accurately determine 

the best network allocation based on a total enumeration of potential sensor 

assignments, this becomes intractable for large problems.  Further, once an initial 

allocation scheme is determined, some sensors may need to be reassigned in 

response to certain types of events or sensors may simply fail.   

 

This research addresses these issues through the development of a heuristic 

approach that finds optimal or nearly optimal solutions to representative sensor 

networks in only a fraction of the time required to guarantee optimality.  The 

approach is also expanded to respond to changes in the network due to the loss of 

an assigned sensor.  Evaluation of the heuristic‘s performance using several methods 

demonstrates its utility in achieving the objectives of determining the best possible 

allocation of sensors given the time limitations and its ability to respond to the 

dynamic nature of the environment in which it is intended to operate. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

An integrated air defense system such as that employed by the United States 

military typically consists of a set of sensors, such as radars, aircraft, etc., that are 

used, at the most basic level, to detect, track and destroy any threats from the air, 

such as ballistic missiles.  Consider further the constellation of satellites and other 

objects orbiting the planet.  It is imperative that the military be able to track these 

items, and detect any changes to their trajectories, lest an object falls from space to 

impact the earth or collides with another object disrupting other activities.  Finally, 

consider the activities of the United States government in an attempt to gather 

intelligence from around the world.  Again, there are numerous sensors available to 

complete these tasks.  Any of these systems can be represented by a network of 

nodes (e.g. radars and required tasks) and arcs (e.g. the ability of a radar station to 

complete a particular task). 

 

The U.S. military maintains a network of sensors dedicated to the many functions 

encompassed by the tasks described above.  The research proposed here will 

investigate the best way to use the various sensors around the globe to accomplish 

these tasks.  Each sensor has a unique set of functions that it is capable of addressing 

with differing probabilities of success, depending both upon the sensor‘s own 

limitations and the state of nature in which it is working.  The goal is to assign the 

network of sensors to tasks so as to maintain the largest area of coverage with 

respect to both space surveillance and intelligence collection, while maximizing the 

probability of detecting (and ultimately destroying) any threats that might emerge 

from around the globe.  At times these goals may conflict, presenting a multi-

objective problem to be addressed. 
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Thus the challenge is two-fold: first, to determine an appropriate initial allocation of 

sensors to tasks and possibly reassign these sensors to different tasks as time and 

circumstances dictate; and second, to accomplish this in a near real-time manner that 

still maximizes, as far as possible, the ability to achieve the stated objectives. 

 

A number of factors drive the requirements for a robust capability.  The possession 

of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles by potential adversaries is an 

urgent security issue for the US and its allies – they constitute real threats to 

international peace and security.  Considerable danger resides in the development of 

chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons that can be paired with ballistic missiles 

for use against the United States, its military troops, and its allies.  State and non-

state actors may attempt to use weapons of mass destruction carried on ballistic 

missiles.  Therefore, the United States must have the ability to defeat ballistic missile 

attacks should they occur.  The United States must take full advantage of 

increasingly capable sensors and weapons to counter enemy capabilities and gain 

information on the capabilities of these and other enemy systems.  Most 

importantly, all air and missile threats must be neutralized or destroyed as far away 

as practical from U.S. interests. 

 

Current military doctrine (e.g. Joint Publication 3-14, 2002) suggests that a significant 

portion of future conflicts will be ―fought‖ in space.  Communication and situational 

awareness are significant force drivers—key factors in determining which side of a 

conflict will prevail.  The nature of mid- to large-scale conflicts dictates that effective 

command and control be exercised over forces in the field, often over a wide area of 

responsibility, from a central location far from the front lines.  Communication 

between commanders and field units, among fielded units, and even across military 

services typically requires beyond-line-of-sight capability, or satellite 
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communications.  This in turn drives the need for a robust satellite sensor network.  

This sensor network can be represented by a set of nodes and arcs where the nodes 

depict the sensors and their required functions and the arcs represent the capability 

of one sensor to communicate information to another sensor. 

 

This problem is of great interest to the members of the United States Strategic 

Command (STRATCOM), as they attempt to improve the scheduling of their sensor 

networks.  STRATCOM‘s mission is to ―provide the nation with global deterrence 

capabilities and synchronized Department of Defense (DoD) effects to combat 

adversary weapons of mass destruction worldwide. Enable decisive global kinetic 

and non-kinetic combat effects through the application and advocacy of integrated 

intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance; space and global strike operations; 

information operations; integrated missile defense and robust command and 

control‖ (Joint Publication 3-14).  In other words, STRATCOM deters military 

attacks on the United States and its allies and if this policy of deterrence fails, 

employs force to achieve the national objectives.  Of those national objectives, 

missile defense, space surveillance, intelligence collection and missile warning are of 

greatest concern. 

 

Figures 1-1 and 1-2 provide a simple pictorial representation of the physical 

environment that is to be represented as a sensor network, as well as the changes 

that necessitate the development of a robust tool that can react to the dynamic 

nature of the environment.  Initially, each sensor is assigned to one or more tasks, as 

well as a region towards which to direct its attention.  As events occur, sensors may 

be moved geographically or reallocated to other tasks in an effort to successfully 

manage the event.  Depending upon the capabilities of the sensors, they may be 

assigned to different events within a task. 
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Figure 1-1. Initial Allocation of Resources 

 

 

Figure 1-2. Reassignment of Resources 
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1.2 Contributions 

There are many examples in the literature of resource allocation problems with 

varying degrees of complexity, and a wide range of methods used to approach 

them.  In particular, sensor networks have been analyzed extensively, particularly 

with respect to the assignment of sensors to particular tasks.  This research will 

integrate and expand upon many of these ideas to address the needs dictated by this 

particular problem.   

 

The sensor network under consideration is large, dynamic and complex.  While the 

sensors and their capabilities are fairly well-defined, the application of network 

modeling to the pursuit of the competing mission areas is dynamic and complex, but 

hitherto rather poorly defined.  This research aims to first fully define the problem of 

allocating sensors to tasks in the most efficient manner, and then to develop a 

method for solving the problem quickly.  The result of this effort will provide 

planners with a near-optimal initial allocation of sensors and a tool for reassigning 

sensors as events occur.   

 

Thus the contributions of this effort include: 

 

1. Development of an efficient model for initially allocating sensors to tasks. 

2. Extension of that model to account for the dynamic nature of the problem, 

allowing for reallocation of sensors to different tasks based on events and the 

associated required functions in real-time or near real-time in an effort to 

maximally meet the defined objectives for each mission. 
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1.3 Organization of this Thesis 

The remainder of this document is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the literature that 

is relevant to the research, detailing approaches that will be considered and 

modified as well as the gaps which this research is intended to fill; Chapter 3 

describes the problem and the necessary assumptions, and presents a sample 

network to illustrate the problem; Chapter 4 presents the approach taken to solve 

the problem and its implementation; Chapter 5 discusses the experimentation and 

corresponding results applied to the solution approach; and Chapter 6 addresses 

future work that is anticipated for this problem. 
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2. Review of the Literature 

2.1 Overview 

This chapter addresses the existing literature that is relevant to this research.  First is 

a discussion of how sensors are employed in networks and how the functions they 

perform are prioritized and scheduled; a discourse on network uncertainty, 

specifically as it is applied to sensors through network reliability analysis; a 

discussion of the issues surrounding network scalability; an overview of resource 

allocation methods that have been developed and implemented; and a summary of 

best practices regarding the development and implementation of heuristic 

algorithms.  In general, these topics are grouped into two broad categories: network 

characteristics and solution approaches.  Figure 2-1 provides a graphical 

representation of the areas of literature that have been searched during the course of 

this analysis, depicting the general areas of investigation as well as the specific 

aspects of those broad areas that are most applicable to the research at hand. 
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Figure 2-1. Hierarchy of Literature Review 

 

Because this research is focused on developing and solving the allocation problem 

for a representative network of sensors, it is imperative to fully understand the 

behavior of that network.  This requires a study of how sensor networks and 

functions are defined in common practice, so that these ideas can be used and 

modified for application to the networks being considered here.  Other areas such as 

how sensors may be used to monitor specified regions of earth and space, how 

prioritization and scheduling of functions occurs within a sensor and across a 

network, and how sensors are controlled and communicate across the network, are 

also relevant. 
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An important network characteristic that is particularly relevant to the allocation 

problem, and so must be included in any formulation of the problem, is uncertainty.  

Uncertainty may arise in the sensor network problem in several ways: sensor 

uncertainty, model uncertainty, and network reliability.  Each of these areas must be 

carefully defined in order to fully characterize the underlying uncertainty in the 

sensor network, and that characterization must in turn be accomplished in order to 

develop an accurate representation of the problem. 

 

In the area of solution approaches, it is important to consider the various methods 

that are most likely to provide the best approaches to this type of problem.  The 

underlying goal of the research is to assign a set of sensors to various tasks in an 

effort to achieve some overarching objective.  When considered in those terms, it is 

clear that the problem may be characterized under the broad heading of a resource 

allocation problem. It is also important to identify what differentiates the current 

problem from those previously studied, and why a new solution approach may be 

warranted.  In this vein, the rationale of using heuristic approaches, the 

development of relevant heuristics, and methods of measuring heuristic 

performance are also investigated. 

 

Finally, the idea of scalability is presented as a bridge between these two broad 

areas—network characteristics and solution approaches.  Scalability can be 

considered in terms of both the network itself as well as the selected solution 

method.  Network scalability typically addresses how the network performs as its 

size, characterized by the numbers of nodes and arcs, changes.  Similarly, solution 

methods must be scalable to the extent that they may be applied to problems of 

varying sizes. 
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2.2 Sensors 

It is important to understand the characteristics of the sensors that are the basis of 

this research in order to accurately model them as pieces of a larger network.  By 

developing a thorough understanding of how sensors operate and interact in 

networks, the types of functions that they can perform, how those functions are 

actually performed, and how sensors are managed and controlled, both individually 

and as part of a larger network, a strong foundation of knowledge is developed on 

which appropriate modeling principles relevant to this analysis is based.   

 

Throughout the analysis, several types of sensors on several different platforms will 

be considered: some are multi-functional while others are dedicated.  Sensors may 

be housed in satellites, ground radar stations, ships and aircraft; satellites and 

ground stations are treated as stationary, although they can be redirected to monitor 

different locations within a general region, while ships and aircraft can be quickly 

redeployed, but generally have much smaller coverage areas.  Most importantly, 

each sensor has a specific set of functions that it is capable of performing, which 

allow the sensor to contribute to the larger tasks undertaken by the overall network. 

 

2.2.1 Sensor Networks 

Network models have been studied extensively over the years (e.g. Ahuja, et al. 

1993, Bazaraa, et al. 1990).  Recently, network models have been developed to 

address a range of problems associated with the design and management of sensor 

networks.  These networks can have a wide range of applications (e.g. military, 

entertainment), and can be fairly localized or global.  These are networks of 

resources that are responsible for ―sensing‖ certain aspects of the environment in 

which they operate.  The nodes are those resources that collect information about the 

environment, and the arcs represent the communication paths along which 
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information can be passed between nodes.  Regardless of their scope or use, they 

typically have several characteristics in common.  Primary among these is that 

communication between sensors.  Typically, sensors are deployed within some 

region for the purpose of gathering data to relay back to a task manager.  These data 

may be sent directly from each sensor to the manager, may be relayed through other 

sensors, or may be collected at a common point from multiple sensors before the 

consolidated information is relayed to the manager.  The key is that data collected 

by each sensor are ultimately returned to a management node for analysis (Akyildiz, 

et al. 2002).  There is, however, a significant challenge in this communication 

between sensors and the task manager that collates the data and formulates an 

appropriate response—the compatibility of data received from different sensors and 

sensor types.  Typically more data is better, and viewing an object from more than 

one side/angle generally leads to a more accurate representation of the actual size 

and shape of the object.  But with sensors of differing types and locations, the 

resolution and distortion resulting from multiple views of the same event by 

different sensors can tax the task manager‘s capability to fully and accurately 

process the information that it is receiving.  Methods have been developed to 

account for these varying inputs, allowing for reasonably accurate representations of 

objects even when viewed by different sensor types and from different locations 

(e.g. Bolen and Chandrasekar, 2003).  When developing sensor allocations, it is 

therefore important to account for the relationships between the sensors and sensor 

locations, so that the resulting representations will be as accurate as possible.  This 

idea is vital to this research, as the development of a solution to the problem is 

entirely dependent on creating an accurate representation of the sensor network. 

 

An important question that must be answered in any sensor network is how to 

deploy the sensors to achieve maximum coverage of an area so as to collect the most, 
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or most relevant, data.  The deployment of sensors is highly dependent upon the 

application and the environment, and many procedures have been proposed to 

address the issue.  These procedures tend to draw comparisons between random 

deployment of sensors and targeted deployment based on the described algorithms 

and generally assume no a priori knowledge of the environment, implying a simple 

objective of area coverage.  There is a wide variety of approaches to this problem, 

including a fuzzy logic approach that considers the nearness of sensors to one 

another introduced by Shu, et al. (2007) and a virtual force algorithm by Zou and 

Chakrabarty (2003) that strives for a uniform distribution of sensors by applying 

―disruptive force‖ to sensors that are too close and ―attractive force‖ to those that 

are further apart. These models, and others, address detection and communication 

ranges which are of utmost importance in defining the coverage area of any sensor 

network (Wong, et al. 2004).  Sensor coverage is addressed in detail in Section 2.2.2. 

 

Mobile sensor networks introduce an additional element beyond the idea of passing 

information to a management node—the forward distribution of information to 

control the sensors within the network.  According to Giordano, et al. (2006), a 

mobile sensor network would ideally include some level of intelligence within the 

sensors, allowing for network adaptability and optimal performance in response to 

an environment that requires variation in reaction to environmental changes.  A 

form of this intelligence may be incorporated into the sensor network using a type of 

discrete-event controller.   

 

In the most general terms, discrete-event control is the development of a set of rules 

by which a sensor network responds to the occurrence of an event, or a type of 

event.  Several algorithms of this type have been developed in recent years (Butler 

and Rus, 2003, Cortes, et al. 2002, and Giordano, et al. 2006), although many are 
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focused, at least initially, on simple sensor coverage of a region.  The underlying 

idea is that the set of mobile sensors be deployed within a region so as to mirror the 

distribution of potential events across that region.  Upon the occurrence of an event, 

the sensors realign themselves to manage that event while maintaining maximal 

coverage of the region.  Another factor that must be considered is constraints on the 

network sensors.  Detection and communication ranges clearly constrain the 

network, as does the node degree, the number of other sensors with which a 

particular sensor may communicate (Poduri and Sukhatme, 2004).  If each sensor in 

the network is capable of communicating with any other, then this constraint, while 

possibly binding, is still quite manageable.  When some sensors can communicate 

with only a subset of the other sensors within the network, then the constraint 

becomes much more restrictive, as does the deployment of sensors to meet the 

coverage objective. 

 

Finally, sensor networks may include both static and mobile sensors.  The most 

significant advantage here is that the immobile sensors can be aligned to maximize 

coverage area while the mobile sensors are left in a standby mode.  Upon detection 

of an event, a few static sensors may be tasked to monitor the event initially, while 

mobile sensors are moved into place to take over any tracking functions as soon as 

possible.  This allows the static resources to quickly return to their sensing activities, 

reducing or even eliminating potential coverage gaps that could occur in pure 

mobile sensor networks where mobile sensors ―chase‖ targets, according to Butler 

and Rus (2003). 

 

2.2.2 Sensor Functions 

While the literature tends to disagree somewhat on the terminology used and the 

precise set of functions that different sensors are able to perform, military 
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applications can generally be characterized by two primary functions, surveillance 

and tracking (Miranda, et al. 2007, Orman, et al. 1998).  Surveillance is defined as the 

general monitoring of a region of earth or space with the purpose of detecting an 

event (such as the emergence of a target).  Tracking is defined as focused monitoring 

of an object‘s (target‘s) location and other characteristics (direction, velocity, threat, 

etc.) until such a time when it is no longer of interest.  Within these broad areas, 

though, additional functions may also be defined to more fully characterize the 

capabilities of a sensor. 

 

2.2.2.1 Surveillance and Tracking 

Both surveillance and tracking tasks are cyclical.  In surveillance, the area to be 

searched is divided among the surveillance sensors (or sensor functions in the case 

of multi-function radar) and continuously swept to detect events or targets (Orman, 

et al. 1996).  Many methods have been proposed to conduct these searches, including 

random searches, elliptical searches, and others (see Barton, 1988, Billetter, 1989).  In 

tracking, the sensor monitors more closely the precise behavior of the events or 

targets detected during surveillance.  This may include the target‘s position, 

velocity, direction, etc. (Winter and Baptiste, 2007). 

 

2.2.2.2 Other Functions 

Many other sensor functions have been proposed in the literature, and still others 

are system- or network-specific.  A sensor may have the ability not only to track a 

moving target, but also to project its location at some future time.  It may be used as 

a communication tool, relaying information from one platform to another.  It may 

also be used to provide guidance and control over an object (Orman, et al. 1998, 

Winter and Baptiste, 2007).  So when describing a sensor network, it is vital that the 
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resources themselves be fully defined by the functions that they are capable of 

performing. 

 

2.2.3 Sensor Coverage 

The term ―sensor coverage‖ has thus far been used to broadly define the objective of 

a sensor network.  In reality, the objective of such a network is much more focused.  

Howard, et al. (2002) hypothesized that the problem of deploying sensors to cover 

an area is closely related to the art gallery problem in computational geometry, 

which seeks to assign the minimum number of guards or cameras along the interior 

corridors of an art museum so as to maintain observance over the entire museum 

(see, for example, O‘Rourke, 1987).  But the ultimate objective here is not simply 

observation, but the detection of intruders and the prevention of theft.  To that end, 

additional research into this problem by Markou, at al. (2003) has included costs of 

guards and values of artwork, which is perhaps a more realistic representation of 

the problem.  It is clear that simple monitoring is a good representation of the sensor 

coverage problem, although the objective for the latter could be more clearly defined 

to focus on minimizing the number of sensors required (and as a result, the cost of 

coverage).  The latter example adds an additional weighting factor that accounts for 

the prioritization of certain areas within the overall region of interest.  Other novel 

approaches have been suggested to address this sensor coverage problem, ranging 

from a minimum area spanning tree approach presented by Carmi, et al. (2006) to an 

algorithm based on random switching described by Gupta, et al. (2006).   

 

In summary, sensor coverage has been well-studied and efficient algorithms for 

deploying sensors have been tested and implemented.  These methods use uniform 

sensors and a simple objective, but some may be adaptable to the multi-objective 
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problem with varying sensor types.  This research contrasts in that the sensors in 

these networks have different capabilities relative both to the functions they can 

perform and to the tasks to which they can be assigned, significantly expanding on 

the objective of sensor coverage typically modeled in sensor networks. 

 

2.2.4 Prioritization and Sensor Scheduling 

The term prioritization, when applied to sensor networks, can have two very 

distinct connotations.  In the first case, the region to be monitored can be partitioned 

into smaller sectors, each with a different priority for coverage.  Alternatively, 

events or targets can be prioritized once detected, with the resulting rankings used 

to schedule tasks within and among sensors. 

 

2.2.4.1 Sector Surveillance Prioritization 

As stated previously, there can be some prioritization of sectors of surveillance.  In 

situations where there is no a priori knowledge of the environment to be monitored, 

this prioritization may be ignored.  There may be scenarios in which a small area is 

to be monitored in the hopes of detecting an event somewhere within the region; 

however, this is very rarely the case.  It is more likely that there is a very large region 

to monitor, and events are more likely to occur in some areas than in others.  In this 

case it is still important to maximize sensor coverage of the entire region, but within 

the region there are certain sectors that must be monitored, while others may be left 

uncovered if there are not enough resources to adequately cover the entire region.  

To do this, a prioritization scheme must be implemented.  Here the literature is 

somewhat deficient, as there appears to be a general assumption that a sensor 

network will typically be created to monitor an area with equal priority 

throughout—any deviation from this assumption is managed through the creation 
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of separate sensor networks that may or may not have the ability to communicate 

with one another, with the distribution of sensors among the different networks 

implicitly handling the prioritization of sectors.  One approach that has been 

considered, and is implied in the previous scenario, is a fuzzy logic approach 

developed by Miranda, et al. (2007).  This requires the definition of factors that are 

important when measuring the relative value of a sector of surveillance, and some 

mechanism for weighting each factor.  Figure 2-2 below depicts a ―black-box‖ 

approach to determining the relative priority of a sector.  While some inputs can 

certainly be defined using quantitative scales, the fourth input, ―Other 

Considerations‖, may not, and so the use of a fuzzy scale becomes appropriate.  In 

this case, it is reasonable to ―fuzzify‖ the quantitative measures so that all input 

factors are represented with common measurements, allowing them to be combined 

into a single priority level.  This is one possible approach to applying priorities to 

sectors of interest within a sensor network; ultimately it is incumbent upon the 

decision-maker to determine which sectors (and relative to the problem at hand, 

which tasks) have the highest priority. 
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Figure 2-2. Sector Prioritization Scheme 

 

2.2.4.2 Target Prioritization 

The second type of prioritization revolves around events, which may be broadly 

defined as the appearance of some object within the surveillance area.  By 

maximizing the sensor coverage of that area, the goal is to quickly and accurately 

detect the occurrence of an event, and then to characterize the event as threatening, 

which would then define the object as a target, or non-threatening.  In the case of 

multiple events, which may lead to the identification of multiple targets, the 

determination of which targets are the ―most‖ threatening becomes important—if 

resources are limited then these targets must be managed first.  Many algorithms for 

target prioritization have been proposed, including methods that sort targets based 

on decreasing range from the sensor (Farina and Neri, 1980), forms of multi-attribute 

utility theory (Komorniczak, et al. 2000), and fuzzy logic (Orman, et al. 1998 and 

Miranda, et al. 2007).  Most solution methods then assign tasks associated with the 

highest priority target remaining in a somewhat greedy manner, placing them in the 
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next available time slot with the capacity to complete the task (Izquierdo-Fuente and 

Casar-Corredera, 1994). 

 

2.2.4.3 Task Scheduling 

Once targets have been prioritized, the next step within a sensor network is to 

allocate functions to sensors and to schedule those functions on each sensor.  Recall 

that in the initial state, the sensors are assigned to surveillance tasks within their 

sectors of interest.  Here it is important to note that these static surveillance 

requirements are extremely demanding of resources.  Typically all available 

resources are applied to surveillance tasks until they are preempted by other higher 

priority requirements so as to maintain the maximum coverage of the region 

(Miranda, et al. 2007).  Once events occur and the sensors‘ attention becomes 

divided, it is vital that the tasks be scheduled to minimize any sensor idle time.  Task 

scheduling is generally applied to a single sensor, typically focuses on the tracking 

of multiple objects within the sensor‘s area of responsibility with the goal of 

accurately tracking as many objects as possible.  The constraint on this tracking 

capability is the amount of time required to send, receive, and process the signals 

related to each target, which depend on the distance between the sensor and the 

target.  Target information must be updated with a particular frequency to prevent 

the probability of ―losing‖ the target becoming too large (Miranda, et al. 2004). 

 

Most efforts in this area have focused on the specific application of task scheduling 

when the sensors are different types of radar, and have typically been restricted by 

the common assumption of a single sensor.  The methods operate under the same 

basic premises as traditional single machine job scheduling approaches (e.g. Pinedo, 

2002), but are necessarily complicated by the idle time (latency) that exists between 

the transmission and receipt of signals related to a particular target.  The constraints 
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on update frequency provide the equivalent of due dates to each task (target 

update), but a simple earliest due date algorithm can fail to produce an optimal 

solution due to the machine idle time within a task.  So procedures which 

decompose tasks into their specific activities and allow for interleaving of activities 

during idle times have been developed.  These include general heuristics using a 

time window approach (Orman, et al. 1998), local search methods (Winter and 

Baptiste, 2007), dynamic programming to minimize sensor idle time (Stromberg and 

Grahn, 1996), and many others (Bar-Noy, et al. 2007, Bresina, 1996, Globus, et al. 

2003, and Joslin and Clements, 1999).  

 

This thesis addresses the performance of a wide variety of sensors performing both 

similar and disparate functions, and so the ideas behind task scheduling must 

necessarily be included in the development of any valid approach to the problem.  

However, these ideas are extended in order to fully and accurately capture the 

representation and performance of this problem‘s network environment. 

 

2.2.5 Sensor Control 

For any sensor network, some measure of control must be exerted over the sensors 

themselves, even when they are programmed to some level of autonomous action.  

In that regard, a sensor network should have the autonomy to, upon detection of an 

event, pass the relevant information concerning the newly discovered target to the 

appropriate set of sensors so that the necessary functions can be successfully 

completed.   

 

Much of the research in this area of supervisory control addresses discrete-event 

systems and multi-robot teams.  Ideas from these areas can be applied to sensor 

networks, as long as the sensors have some degree of innate decision-making 
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capability (Gordon-Spears and Kiriakidis, 2004).  Much of the current research is 

limited by the assumption of a fixed system—a known environment and common 

sensor characteristics—ignoring uncertainty in the network.  However, some key 

characteristics of sensor networks have been captured to varying degrees, allowing a 

more reasonable application of control methods to sensor networks.  One such study 

brings out the issue of modifying the sets of robots that are under the control of a 

particular supervisor over the course of the time horizon—a crucial factor when 

considering sensors (Gordon-Spears and Kiriakidis, 2004).  Under the assumption 

that the complete network is partitioned into sub-systems that manage different 

regions and/or tasks, a sensor failure may have no impact (if there are adequate 

redundancies in the network) or may necessitate a reconfiguration of some portion 

of or all of the network. 

 

Other pertinent issues when translating multi-robot systems to sensor networks 

include the ideas of high-level mission planning and dynamic replanning (King, et 

al. 2003).  Here an initial allocation of sensors to various tasks and areas is made in a 

somewhat ―preventative‖ manner.  The sensors are allocated to maximize the region 

covered as well as the probability of detecting events.  As events occur, some 

members of the network may need to be reallocated to adequately track an object or 

complete any other necessary functions.  This reactive capability is of utmost 

importance, as simple detection of events is typically insufficient in many real-world 

applications.  This is an important part of the problem treated in this thesis, and will 

be addressed in detail in Chapter 6. 

 

2.3 Network Uncertainty 

When studying a sensor network, it is important to consider the ultimate objective of 

the network.  Maximizing the number of events detected is certainly important, but 
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perhaps even more important is the rate of detection—it may be more important to 

maximize the percentage of the actual number of events that occurred that were 

detected.  This rate is certainly more difficult to evaluate accurately, but it is much 

more valuable in terms of measuring the effectiveness of the sensor network.  In 

addition, it may be important not only to detect an event, but to track the associated 

object to its final location.  In military applications of sensor networks, specifically 

the detection of missile launches, even this measure falls short; here there is also the 

objective of determining the nature of the missile (threatening or not) and, if 

necessary, destroying it.  As the objective becomes more complex, the amount of 

uncertainty with respect to a network‘s ability to achieve the objective will likely 

increase.   

 

2.3.1 Sensor-Inherent Uncertainty 

When creating a sensor network that addresses detection, tracking and other 

objectives, the measure of success, or the level to which the objectives are achieved, 

must be a function of the actions of the sensors themselves.  For example, for a single 

sensor, the successful detection of an event can be modeled as the probability that 

the sensor can detect that type of event.  The successful tracking of an object 

depends not only upon the probability that the sensor can track that type of object, 

but also on the probability that the event (object launch) was detected in the first 

place.  Since no sensor is guaranteed to successfully accomplish every task to which 

it is assigned, there must necessarily be some level of uncertainty inherent in the 

ability of the sensor to accomplish a given task it is assigned.  This uncertainty could 

stem from failures due to conflicting signals or ineffective scheduling, such as an 

improper identification of an event (false positive) or a missed event (false negative). 

As more and more tasks are assigned to a sensor—be they multiple functions 

(surveillance, tracking, etc.) or multiple events (e.g. tracking multiple targets) its 
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capacity to successfully complete all functions or manage all events begins to 

diminish, sometimes necessitating a reallocation of some resources to new functions 

or regions of surveillance, and typically impacting the overall performance of the 

network (Miranda, et al. 2007). 

 

2.3.2 Model Uncertainty 

As discussed previously, control of sensors networks (defined as the management of 

the sensors within the network) has been addressed extensively for fixed systems, 

but the problem becomes more difficult to address when uncertainty is present.  

Two general classes of approaches have been developed to deal with the control of 

uncertain sensor networks: robust control of the system without directly resolving 

the uncertainty; and system control that seeks to resolve uncertainties and adapt to 

the updated environment (Lin, 1993).  One aspect of this uncertainty concerns the 

controllability of events within the system.  In some cases, the occurrence of events 

may be random (generally following some probability distribution), but the network 

is such that once the event occurs, its subsequent actions are strictly defined and so 

the uncertainty has, in effect, been resolved.  The network control method can then 

adapt to the new network structure and react accordingly.  Conversely, some events 

may be completely uncontrollable, although their impact on the system is 

significant.  Here it is important to have a set of rules that define the control steps 

that should be taken under various system states.  Now it becomes important not 

only to maintain a robust set of these rules, but also to accurately describe the 

uncertainty related to the transition between states in the system, and the resulting 

transitions between network representations (Young and Garg, 1995).  This implies 

the possibility that a single control method may not be adequate to accurately 

manage a particular system, with the result being the development of hierarchical 

approaches to controlling systems with model uncertainty (Park and Lim, 2001). 
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2.3.3 Network Reliability 

In general, network reliability is defined by the type of system: serial or parallel.  (A 

third type, n out of k, is not relevant to this research.)  In a serial system, the network 

is said to fail if any single node within the network fails.  Conversely, in a parallel 

system the network is said to succeed if any node in the network succeeds.  A mixed 

network incorporates sub-networks of both types.  Simple examples of each type of 

network are depicted in Figures 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5. 

 

 

Figure 2-3. Serial Network 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4. Parallel Network 
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Figure 2-5. Mixed Serial-Parallel Network 

 

For sensor networks, it is important that the failure of a single node not affect the 

overall success of the network with respect to the successful completion of its 

assigned tasks.  Thus, some level of redundancy should be built in to any sensor 

allocation scheme to minimize the risk of this network failure (Akyildiz, et al. 2002).  

This risk is captured in the network‘s reliability measure, which is a function of the 

individual node success probabilities.  Using the example from Figure 2-5 above, the 

network reliability is given as: 

 

   (2.1) 

 

where P(Ni) represents the probability of success at node i.  This calculation can 

easily be extended to include any number of nodes in parallel, denoted by the set P, 

and any number of nodes in serial, denoted by the set S: 

 

    (2.2) 

 

The expression may be further generalized to include multiple sets of parallel nodes 

(P1, P2, … , Pn) (each set in series with other sets) as: 
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   (2.3)

  

At this point the reliability of a typical sensor network has been captured, where 

each set Pj represents the sensors that are available to perform a specific function 

within a specific region.  Generally the set S is very small, if not empty, and so the 

reliability of the network is determined based on which nodes successfully perform 

each function.  Hence the network‘s reliability lies in determining the individual 

sensor reliabilities at each stage, which are often defined in terms of a constant 

failure rate assigned to specific sensor types (Hoblos, et al. 2000).  This holds true 

because of an independence assumption.  Because the performance of each node in 

the network is independent of all other nodes, these calculations are very 

straightforward.  When the independence assumption is violated, signifying that the 

performance of one node is directly related to the performance of another, then these 

formulas no longer hold as presented. 

 

2.4 Resource Allocation Methods 

Understanding that the goal of a sensor network is to assign the sensors to tasks so 

as to optimize some objective measure of performance, the next step is to determine 

the appropriate approach to accomplishing that goal.  Resource allocation is an 

optimization problem that seeks to assign a limited set of resources to a specific set 

of activities in such a manner so as to achieve the most desirable result—precisely 

the objective of the sensor network.  The desirability of an allocation scheme is 

defined by the objective function, but in general terms the problem can be 

formulated as: 
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      Maximize   

Subject to    

                                                                                                (2.4) 

                                    

 

In this formulation resources i are assigned to activities j under the constraints that 

each activity must be assigned at least one resource and each resource may be 

assigned to no more than one activity.  The assignment of a resource to a specific 

activity yields some gain (cij) for the overall system, and it is the total gain that is to 

be maximized (e.g. Wolsey, 1998).  This gain may be any reasonable function by 

which the assignment of a resource to a task may be measured.  Often it is associated 

with revenue (or cost), but can be defined in other terms as well (e.g. system 

reliability).  In many cases a single objective is insufficient, and so the function is 

written in terms of some utility measure that captures all of the objectives in a single 

term (Gerkey and Mataric, 2004).   

 

The application of resource allocation formulations to various problems has been 

studied extensively with varying degrees of complexity.  The formulation presented 

in Equation 2.4 above is the classical assignment problem, which is relatively easy to 

solve. Machine scheduling has been widely addressed as a resource allocation 

problem, and numerous algorithms exist to solve various characterizations of 

machine scheduling problems to optimality.  Beyond the obvious assignment of 

machines to tasks, variations include the development of a hierarchical task network 

to aid in constraint development presented by Harris, et al. (1998) and the 

implementation of many different dispatching rules and algorithms designed to 

create more efficient schedules described by Kusiak and Ahn (1992).  These methods 

have similarly been turned towards the use of assigning teams, be they human or 
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robot, to different tasks, with the objective of optimizing some criterion.  In these 

cases, teams may be assigned to only one task at a time, but multiple teams may be 

assigned to a single task in an effort to improve the overall probability of completing 

the assigned task (Liu, et al. 2003). 

 

While the latter application translates to the sensor network problem in terms of 

assignments and objectives, the addition of resource constraints can quickly increase 

the complexity of the problem.  Issues such as sensor capability (e.g. bandwidth) 

conflicts, sensor compatibility (e.g. communication), and sensor performance 

restrictions (e.g. function(s) a sensor may or must perform (alone or 

simultaneously)), among many others, can lead to resource partitioning 

considerations that must be addressed (Drabowski and Wantuch, 2006, Paruchuri, et 

al. 2004, Senkul and Toroslu, 2004).   

 

Certain resource allocation approaches have been shown to work very well for 

specific applications and static environments.  Stochastic integer programming 

models and algorithms have been developed and studied in recent years (Klein 

Haneveld and van der Vlerk, 1999), but very little research has been conducted to 

date that incorporates stochastic elements into the resource allocation problem.  

Some attempts have included the incorporation of stochastic elements into the 

objective function (Souroush and Mirchandani, 1990), various linear and non-linear 

approximation techniques (Powell and Carvalho, 1998), and dynamic programming 

(Topaloglu and Powell, 2006).   

 

The common thread among these resource allocation methods is the focus on a 

single objective and the idea of a one-time solution.  The addition of secondary 

objectives that is addressed in this research adds a layer of complexity that has not 
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previously been fully investigated, as does the incorporation of a dynamic element 

of a changing network environment. 

 

2.5 Heuristic Approaches to Complex Problems 

Heuristic approaches are becoming more and more common as the size and 

complexity of real-world problems outpaces the ability of even the best computers 

to solve them to optimality in a reasonable amount of time.  The foundations for the 

theory of NP-Completeness were laid by Cook (1971), and since that time volumes 

of research have been poured into the investigation of problem intractability.  In the 

nearly 40 years since, researchers around the world have attempted to prove or 

disprove that an NP-Complete problem implies that it is intractable to no avail, 

leading rise to the conjecture that this in fact the case.  Working under this 

assumption, these researchers have developed an extensive list of problem classes 

that are defined as NP-Complete, and have formalized methods for testing whether 

or not a specific problem can be ―polynomially reduced‖ to one of these known NP-

Complete problems.  When this is possible, the particular problem under 

consideration is also said to be NP-Complete, and so no known polynomial-time 

algorithm exists to solve the problem to optimality. 

 

But even in cases where optimal solutions may be found in polynomial time, that 

polynomial time solution may still require a significant investment of both time and 

resources and so real-world constraints may force the modeler to find a ―good‖ 

solution now as opposed to the ―best‖ solution later.  Much research has been 

conducted over the years in an effort to determine which heuristics perform best 

under what conditions, but the only clear agreement is that each problem is unique 

and therefore it is necessary to select the best method for each individual problem—

there is no one ―best‖ technique (Zanakis, et al. 1989). 
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Perhaps the most important aspect of developing and applying a heuristic approach 

to a particular problem lies in the evaluation of its performance.  There are analytical 

methods of evaluating heuristic performance, but since these can be analytically 

challenging computational experiments are often used.  In most cases, the value of a 

heuristic approach is measured in terms of quality (how ―good‖ is the solution 

relative to the optimal solution, a tight bound on the solution or some other 

reference point) and performance (generally time to obtain that ―good‖ solution).  It 

is vital that the problem parameters are well-defined, and that the problem instances 

against which the methods are tested are robust and representative of the problem 

under consideration.  Once initial solutions (typically, but not necessarily, feasible) 

have been found, then different improvement heuristics can be applied and their 

results analyzed (Barr, et al. 1995, Rardin and Uzsoy, 2001). 

 

2.6 Scalability 

The final aspect that must be considered in network allocation problems is the issue 

of size.  Small networks are generally easy to analyze and solve (against some 

objective), but larger networks, including systems of networks, can become quite 

cumbersome.  Typically these networks are formulated as large optimization 

problems (often with integer requirements) that are difficult to solve to optimality 

within a reasonable period of time.  In terms of the research contained in this thesis, 

two aspects come to the forefront.   

 

First is the idea of a resource allocation formulation.  The model presented in 

Equation 2.4 is similar to the generalized assignment problem (GAP), which is 

known to be NP-Complete.  Using the same terms as in Equation 2.4, the GAP is 

formulated by Wolsey (1998) as 
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  Maximize   

  Subject to    

                                                                                               (2.5) 

                          

 

But the resource allocation formulation given here includes resource capacity 

constraints ( ) which are not a concern in this research 

(see Section 3.4.4).  And so while the assignment of resources to activities is an issue 

of concern, particularly as the problem size increases in terms of the number of 

resources and activities, a second consideration also relates to the importance of 

scalability: the issue of precedence.  While the resources are not constrained in the 

number of activities that they can perform, they are instead constrained in terms of 

which activities they can perform.  So the modified resource allocation problem can 

be written as 

 

      Maximize   

Subject to    

                                                                                                (2.6) 

                                    

 

where Ji is the subset of activities that resource i may perform. 

 

Couched in these terms, it becomes more obvious that the issue of scalability is an 

important factor in developing the right formulation for this type of network 

allocation problem.  The selected solution approach must be able to manage a wide 

range of problem sizes, in terms of the number of assignable resources and the 
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corresponding number of potential allocation schema.  While a small network might 

be relatively easy to solve using an enumeration technique, thus guaranteeing an 

optimal solution, as that network grows the time required to solve it using the same 

technique also grows.  If it can be shown that the time complexity of the solving the 

problem grows at an exponential (or non-polynomial) rate, the problem can quickly 

become intractable (Garey and Johnson, 1979).  In these cases the development of a 

scalable approach is necessary to find the best possible solution for larger problems. 

 

2.7 Summary 

As discovered through review of the pertinent literature, the areas of resource 

allocation and network reliability are, in general, well-studied and well-

documented.  The primary distinction between this research and previous efforts 

lies in (1) the dynamic nature of this problem and (2) the commonly-used 

assumptions that are invalid for this problem. 

 

Because of the dynamic nature of this problem, it is imperative that any applied 

solution technique be able to allocate and reallocate resources extremely quickly.  

While current solution techniques for this type of problem are typically able to find 

the optimal solution, the computation time required to do so is often excessive, 

certainly in terms of this problems real-world environment and the corresponding 

need to react to changes in seconds, or less.  This prohibits the practical use of these 

techniques in situations that require something other than a one-time search for the 

optimal allocation.  The research described in this thesis focuses on the development 

of a method that not only finds the best possible solutions that can be obtained 

through those classic, ―one-shot‖ approaches, but does so within the extremely short 

time horizon permitted by the nature of the environment.  By creating an approach 
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that focuses on solution speed in addition to, not in lieu of, solution quality, it is 

possible to address this real-world problem in a manner that had never before been 

considered. 

 

Additionally, problems related to sensors and/or sensor networks typically focus on 

the scheduling of a single resource to multiple tasks in the optimal manner. Further, 

literature related to scheduling multiple sensors that operate serially is nearly non-

existent.  The exception is the case where independence between sensors is assumed, 

but this effectively negates the issue of the sensors working serially rather than in 

parallel.  The application of this research relies heavily on an assumption of 

dependence (see Section 3.4.3), forcing an in-depth analysis of the existence of and 

relationship between multiple sensors.  This is vital distinction from the current 

approaches to similar resource allocation and network reliability problems.  

Specifically, past research in this area typically operates under an assumption of 

independence between resources, generally assumes that resources are identical to 

the extent that each is capable of performing any task being assigned, or employs 

both of these assumptions.  By assuming neither in this work, instead allowing 

dependence between sensors and restricting capabilities to a subset of the tasks to be 

assigned, this research addresses a previously unexplored area.  Now resources 

must be allocated in sets rather than as single entities, but these are not independent 

sets—the allocation of one set of resources has a direct impact on the definition of 

and the assignment of other sets.  Furthermore, while resource capacities are not 

considered (see Section 3.4.4), implicit constraints on the allocation of resources to 

sets and then to tasks also complicate the solution approach. 

 

By disregarding the common assumptions of identical, independent resources and 

expanding the scope to include a changing environment that requires dynamic 
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reallocation of resources at a moment‘s notice, the research described herein is a 

significant departure from previous work that has been accomplished in the areas of 

sensor network analysis and resource allocation methods.  It is presented to address 

a specific problem that does not follow the conventions assigned to similar network 

problems. 
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3. Problem Description 

3.1 Task Definitions 

We begin this chapter with a clear definition of the problem so as to be able to 

formally state a solution approach.  There are four primary mission areas, hereafter 

referred to as tasks, that form the basis of the problem: missile defense, missile 

warning, space surveillance, and scientific and technical intelligence collection.  Each 

of these areas has unique characteristics and requirements, but each also shares 

common characteristics and requirements with the others.  Most notably, in all 

mission areas the flow of information between sensors follows the same general 

processes, and so a general network representation can be applied across each of the 

four missions, or tasks. 

 

Missile defense and missile warning are tasks that, if a failure were to occur, would 

yield the most imminent threat to the United States and its interests.  The objective 

in these tasks is to detect the occurrence of some unpredicted event (e.g. a ballistic 

missile launch), track its path, classify its level of threat and, when necessary, engage 

and eliminate it.  Space surveillance, and scientific and technical intelligence 

collection are also important, but for different reasons.  Each is a form of information 

gathering—space surveillance monitors the movement of man-made objects in space 

while scientific and technical collection is targeted towards analysis of the types and 

purposes of those objects.  In both cases, the overarching goal can be most simply 

described as the successful collection of information.   

 

3.2 Function Definitions 

A function is a specific type of activity that a sensor is required to complete 

successfully in order to contribute to the successful completion of the task. The set of 
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functions that may be required for any of the tasks given above is well-defined, but 

the specific set of functions that must be accomplished is determined by the event 

which is being managed.  In this research the following functions are defined: 

 

Assess: When an event occurs that requires some type of military action, such 

as the engagement of enemy troops or the launch of a missile defense 

projectile, the result of that action must be evaluated. 

 

Classify: Based on an object‘s trajectory and other available characteristics, a 

determination is made as to whether or not the object is a threat. 

 

Cue: An object‘s path is projected based on current position and any other 

available data, such as trajectory. 

 

Detect: An event occurs in a region which is being monitored by one or more 

sensors and that event is noted by the sensor. 

 

Engage: Depending on the classification of an object, resources are assigned 

to either avoid or eliminate the threat.   

 

Kill: In the case of an object classified as a threat and then engaged, this 

function represents the act of actually destroying the threat. 

 

Monitor: Each sensor conducts surveillance over a specified region of earth or 

space, or is placed in standby mode for later use. 
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Track: A particular object of interest (versus an entire region) is monitored 

with the express intent of determining its trajectory. 

 

Update: Position, trajectory and threat classification of the object are 

continuously recorded and adjusted as necessary.  This function may in fact 

be a reoccurrence of earlier functions.  

 

At any time this set of functions may be amended to better reflect the actual 

operations of a sensor in managing an event.  The functions operate in a linear 

fashion, with the preceding function needing to be completed before the subsequent 

function can commence.  A simple depiction of the flow of a subset of these 

functions is shown in Figure 3-1.  Here the process begins with a sensor monitoring 

a region of space.  When an event occurs, the subsequent functions are set into 

motion.  First, the event must be detected; once detected, it must be classified as an 

item of interest or as a threat.  In the former case, the progression of functions may 

simply return to the monitor stage as no further action is necessary.  In the latter 

case, additional functions must be accomplished: engagement and assessment.  

Depending on the result of the engagement (ascertained in the assessment function), 

the task may be reset to monitor (if the engagement was successful) or another 

engagement may be necessary.  Again, this is a simple example, but goes to illustrate 

the natural progression from function to function within a task. 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Example of Flow of Functions 

Monitor Detect Classify Engage Assess
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3.3 Network Depiction 

The ―tasks‖ and ―functions‖ defined above form the basis for the representation of 

the problem as a sensor network, but additional definitions are necessary.  In order 

to fully illustrate the proposed methodology, it is best to first describe a scenario 

representative of the environment to which the model will be applied.  This scenario 

depicts a sample network similar to those that would be encountered in the actual 

employment of the model—it encompasses the same characteristics as the actual 

environment and so is valid for descriptive purposes.  Figure 3.2 below is a network 

that is representative of those found in reality, with the exception of its size.  This 

smaller network is used for illustrative purposes—examples of more realistic 

networks (both provided by STRATCOM and randomly generated for testing 

purposes) are available in Appendices B through E. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Small Notional Network 
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This figure depicts a sample network representation of the problem.  The nine 

functions previously defined are grouped vertically.  For example, function 1 can be 

performed by any combination of sensors 1 through 6.  Furthermore, these six 

shaded sensors are what we will define as assignable sensors that can be allocated to 

only one of the four tasks at a particular time.  These are the sensors of interest 

throughout the development and testing of the model.  The unshaded sensors are 

said to be ―shared‖.  These are sensors that perform their functions in support of all 

tasks simultaneously—they are not assigned to a particular task, but rather are 

assigned to all tasks. 

 

In terms of the network representation, each node represents a sensor performing a 

specified function.  So the node labeled as ―Sensor 7‖ is in fact a sensor (arbitrarily 

named Sensor 7) that performs function 2.  The arcs represent communication of 

information from sensors performing a particular function to sensors performing the 

subsequent function.  For example, the directed arc between Sensor 10 (performing 

function 5) and Sensor 12 (performing function 6) indicates that Sensor 12 is capable 

of receiving the data needed to successfully perform its function from Sensor 10.  

(The other incoming arc indicates that Sensor 12 may also receive the necessary data 

from Sensor 9.) 

 

Finally, it is necessary to further clarify the idea of a network.  For this problem, a 

master network of sensors like the one depicted in Figure 3.2 is in fact the compilation 

of four sub-networks, each made up of a subset of the nodes and arcs in the master 

network, defined by the allocation of the assignable sensors to the four tasks.  The 

master network depicts which sensors are assignable and which are shared, and also 

indicates which tasks each of the assignable sensors may be allocated to.  In Figure 

3-2, Sensors 1 and 2 may be assigned to either Task 1 or Task 2; Sensors 3 and 5 may 
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be assigned to either Task 1 or Task 3; and Sensors 4 and 6 may be assigned to either 

Task 1 or Task 4.  Using these alternatives, one possible allocation of sensors to tasks 

would yield four sub-networks depicted below. 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Notional Network, Task 1 Assignments 
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Figure 3-4. Notional Network, Task 2 Assignments 

 

 

 

Figure 3-5. Notional Network, Task 3 Assignments 
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Figure 3-6. Notional Network, Task 4 Assignments 
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These figures begin to illustrate the complexity of the network, particularly when a 

sensor may be assigned to more than one task and the probability of successfully 

completing a function and its time to completion both vary depending on the 

sensor(s) assigned.  If considered in terms of a routing problem, the number of 

―paths‖ that each event could follow to complete all nine functions—that is, the 

number of different ways that data could flow from one end of the network to the 

other—is not trivially small.  Add the idea that multiple paths may be traveled 

simultaneously, and the number of possibilities grows at a significant rate.  In 

determining the best path or set of paths that each event should follow, it becomes 

clear that an efficient method for choosing the right allocation scheme is necessary. 

 

The network represented in Figure 3.2 is assumed to be representative of the actual 

network environment in terms of its definitions and behavior, though its size is 

smaller than an actual network.  Functions that are performed under multiple tasks 

are typically less complex than those that appear in only a single task, allowing the 

sensors performing those functions to be assigned to multiple tasks simultaneously.  

Conversely, more complex functions require a greater resource pull, indicating that 

sensors performing these functions must be assigned to only one task at a time.  

These insights drive some of the assumptions surrounding the network model, 

particularly the determination of which sensors are assignable and which are 

common across tasks.  Furthermore, due to military classification issues, it is 

impossible to know what the ―real‖ network looks like, in terms of both network 

connections and size.  Regardless, discussions with STRATCOM personnel have 

validated the use of networks similar to that presented in Figure 3.2, scaled up to 

encompass more sensors performing each function, to represent the real-world 

system.  
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3.4 Assumptions 

3.4.1 Non-Preemption of Assignable Sensors 

Generally assignable sensors may be capable of performing more than one function; 

but they may only be assigned to a single task at a time.  In this thesis we will 

assume that a sensor performs any function while assigned to a particular task, and 

it will remain assigned to that task until it performs all of the functions that it is 

capable of accomplishing.  Referring back to Figure 3.2, this means that if Sensor 1 is 

assigned to Task 1, then it will perform functions 1, 3 and 4 all in support of Task 1.  

This reduces the need for excessive communication between sensors, thereby 

eliminating any potential loss of information and time lag that could otherwise 

result.  Ultimately, the reassignment of a sensor from one task to another before it 

performs all of its functions related to a specific task cannot increase the probability 

of successfully completing that task, and so their reassignment before completing 

their functions for a specific task can never yield an assignment with higher overall 

probability of task success than an assignment that allows them to complete all 

assigned functions.   Shared sensors are assumed to be able to perform their 

functions across multiple tasks, and so they are implicitly allocated to all tasks at all 

times.  It is also assumed that no sensor will ever be left unassigned, as the goal is to 

optimize event management and costs are not a factor. 

 

3.4.2 Independence 

Independence is a key assumption that must be clarified.  Typically, the assumption 

of independence would indicate that the success of a sensor within the network does 

not rely on what happened previously—this is a common assumption in measuring 

network reliability (see Section 2.3.3).  In this case, however, the independence 

assumption holds a different meaning, referring to the vertical relationship among 
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sensors.  For the various sensors performing a particular function within a task, the 

probability that a particular sensor successfully completes that function has no 

bearing whatsoever on whether or not another sensor successfully completes the 

function. 

 

3.4.3 Dependence 

Conversely, there is also a dependence assumption.  This assumption deals with the 

horizontal relationship among sensors.  In this case, the probability that a sensor 

successfully performs a particular function is entirely dependent upon the sensors 

that successfully performed the previous function, and that are connected to 

(communicate with) the sensor in question.  This is in complete contrast to the 

independence assumption that is generally applied to network reliability analysis, 

but is vital in developing a true representation of the type of sensor network under 

consideration.  As a result, while the basic tenets of reliability theory hold, some 

significant modifications to the traditional network probability calculations must be 

made in order to accurately assess the performance of a network. 

 

Figure 3-7 presents a simple depiction of the difference between the dependence and 

independence assumptions.  As in the earlier examples, sensors in the same column 

perform the same function.  Here sensors 3, 4 and 5 are independent of one 

another—the success of one has no impact on the success of the others.  Conversely, 

the probability of success of sensor 7 can only be determined once the probability of 

success of sensor 6 is known. 
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Figure 3-7. Dependence Depiction 
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provide adequate information to infuse the model with the probabilities needed to 

calculate the overall sensor, function and task probabilities (see Section 4.2.2) 

necessary to determine the best allocation of sensors.  Specifically, the prior 

probabilities associated with the assignable sensors performing the first function 

will be known, as will all conditional probabilities related to subsequent functions.  

The known conditionals are the probabilities that a sensor will successfully complete 

function f given a particular connected sensor successfully performed function f – 1.  

Referring to Figure 3-4, the functions that must be performed to successfully 

complete the task are grouped vertically (i.e., sensors 1 and 2 both perform function 

1).  The known prior probabilities are the probabilities of success for Sensor 1 and 

Sensor 2.  Examples of the known conditionals related to Sensor 6 (performing 

function 3) are the probability of success for Sensor 6 given Sensor 3 was successful 

in the second stage (P(6|3)), its probability of success given Sensor 4 was successful 

(P(6|4)), and its probability of success given Sensor 5 was successful (P(6|5)).  

Furthermore, the probability of success for Sensor 6 given both Sensors 3 and 4 were 

successful is assumed to be the greater of the two individual probabilities; that is, 

P(6|3,4) = max {P(6,3), P(6|4)}. 

 

3.4.6 Existence of Feasible Solutions 

It is assumed that a representative network must have at least one feasible solution.  

That feasibility is inherent in the network—no real network would be put in place 

that was not capable of meeting the minimum system requirements.  For this 

problem four tasks need to be accomplished—one is identified as the primary task 

(Task 1) and the remainder are designated secondary tasks.  A network is feasible if 

a minimum threshold probability of success is met for each of the secondary tasks.  

If the existing network were incapable, requirements would be changed or (more 
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likely) additional sensors would be procured and added to the network to ensure 

the requirements would be met. 

 

3.5 Probability Calculations 

Previous discussion of the sensor network demonstrates in general terms how the 

ideas of network reliability can be applied to this problem.  The more specific 

application lies in the determination of which allocation of assignable sensors 

produces the best probability of success within each task.  In order to do this, the 

success probabilities for each sensor must first be calculated.  Again, in generating 

the probabilities needed to characterize the allocation model, it is assumed that the 

probability of successfully completing one function depends not only upon a 

sensor‘s effectiveness with respect to the function in question, but also upon which 

sensors successfully completed the preceding function.  The historical data that 

provides the rate at which each sensor successfully completed each function also 

shows which sensor(s) completed the preceding function, thereby providing the 

conditional probabilities needed. 

 

Probability calculations follow a process that can be broken into three steps.  First, 

the probability of success for each individual sensor must be determined.  For each 

sensor in the first function this is known with some degree of accuracy through an 

analysis of historical data. For the remaining functions the probability determination 

follows the same general formula, with the probability of a sensor successfully 

completing its function calculated using conditional probabilities and the law of 

total probability.  Second, the overall probability of successfully completing each 

function is calculated.  Here, the probability of a set of sensors successfully 

completing each function is determined using the individual sensor probabilities of 
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success.  Finally, the overall task probability is derived based on the function 

probabilities. 

 

3.5.1 Probability Notation and Formulas 

In formalizing the probability calculations, the following notation is introduced.  

First, let f  {1,…,9} be the set of functions that must be performed in order for a task 

to succeed.   represents a particular sensor i, and  is the set of sensors that 

perform function (f – 1) connected to sensor  that performs function f.  Finally, 

 is the subset of connected sensors that successfully performed function (f – 

1), and  the subset of connected sensors that failed to successfully perform 

function (f – 1), where  and . 

 

The probabilities of interest are defined as follows: 

 : the probability of success for sensor i performing function f 

 : the probability of success for sensor i performing function f given 

the set of sensors  successfully performed function (f – 1) 

 : the probability that subset  successfully performed function  

(f – 1) 

 : the overall probability of success for function f 

 : the overall probability of success for task T 

 

Now, for each function beyond the first (recall that these probabilities are known), 

the probability of subset  occurring (that is, for a particular sensor , the 

probability that a particular group of connected sensors from the previous function 

(f – 1) was successful and the remainder were unsuccessful) is given by 
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    (3.1) 

 

This is used in support of the dependence assumption addressed in Section 3.4.3 to 

calculate the probability of success for each sensor in the network, .  Because 

the conditional probabilities  are known, sensor probabilities can be 

determined using the law of total probability as follows: 

 

    (3.2) 

 

When each sensor‘s probability of success has been calculated, the overall 

probability of success for each function can be determined.  Because of 

independence, this probability is found using the formula 

 

     (3.3) 

 

Finally, with a complete set of function probabilities, the overall task probabilities 

can be calculated following the rules of reliability in a serial system 

 

     (3.4) 

 

3.5.2 Probability Example 

To illustrate, consider a simple example with one task and two functions.  To 

evaluate the overall probability of success for the task, the probabilities of 

successfully performing each function must first be calculated.  This in turn depends 

on the probabilities of success associated with the sensor that are assigned to 

perform those functions.  If only a single sensor is assigned to each function, then no 
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calculations are needed as the probability of successfully completing each function is 

simply the probability that the sensor is successful, and each function has an 

associated probability of success, P1 and P2.  However, the overall probability of 

success can be improved by determining the successful completion of a particular 

function when more than one sensor is assigned to it.  To expand upon the stated 

example, assume that two sensors may be assigned to function 1.  Now, in order for 

that function to be successfully accomplished, either sensor 1, sensor 2 or both needs 

to successfully perform the function.  In other words, the function fails only if both 

sensors fail to complete it.  Each sensor has its own independent probability of 

successfully performing function 1, Ps1 and Ps2, so the probability of successfully 

completing function 1 is calculated as 

 

    (3.5) 

 

In this manner it is possible to increase the probability of successfully completing 

various functions, and so increase the overall probability of mission completion.  

This, of course, assumes that there are adequate sensors to incorporate redundancies 

into the allocations.  If this is not the case, then the prioritization of objectives and 

tasks becomes paramount in creating the best assignment of sensors given the 

circumstances. 

 

Further expanding the example, with two sensors performing function 1 it is quite 

simple to determine the overall probability of success for that function, P1.  The next 

step is to determine the value of P2 as a function of which sensor(s) successfully 

accomplished function 1 (return to the assumption that only a single sensor can 

perform function 2).  In this case, there are four possible conclusions to function 1—

neither sensor was successful, only sensor 1 was successful, only sensor 2 was 
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successful, or both sensor 1 and sensor 2 were successful.  Using this, the probability 

of function 2 being successfully performed is found as 

 

 

         (3.6) 

 

    (3.7) 

 

where P0 is the probability that neither sensor 1 nor sensor 2 was successful in 

function 1.  Now the overall probability of mission success based on this allocation 

of sensors can be calculated.   

 

Because the overall probability Pt of successfully completing the task depends upon 

the successful completion of the two functions that make up that task, if either 

function fails so does the mission.  Since the two functions operate serially, the 

probability of successfully completing the mission can be shown as 

 

     (3.8) 

 

Particularly in the case where all nine functions are necessary for mission 

accomplishment, it is clear that the probability of success can quickly become quite 

small; even if each function had a probability of success of 0.95, the overall 

probability of mission success in this case would be only 0.63.  
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4. Solution Approach 

4.1 Purpose of the Model 

The primary goal behind this model is to create an assignment of sensors to tasks to 

maximize the probability of successfully completing Task 1, subject to constraints on 

the probabilities of success that must be attained for the other tasks.  Sensors are 

assigned to tasks to prepare for completion of the functions within those tasks.  In 

other words, there is some prior expectation as to the requirements for successful 

completion of tasks, and so sensors must be allocated accordingly. 

 

4.2 Integer Programming Model 

With a methodology in place to calculate the task probabilities, it becomes necessary 

to develop the model in which these probabilities will be employed in order to 

determine the best allocation of sensors.  One approach to this is an integer 

programming (IP) model.  In any approach, the problem is to assign sensors to tasks 

so as to maximize the overall probability of complete success.  The overall success of 

a network may be defined in several different ways, but at this point the focus is on 

maximizing the overall probability of success for a ―primary‖ task, while at the same 

time meeting some minimum probability of success relative to the other 

―secondary‖ tasks.  As such, the focus of the IP model is to find the optimal 

allocation of sensors to that primary task. 

 

4.2.1 Preliminary IP Formulation 

In this approach, it is clear that the overall probability of success for a task is found 

as the product of the individual stage probabilities across all nine functions, as 

addressed in Section 4.2.2.  The process formulating the problem as a linear 

program, though, is a straightforward transformation, since taking the natural 
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logarithm of the stage probabilities and maximizing their sum is equivalent to 

maximizing the overall probability of success for a task. 

 

Based on this idea, it is possible to develop an initial linear integer (binary) 

programming model for the allocation of sensors to tasks.  First, let xitf = 1 if sensor i 

is assigned to task t and function f, and 0 otherwise.  Next, define lpitf as the natural 

logarithm of the probability of success for sensor i assigned to task t and function f.  

At this point it is assumed that only a single sensor is assigned to a task for any 

function, and that any sensor can be assigned to any task.  Under these conditions, 

the preliminary formulation of the IP model is given as 

 

      Maximize   

      Subject to     

                                                                                                                 (4.1) 

 

 

Note that at this point any threshold constraints related to the secondary constraints 

for this formulation have been ignored, and so the constraint matrix appears to be 

unimodular.  If that is in fact the case, relaxing the binary constraint and solving the 

resulting linear program will result in all decision variables taking on a value of 

either 0 or 1 (Wolsey, 1998).  Again, this formulation is a classical assignment 

problem that can be solved in O(n2) time. 

 

4.2.2 Expanded IP Formulation 

The previous formulation assumes that only a single sensor is assigned to a 

particular task for each function.  In this application there are typically considerably 

more sensors available than tasks to be completed at each stage and the assignment 
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of multiple sensors to a task can greatly increase the corresponding probability of 

success of a given function.  In order to accommodate this change, it is necessary to 

add a set of decision variables, where xijtf = 1 if both sensors i and j are assigned to 

task t and function f, and 0 otherwise.  Similarly, lpijtf is the natural logarithm of the 

probability of success if both sensors i and j are assigned to task t and function f.  In 

addition, A(z,t,f) is now defined as the set of decision variables that have the value 

(sensor) z in either the first or second subscript of xijtf.  It is also important to note 

that the set of variables xitf are still present in this expanded formulation.  This 

―second-order‖ formulation can now be written as 

 

      Maximize   

      Subject to     

                                                                                     (4.2) 

 

 

 

In this formulation, all functions needs to be ―covered‖ for each task by some set of 

sensors in order to find a feasible solution.  Furthermore, the objective is to find the 

covering that yields the maximum probability of success for Task 1.  It is clear that 

this formulation could be further expanded to include even higher orders of sensor 

assignments, although the resulting formulations would become somewhat more 

cumbersome to define and manage.  But as these combinations grow the covering 

aspect becomes even more apparent.  Furthermore, it is no longer clear whether or 

not the constraint matrix will exhibit the properties of unimodularity, and so 

relaxing the binary constraints may or may not yield a solution with integer values 

for the decision variables. 
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4.2.3 IP Approach Viability 

While it is certainly possible to formulate this problem as a linear integer program, 

the question remains as to whether or not it is too cumbersome to solve using 

traditional methods given the underlying scale and time constraints imposed by the 

real-world problem.  If this is represented as a decision problem, it is clear that given 

an allocation of sensors to tasks a determination of the feasibility of that allocation 

can be accomplished in polynomial time.  As a result, the conjecture is that the 

problem is NP-Hard; however, thus far we have been unable to find an appropriate 

reduction to formally prove this. 

 

Because the overall probability of success for a task is best defined as the probability 

of success for the final function in that task, the difficulty in the IP approach lies in 

the determination of that final probability.  While the probability of successfully 

completing that last function must necessarily be some combination of the 

probabilities of success for each individual sensor assigned to that function, those 

individual probabilities cannot be simply stated (although they can be easily 

calculated given a solution to the assignment problem).  Instead, the probability of 

success for a particular sensor assigned to a specific task and function is determined 

by the sensors that successfully performed the previous function and that are 

connected to the sensor in question.  The probability of success for those sensors 

(performing the preceding function) is dependent upon those that successfully 

performed the previous function, and so on.  In this manner, it is clear that the 

probability of success for a sensor in the final function of a task is dependent upon 

which sensors successfully completed all of the preceding functions.  In other words, 

in order to determine the probability of success for a task it is necessary to ascertain 

which sensors have been assigned to the task and perform the described calculations 

against that set of sensors. 
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It therefore becomes necessary to enumerate all of the possible network assignments 

and calculate the corresponding probabilities of success in order to accurately 

characterize the objective function of the IP formulation.  Furthermore, the decision 

variables must be redefined to prevent the problem from becoming non-linear.  

Considering only a single task, the decision variables may be re-defined to be yi = 1 

if network i is selected, 0 otherwise.  (For example, considering only task 1, Figure 

3.3 represents one possible network allocation and would also be designated as a 

decision variable in this IP formulation approach.) In the stated formulation, each 

variable has a corresponding probability of success, pi, which is calculated using 

each of the prior and conditional probabilities inherent in the selected network 

structure.  While the constraints on this formulation are few and easily addressed, 

the complexity arises in the number of variables (networks) that need be considered.  

Again, considering only a single task, the number of possible combinations of 

sensors that could be assigned to a particular function is given as , where n 

is the number of sensors that are assignable to that function.  Expanding this to 

include all functions that must be completed for successful overall completion of the 

task, we find the number of variables to be , where nf is the number 

of sensors in function f and F is the number of functions.  Using the example 

depicted in Figure 3.5, the possible number of decision variables is 6.25 x 1018 

(assuming at least one sensor is selected in each stage).  While the true number of 

decision variables is somewhat less than this, owing to the connections between 

sensors, the number of computations necessary in order to thoroughly evaluate this 

network (by calculating the probability of success, or objective function coefficient, 

for each of these variables) is still significant.  While the solution time for the IP 

representation of this network may be reasonable, the number of calculations and 

corresponding time required to produce that formulation is not, indicating that 
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another (faster) approach may be necessary.  Stated another way, in order to solve 

this problem as an IP, it is necessary to first enumerate and evaluate all possible 

solutions.   

 

The proposed formulation includes a significant level of computational complexity, 

owing to the combinatorial nature of the decision variables and the requisite 

enumeration of allocation schemes necessary to fully characterize the objective 

function.  Furthermore, this formulation ignores constraints related to the secondary 

tasks, specifically threshold probabilities that must be met in order for a solution to 

be feasible.  The addition of these constraints would require a four-fold increase in 

the number of decision variables (assuming four tasks being considered) and a 

corresponding increase in the calculations necessary to evaluate the feasibility of 

each potential network allocation.  As this approach is simply not viable given the 

underlying time constraints, a heuristic approach may be a preferred alternative. 

 

4.3 Heuristic Approach 

Because the computational complexity of this problem makes it difficult to find the 

optimal solution to a realistic problem using an integer programming approach 

within a reasonable amount of time, a heuristic approach has been developed to find 

good, if not optimal, solutions under those time considerations.  The heuristic 

follows a four-stage process that generates initial solutions and then performs 

exchanges between assigned and unassigned sensors.  Again, the focus of these 

assignments and exchanges is on the primary task, but now it is possible to address 

the secondary tasks in a more efficient manner than in the IP formulation. 
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Figure 4-1. Heuristic Flow Chart 
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4.3.1 Randomization 

A key aspect of the heuristic is the inclusion of several randomization techniques, in 

each of the first three stages of the heuristic, which allows the heuristic to investigate 

a wide variety of potential solutions to a specific problem, reducing the probability 

of premature convergence to a local maximum.   

 

The inclusion of randomization in Stage 1 ensures the generation of multiple starting 

points for the heuristic, a significant factor in searching any non-convex solution 

space for an optimal solution.  (It is possible to transform to a convex solution space 

by enumerating the possible networks, as discussed previously, but that approach 

was shown to be unreasonable for the current problem.)  In the second and third 

stages, randomization of the ordering of the exchange processes allows the heuristic 

to travel different ―paths‖ to a local type, even if the same starting solution is used.  

Various authors have incorporated this degree of randomization into heuristic 

approaches for widely diverse problem sets to good effect (e.g. Lin and Kernighan, 

1973, Yaghubian, et al. 2001).  The incorporation of these techniques allows the 

widest possible range of solutions to be investigated in an effort to obtain the global 

maximum. 

 

4.3.2 Initial Solution (Stage 1) 

The first stage of the heuristic is the development of an initial feasible solution.  This 

is accomplished by first allocating assignable sensors to the secondary tasks (tasks 2, 

3 and 4) until each meets its threshold probability, then by allocating the remaining 

sensors to the primary task (Task 1).  The assignment of sensors to the secondary 

tasks is done by a two-phase random process.  First, the order in which the 

secondary tasks are assigned sensors is randomized.  Drawing from a uniform 

distribution, separate random values are assigned to Task 2, Task 3 and Task 4.  The 
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task with the lowest corresponding random number is the first to be assigned 

sensors and the task with the highest random number is the last.  Once the order has 

been established, the first of the secondary tasks is assigned sensors until a feasible 

allocation is found, then the second task is evaluated, then the third.   

 

The assignment of sensors within each task incorporates the second randomization 

within the overall process.  For each assignable sensor that is available to the task in 

question, another random draw is made (again from a uniform distribution).  A 

value greater than 0.5 results in the sensor being assigned to the task; otherwise the 

sensor is not assigned.  As sensors are assigned, the overall task success probability 

is evaluated until a feasible allocation that meets the secondary task threshold 

probabilities is established.  If no feasible allocation for any of the secondary tasks 

can be found, a new allocation order is generated and the process is repeated until a 

feasible solution is found.  Figure 4-2 details the procedures for generating the initial 

feasible solution. 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Procedure for Generating Initial Feasible Solution 

 

Randomly determine the order in which the secondary tasks are to be evaluated;

for each secondary task, proceed as follows: 

1. Beginning with the first assignable sensor, establish the availability of each; 

a sensor is considered available if:

- It is assignable to the selected secondary task

- It is not already assigned to another secondary task

2. If the sensor is available, decide whether or not to assign it to the secondary task

3. If the sensor is assigned to the secondary task, evaluate the task probability

- If the task probability meets its threshold, iterate to the next secondary task and

return to step 1

- If not, iterate to the next assignable sensor (step 1)

4. If the sensor is not assigned to the task, iterate to the next assignable sensor (step 1)

5. If no feasible solution can be found, exit the procedure
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4.3.3 Sensor Exchanges 

Once an initial feasible solution has been established, the heuristic moves into the 

second and third stages, the sensor exchanges.  Sensor exchanges are characterized 

as either ―one-sensor‖ or ―two-sensor‖—these terms describe the maximum number 

of sensors that is either added to or removed from Task 1 within each exchange 

process.  In each case, exchanges are evaluated using a first-improving method until 

no improvement in the Task 1 probability is found, at which point the heuristic 

moves on to the next type of exchange. 

 

4.3.3.1 One-Sensor Exchanges (Stage 2) 

There are two one-sensor exchanges (processes) that are evaluated in Stage 2 of the 

heuristic.  They are the ―1-1 Exchange‖ and the ―0-1 Pull‖.  Each time the heuristic 

enters Stage 2, a random draw from a uniform distribution determines which of 

these two processes is implemented first.  That process is then evaluated until no 

improvement to the best known solution (with respect to the Task 1 probability) can 

be found, at which time the second process begins.  Any time an improved solution 

is found, the currently active exchange process stops and the stage begins anew with 

the first of the ordered exchanges.  If no improved solution is found once Stage 2 has 

begun (or been restarted), then the heuristic moves into stage three.  Figure 4-3 

outlines the Stage 2 procedure.  These one-sensor exchanges are useful to search 

relatively small neighborhoods, close to the starting solutions—the size of these 

neighborhoods are on the order of 2n, where n is the number of assignable nodes. 
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Figure 4-3. One-Sensor Exchange Procedure 

 

4.3.3.1.1 1-1 Exchange 

The 1-1 exchange performs a modified pairwise swap between two sensors, one of 

which is initially assigned to Task 1 and another which is not.  Like all other 

exchange processes, this process follows an iterative, first-improving method to 

perform the switches and evaluate the results.  Considering only the assignable 

sensors, the procedure searches for the first that is assigned to Task 1.  (The term 

―first‖ is indicative of the sensor order that is established when the problem is 

initiated.)  When an assigned sensor (sensor A) is found, the procedure then searches 

for the first unassigned sensor (sensor B).  Sensor A is then removed from the Task 1 

allocation and assigned to a secondary task.  This reassignment may be 

predetermined if the sensor is only assignable to one of the secondary tasks.  If it is 

assignable to more than one secondary task, though, the reassignment may be done 

randomly or through additional searches.  While incorporating additional searching 

ensures that the ―best‖ step is taken from a particular point, this could limit the 

solutions that are investigated by the heuristic.  Randomization allows the heuristic 

to search a larger neighborhood by taking different paths away from a particular 

Randomly determine the order in which the exchange processes are to be evaluated

(for illustration purposes, assume the order is 1-1 Exchange then 0-1 Pull) 

1. Conduct a one-for-one exchange between a sensor assigned to task 1 and a sensor

assigned to a secondary task; evaluate the changes

1a. If the change results in a feasible solution and an improvement to task 1 probability

save the solution and restart the process at step 1

1b. If not, iterate to the next one-for-one exchange at step 1

2. If all one-for-one exchanges have been evaluated and no improvement to the task 1

probability has been found, move on to step 3

3. Conduct a zero-one pull by adding a sensor to the task 1 allocation and removing it

from its previous allocation

3a. If the change results in a feasible solution and an improvement to task 1 probability

save the solution and restart the process at step 1

3b. If not, iterate to the next zero-one pull at step 3

4. If all zero-one pulls have been evaluated and no improvement to the task 1

probability has been found, exit the procedure
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solution.   In replacing Sensor A in the Task 1 allocation, Sensor B is simply removed 

from its initial allocation and added to Task 1. 

 

Once this modified pairwise exchange has been completed, the new allocations are 

evaluated with respect to the overall probabilities of the affected tasks.  First, the 

new Task 1 probability is calculated.  If it is no better than the previous best 

allocation scheme, there is no need to continue.  If there is an improvement, the 

secondary task that ―lost‖ sensor B must be re-evaluated to assess whether or not the 

new allocation is still feasible.  There is no need to evaluate the secondary task that 

―received‖ sensor A (if it is different than the task that lost sensor B), since the 

addition of a sensor cannot reduce the overall probability of success for a task.  Since 

the previous allocation was known to be feasible, it follows that any secondary task 

that adds a sensor to its allocation must still meet its threshold probability. 

 

In the event that the new allocation is both feasible and shows an improvement in 

the Task 1 probability, the new allocation is stored as the current best solution and 

the Stage 2 switches begin anew using the new allocation as the starting point.  If 

not, the process moves to the next modified pairwise switch, iterating first through 

the unassigned sensors, then through the assigned sensors.  If no improved feasible 

solution is found, this continues until all possible switches have been evaluated. 

 

4.3.3.1.2 0-1 Pull 

The 0-1 pull procedure operates in a manner very similar to the 1-1 exchange, with 

one significant exception.  Here, no assigned sensors are removed from Task 1.  

Instead, the only switch is that of a sensor changing from unassigned (again, a sensor 

initially assigned to a secondary) to assigned.  In this process it is clear that the new 

Task 1 probability will be an improvement over the previous allocation, so the 
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evaluation process first checks the feasibility of the secondary task that lost the 

sensor.  If that task is still feasible with respect to its threshold probability, then the 

new Task 1 probability is calculated and the allocation stored as the best.  In this 

case the Stage 2 procedure again re-starts, beginning with the new allocation.  If the 

new allocation is not feasible, the switched sensor is returned (to its previous task) 

and the procedure iterates to the next unassigned sensor.   

 

4.3.3.2 Two-Sensor Exchanges (Stage 3) 

Stage 3 operates in the same manner as Stage 2, but includes three different types of 

exchanges—the ―2-2 Exchange‖, the ―2-1 Push‖ and the ―1-2 Pull‖.  Again, the 

exchange processes are randomly ordered and evaluated until an improved solution 

is found.  Any time an improved solution is found, the procedure returns to the first 

of the ordered exchanges (within the stage) and repeats.  If no better allocation is 

found, the procedure advances to the next ordered exchange.  This is repeated until 

no improved solution can be found after all three exchange processes, at which point 

the heuristic moves into the fourth and final stage.  Figure 4-4 describes the Stage 3 

procedure. 
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Figure 4-4. Two-Sensor Exchange Procedure 

 

4.3.3.2.1 2-2 Exchange 

The 2-2 exchange process is another modified pairwise switch between assigned and 

unassigned sensors, but this time involves two sensors of each type.  As with the 1-1 

exchange, assigned sensors are identified and moved to the appropriate secondary 

task(s), while unassigned sensors are similarly identified and moved into Task 1.  In 

this process the evaluation process may be somewhat more complicated, owing to 

the potential for more tasks to be affected by the switches.  The first step in 

evaluating the exchange is to calculate the Task 1 probability for the new allocation.  

If no improvement has occurred, then the procedure simply iterates (again, first 

through the unassigned and then the assigned sensors).  If an improvement in that 

probability does occur, then the secondary tasks must be re-evaluated for feasibility.  

Randomly determine the order in which the exchange processes are to be evaluated

(for illustration purposes, assume the order is 2-2 Exchange, 1-2 Pull, then 2-1 Push) 

1. Conduct a two-for-two exchange between sensors assigned to task 1 and sensors

assigned to secondary tasks; evaluate the changes

1a. If the change results in a feasible solution and an improvement to task 1 probability

save the solution and restart the process at step 1

1b. If not, iterate to the next one-for-one exchange at step 1

2. If all two-for-two exchanges have been evaluated and no improvement to the task 1

probability has been found, move on to step 3

3. Conduct a one-two pull by removing one sensor from the task 1 allocation and 

assigning it to a secondary task, then adding two sensors to the task 1 allocation

and removing them from their previous assignments

3a. If the change results in a feasible solution and an improvement to task 1 probability

save the solution and restart the process at step 1

3b. If not, iterate to the next one-two pull at step 3

4. If all one-two pulls have been evaluated and no improvement to the task 1

probability has been found, move on to step 5

5. Conduct a two-one push by removing two sensors from the task 1 allocation and 

assigning them to secondary tasks, then adding one sensor to the task 1 allocation

and removing it from its previous assignment

5a. If the change results in a feasible solution and an improvement to task 1 probability

save the solution and restart the process at step 1

5b. If not, iterate to the next one-two pull at step 5

6. If all two-one pushes have been evaluated and no improvement to the task 1

probability has been found, exit the procedure
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Here it is possible that two of the secondary tasks need to be considered, as it is 

possible that the unassigned sensors pulled for the exchange could have been initially 

allocated to separate tasks.  Infeasibility among any of the secondary tasks causes 

the procedure to iterate to the next potential switch.  As before, if the new allocation 

is both improved and feasible, it is stored and the Stage 3 procedure begins anew. 

 

4.3.3.2.2 2-1 Push 

The 2-1 push differs from the 2-2 exchange in that two assigned sensors are removed 

from the Task 1 allocation and only one unassigned sensor enters.  Otherwise, the 

process is the same.  Potential exchanges are investigated by iterating first through 

the unassigned then through the assigned sensors.  Exchanges are first evaluated for 

improvements in the Task 1 probability, and if an improvement is made then the 

exchange is evaluated for feasibility in the secondary task that lost the sensor that is 

reassigned to Task 1.  If either condition fails, the procedure proceeds to the next 

potential exchange; if both conditions are met, the new allocation is stored as the 

current best solution and the procedure returns to the beginning of Stage 3. 

 

4.3.3.2.3 1-2 Pull 

The 1-2 pull is simply the reverse of the 2-1 push.  Here one assigned sensor is 

removed from the Task 1 allocation and two unassigned sensors are added.  The 

iteration and evaluation processes are the same as before, except now it is possible 

that two secondary tasks may need to be evaluated in order to determine feasibility. 

 

4.3.4 Stopping Conditions (Stage 4) 

The fourth and final stage of the heuristic includes the final looping condition and 

the rules for ending the heuristic.  Upon the completion of Stage 3, one of two paths 
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is taken.  If there has been any improvement in the Task 1 probability during Stage 

3, the heuristic returns to the start of Stage 2 using the current best allocation as the 

starting point and repeating the exchange procedures.  This continues until the 

heuristic moves through all three two-machine exchange techniques without finding 

any improvement, at which point the second path is taken.  This second path is a 

simple check of the number of starting points already investigated, determining 

whether another starting solution needs to be generated in Stage 1 or if the process is 

to end.  Heuristic experimentation (Chapter 5) is used to determine the appropriate 

number of starting solutions that should be investigated in order to support 

reasonable conclusions concerning the solution obtained. 

 

4.3.5 Solution Handling 

One aspect of the heuristic approach yet be addressed is how solutions are stored.  

While enumeration requires that every solution be evaluated in order to ensure the 

optimal solution is obtained, heuristic approaches are implemented in the hopes that 

the optimal, or a nearly optimal, solution can be obtained by investigating only a 

fraction of the possible solutions.  However, search techniques do not always 

eliminate the possibility that a particular solution can be visited more than once.  

This heuristic employs two safeguards against spending time searching paths that 

have already been considered.  The first is a simple storage process.  By saving each 

Task 1 allocation that has been investigated and its corresponding probability, the 

heuristic removes the need to recalculate many task probabilities in instances when 

a particular solution is returned to during the course of the sensor exchanges.  

Within a run (defined as the full heuristic applied to a single initial solution), it is 

unlikely that any allocation that is revisited would have a better solution than the 

―current‖ best solution, else it would have replaced that solution during the 

previous visit.  This may not always be the case, however, due to the second 
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safeguard: the randomization of secondary task assignments.  Recall that in moving 

assigned sensors out of the Task 1 allocation, random numbers were used to allocate 

those sensors to secondary tasks in situations where the sensor was capable of 

performing more than one of those tasks.  So it is possible that one instance of a 

solution (Task 1 allocation) yielded an infeasible solution, while another instance 

yields both a feasible and an improved solution.  In these cases, the storage of 

solutions saves computation time by eliminating the need to recalculate that Task 1 

probability—which is significantly longer than searching the list of previously 

evaluated allocations—before checking feasibility of the new secondary allocation.  

By maintaining this same library of solutions across multiple restarts, even more 

time can be saved in the effort to find the best solution.. 
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5. Experimentation 

5.1 Problem Generation 

Extensive research has been reported in recent years regarding ―appropriate‖ 

experimental methods for evaluating a heuristic.  Suggestions vary depending on 

the type of problem being addressed, the type of heuristic approach(es) being 

considered, and the authors‘ own beliefs and biases.  Rardin and Uzsoy (2001) 

provide an excellent tutorial on the development and evaluation of heuristics.  One 

focus of this paper is the procurement or development of test instances upon which 

to base the evaluation of the heuristic.  Ideally, real-world data (or random variants 

thereof) would be used to test the performance of a heuristic.  However, due to the 

classified nature of the problem under study, information concerning the 

probabilities of sensors successfully completing their assigned tasks, the different 

tasks to which particular sensor types may be assigned, the communication 

connections between sensors, and even the true size of the network is closely 

guarded. Hence random test instances must be generated.  This task requires the 

identification of key problem parameters and varying those parameters within 

realistic ranges to create a robust sample of realistic instances against which the 

heuristic may be tested.   

 

5.1.1 Network Parameters 

In considering the problem under study, several parameters stand out as potentially 

having the biggest impact on the validity of the test instance, and ultimately on the 

performance of the algorithm.  First among these is the size of the network, which is 

defined by the number of assignable sensors (those that can perform functions 

related to only one task at a time) and the number of common, or ―shared‖, sensors 

(those that have adequate capacity and functionality to perform the same function 
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across multiple tasks simultaneously).  Recall the assumption that truly assignable 

sensors perform only the first, third and fourth functions, and that the assignment of 

a sensor performing function 1 to a particular task implies that it will remain 

assigned to the same task in subsequent functions that it performs. 

 

Another key parameter is network connectivity.  This is related to network size, as a 

larger network (with a greater number of sensors available for each function) would 

likely include a larger number of connections between sensors.  However, it is 

certainly possible that a network with a large number of sensors could be relatively 

sparse in terms of connectivity, or that a small network could be relatively dense.  

The hypothesis is that the combination of these two factors (size and connectivity) is 

the major driver of network performance. 

 

A third set of key parameters is the probabilities of success, both the prior 

probabilities in Stage 1 and the conditional probabilities in subsequent stages.  

Classified historical data exists and can be analyzed to estimate these probabilities.  

Clearly higher prior and conditional success probabilities suggest that the overall 

performance of the network will be better. 

 

5.1.2 Selection of Problem Parameters 

As mentioned above, due to the classified nature of the problem it is difficult to 

know what values of these parameters to use in order to create realistic test 

instances.  Discussions with STRATCOM and review of a sample network they 

provided (see Appendix E) suggest that a real world network would include from 12 

to 20 assignable sensors available to perform function 1, with subsequent functions 

generally having fewer available sensors.  The ranges of the numbers of sensors 

assigned to each function in our test instances are given in Table 5-1 below. 
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Table 5-1. Number of Sensors Assigned to Each Function 

 Func 1 Func 2 Func 3 Func 4 Func 5 Func 6 Func 7 Func 8 Func 9 

Min 12 8 12 12 4 6 4 2 4 

Max 20 12 20 20 8 10 6 4 6 

 

For each test instance, the size of the network, defined by the number of sensors 

available to perform each function, is assumed to follow a discrete uniform 

distribution over the intervals presented in Table 5-1, and so using a uniform 

random number generator each function (beginning with function 2) is populated 

with a selected number of sensors.  The number of sensors available to perform 

function 1, also defined as the assignable sensors, is fixed at 12, 15 or 20 based upon 

the problem instance that is being created. 

 

Realistic data on the level of connectivity, or density, of the network, is even more 

difficult to ascertain.  Using the sample networks provided by STRATCOM as a 

guide, the average density of the network is estimated to be 50%.  This means that 

the probability of a given sensor in a particular stage receiving information from a 

particular sensor in the previous stage is 0.5, as is the probability of it passing 

information to a particular sensor in the subsequent stage. Using this as a baseline, 

the network may be made denser or sparser by decreasing that break-point to 0.25 

or increasing it to 0.75, respectively. 

 

For each new test instance, the number of known probabilities varies as a function of 

the network size and connectivity.  Larger, denser networks require a greater 

number of known probabilities to fully populate the model parameters.  The 

calculations required to calculate the overall success probability of the network 

dictate that the probability of success for each sensor performing the first function be 
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given, as well as the conditional probabilities of successfully performing subsequent 

functions.  If it is assumed that function 1 can be described as detection, an analysis 

of past performance or the use of sensor coverage as a proxy can be used to estimate 

the function 1 probabilities of success (for each sensor performing the function).  It is 

likely, however, that a particular assignable sensor may have a different probability 

of success depending on the task to which it is assigned.  For subsequent functions, 

an in-depth analysis of how particular sensor types interact with one another is 

necessary to estimate the conditional probabilities of success.  That is, the 

probabilities that particular sensors are successful given that they received 

information regarding the previous function in the assigned task from a particular 

sensor (or sensor type).  Study of historical data allows the creation of empirical 

distributions from which probability estimates could be drawn.  Without any insight 

into the true nature of these distributions, due to the classified nature of the data, it 

is assumed that in all cases the probabilities follow uniform distributions to allow 

the maximum variation across the ranges in an effort to generate sufficiently 

different test instances.  For the first stage, the range of the distribution is over the 

interval [0.5, 0.9]; for subsequent stages the range is over the interval [0.6, 0.8]. The 

ranges were estimated based on best guesses and validated through discussions 

with STRATCOM subject matter experts. 

 

5.1.3 Experimental Design 

The emphasis of the computational experiments is to assess the impact of the 

network parameters (number of assignable sensors, number of shared sensors, and 

network connectivity) on the performance of the heuristics and the ability of the 

network to perform its functions.  Thus the success probabilities are randomized 

within the generation of each random test instance, the other three network 

parameters were varied according to a factorial design among low, medium and 
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high values, and five instances of each type were generated and analyzed to explore 

their impact on our ability to generate a ―good‖ test instance.   

 

Because the focus of the problem is on the allocation of ―assignable‖ sensors among 

the four tasks, it stands to reason that the number of assignable sensors would have 

a significant impact on the problem.  Preliminary experimentation bore out this 

hypothesis.  Not only does the computational requirement of the problem increase 

as a function of the number of assignable sensors, but it does so in a non-linear 

fashion.  This is as expected, considering the growth of the number of potential 

allocation schemes—the addition of a single assignable sensor doubles the size of the 

solution space. 

 

Further analysis of these preliminary results indicated that the degree of 

connectivity and the number of shared sensors are strongly correlated.  Test 

problems with low degrees of connectivity typically had very few (if any) feasible 

solutions.  This also makes sense, as fewer connections among sensors yield a low 

number of paths that information can take to traverse the network from the first 

stage to the last stage.  This effect was much less pronounced when the number of 

shared sensors was high.   

 

 Cases where both the number of shared sensors and the degree of connectivity were 

set to medium showed similar results to cases where the number of shared sensors 

was low but the degree of connectivity was high.  The net effect in both cases is that 

the number of potential paths along which information can proceed is very similar.  

Thus it was determined that it is neither degree of connectivity nor number of 

shared sensors alone that drives the representativeness and computational difficulty 

of this problem, but instead is a function of the two. 
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As a result of this initial experimentation, test instances generated for complete 

analysis varied the number of assignable sensors, the number of shared sensors, and 

the known probabilities.  The expected degree of connectivity was fixed at 50% (on 

average, still randomized), allowing for adequate variation in the number of paths 

and resulting in a wide sample of test instances that were used in the analysis. 

 

5.1.4 Characteristics of ―Good‖ Test Instances 

Despite the efforts made to generate a robust set of test instances against which to 

measure the performance of the heuristic, an instance that is generated as described 

above may not be truly representative of a real network that is associated with this 

problem.  There are several characteristics that must be present in any randomly 

generated network to label it as representative of the actual environment. 

 

First among these is feasibility.  A randomly generated network with no feasible 

solution is simply not representative of the true environment.  In reality, a network 

will have sufficient connectivity and adequate known probabilities to ensure that a 

feasible allocation of sensors may be achieved.  If this is not the case, then the 

network requirements will be modified to reflect its capabilities or (more likely) 

additional sensors will be supplied and/or existing sensors modified to render these 

existing requirements are achievable. 

 

Expanding on this idea, a realistic network will also have a significant number of 

feasible solutions.  If a network were small enough or sparse enough that only a few 

feasible allocations existed then the problem would be trivially easy to solve to 

optimality. More importantly, such a network would lack an adequate level of 

redundancy that is vital to this environment.  The degree of redundancy built into 
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these sensor networks ensures that numerous feasible solutions will always be 

present in a fully characterized network.  This issue of feasible solutions is a 

consequence of the secondary assignments of sensors.  Because the constraints 

specify the minimum probabilities of success for each of the secondary tasks, the 

assignability of sensors to those tasks must ensure that not only can those secondary 

tasks be successfully achieved with the specified probability, but that they can be 

achieved with more than a trivially few alternatives. 

 

A final indicator of a representative instance is linked to the assignability of sensors 

to secondary tasks—the overall probability of success of the primary task.  Because 

the assignments of sensors to secondary tasks determine the feasibility of an 

instance, they also drive the availability of sensors that can then be assigned to the 

primary task.  The nature of the problem suggests that this overall probability 

should be reasonably high (likely greater than 0.9 or even 0.95, but certainly at least 

as high as the threshold probabilities currently set at 0.8).  So, test instances with 

optimal probabilities less than this threshold are also assumed to not be 

representative of the real environment.   

 

Ultimately it was decided that instances used in testing of the performance of the 

heuristic should exhibit two of these three characteristics in order to ensure a 

reasonably representative sample of test networks.  The two factors used were 

feasibility and probabilities.  For the first, if no feasible solution to a test network 

could be found either through enumeration or by implementation of the heuristic, it 

was not included in our experiments. Similarly, if either enumeration or the 

heuristic did not find the best solution to have a probability of at least 0.8, the 

network was again discarded as not being representative of reality.  The number of 

feasible solutions, however, was not used as a criterion for these test instances, as 
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only an arbitrary selection of an adequate number of feasible solutions would have 

been possible, and this could only be evaluated by the application of an enumeration 

technique to verify that the requisite number of solutions were present. 

 

In light of these characteristics necessary to generate truly representative instances, 

many different instances were generated and investigated before computational 

experiments could begin.  To do this, the scheme described above was used to 

generate potential test instances.  These potential test instances were checked by 

applying a simple search technique using only the 1-1 Exchange with just a few 

restarts to ensure (1) that a feasible solution existed and (2) that the optimal solution 

would exceed a probability of success of 0.8.  If the potential test instance met these 

criteria, it was stored as one of the 50 instances (for each problem size) that would be 

used for heuristic performance evaluation. 

 

5.2 Testing Approach 

Evaluation of the heuristic‘s performance was conducted using several different 

methods.  For each instance with few enough assignable sensors to allow 

enumeration within a reasonable period of time, the best solution obtained by the 

heuristic was compared to the known optimal solution.  Since we cannot assume 

that a heuristic‘s capability to find an optimal solution for small test instances would 

extend to larger instances, a statistical estimation technique was also implemented to 

derive a probabilistic upper bound on the optimal solution value, and the value of 

the best known solution is compared to this statistical upper bound.  Finally, larger 

instances (too large to reasonably perform enumeration to obtain the optimal 

solution) were run using the heuristic approach, the optimal solution was estimated 

using the described statistical bounding approach, and a comparison was made.  
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5.2.1 Enumeration  

Enumeration of all possible allocation schemes with respect to Task 1 is a fairly 

straightforward process, although there is a variation that adds a measure of 

complexity to the calculations.  Because the sensor assignments are evaluated with 

respect to Task 1 when determining the performance of the network, sensor 

assignments are fully enumerated in 2n possible solutions, where n is the number of 

assignable sensors.  Theoretically each of these allocations should be evaluated to 

determine which returns the best overall probability of success.  This process, 

however, ignores the feasibility of solutions, so the number of calculations necessary 

to fully enumerate the possible solutions is in fact significantly larger than 2n.  Thus 

it is necessary to evaluate the feasibility of every potential allocation.  For those 

assignments that are found to be feasible, the overall probability of success then 

needs to be calculated.   

 

Determination of feasibility is not a trivial task in itself.  For a given assignment of 

sensors to Task 1, there are many possible secondary task assignments which may or 

may not be feasible.  It therefore becomes necessary to check all possible secondary 

task assignments, for each primary task allocation, until either a feasible set of 

assignments is found or all possible assignments have been considered and shown 

to be infeasible.  If a feasible solution can be obtained with respect to a Task 1 

allocation scheme, then the Task 1 probability of success is calculated.  In this 

manner all possible feasible solutions can be enumerated and the true optimal 

solution is obtained.  Ultimately, all possible solutions (feasible and infeasible) are 

enumerated, and the best solution against which the heuristic results are compared 

is truly the optimal feasible solution. 
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5.2.2 Statistical Estimation 

Because this enumeration method is not practical for finding the true optimal 

solution for larger instances, an alternative approach is to statistically estimate that 

optimal solution.  Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to 

estimate the optimal value of a population and generating a confidence interval for 

that value (Derigs, 1985, Fisher and Tippett, 1928).  These estimate the distribution of 

solution values by generating multiple solutions to a test instance and using order 

statistics derived from these sampled solutions to estimate the lower bound of that 

distribution.  Several approaches to estimating the parameters of the resulting 

limiting distributions have been proposed and tested over the years (Boender, et al. 

1982, Golden and Alt, 1979, Los and Lardinois, 1982, Robson and Whitlock, 1964, 

Van der Watt, 1980), although the most popular techniques are based on results 

obtained by Fisher and Tippet (1928).  Comparisons of these techniques by Derigs 

(1985) and later by Ovacik, et al. (2000) and Wilson, et al. (2003) found that the 

approach presented by Golden and Alt (1979) performed best, and so this approach 

is used to produce statistical estimates of the optimal solution for this problem. 

 

The Golden and Alt (1979) approach uses the results of a number of independent 

samples of solutions from the same test instance to fit a Weibull distribution. Several 

methods have been used (e.g. Zanakis, 1977, Zanakis and Mann, 1979) to estimate 

the Weibull parameters, although a very simple approach has proven quite effective.  

After generating a sufficient number of solutions, those solutions are partitioned 

into n groups each of size m.  The n group minima are found and ordered, such that  

 

 

 

The location parameter a of the Weibull distribution is then estimated as 
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      (5.1) 

 

and the Weibull scale parameter b as 

 

      (5.2) 

 

The authors finally compute a lower confidence limit on the optimal solution 

 

       (5.3) 

 

Using this technique, a statistical lower bound on the optimal solution is obtained.  

This technique can easily be adapted to create upper confidence limits on 

maximization problems as well, which is the approach followed in this thesis.   

 

In collecting the data required to conduct this statistical estimation process, test 

instances underwent 250 random initial solutions, each of which was pursued to a 

local optimum using a simple heuristic approach—the 1-1 Exchange only.  For these 

trials, the chosen heuristic was a subset of the proposed heuristic described in 

Section 4.3 and depicted in Figure 4.1.  Specifically, the 1-1 Exchange was used to 

quickly search for local optimal solution achieved from each starting solution.  Once 

the 250 local solutions were found, they were combined into groups of 10 and the 

maximum probability within each of the 25 groups became zi.  These zi were in turn 

ordered such that  
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and the resulting ordered values were used to estimate the Weibull parameters and 

construct the confidence limits for the optimal solutions as described previously.  

The calculated confidence limits produce a 100*(1-e-n)% confidence interval, so for a 

value of n equal to 25, the upper confidence limit can be used as an upper bound for 

the optimal solution. While previous researchers have found a few cases where the 

true optimum solution lies outside the confidence interval, this was not the case in 

any of the instances in this experiment where enumeration was possible. 

 

5.3 Experimental Results 

Over the course of testing the heuristic‘s performance as described in the previous 

section, several key results were obtained.  Fifty unique instances each of 12, 15 and 

20 assignable sensors were run against the criteria described in Section 5.2.  These 50 

instances were chosen based on the criteria discussed in Section 5.1.3). 

 

5.3.1 Enumeration Comparison 

Of the 50 instances of size 12, the minimum number of unique feasible solutions (as 

obtained through enumeration) was 15 (0.3% of all possible solutions) and the 

maximum was 297 (7.2% of possible solutions).  Seven instances had less than 1% 

feasible solutions, and nearly half (22) had less than 2% feasible solutions among the 

4096 possibilities.  This is an indication that truly representative networks are 

somewhat larger than the samples provided by STRATCOM.  One implication of 

this small number of possible feasible solutions is that even a minor disruption to 

the network (e.g., the loss of a single sensor) could have catastrophic effects on the 

overall performance of the network. 
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This finding notwithstanding, in every test instance the heuristic converged to the 

known optimal solution in just a few random restarts.  Figure 5.1 shows the number 

of runs required for convergence to the optimal solution for these 50 instances. 

 

 

Figure 5-1. Convergence to Optimal Solution, Size 12 

 

In over 80% of the trials the heuristic converged to the known optimal solution using 

no more than five restarts (starting solutions), and in only a single instance did it 

require more than 20 restarts to obtain the optimal solution. 

 

Test instances of size 15 become more difficult to enumerate in a reasonable amount 

of time due to the increased number of possible solutions and the corresponding 

increase in the number of calculations required to determine feasibility.  This 

enumeration was conducted, however, in order to verify the results obtained during 

testing of the size 12 instances. 
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Results for test instances with 15 assignable sensors were comparable to those found 

for size 12 networks.  Of the 50 instances of size 15, the minimum number of unique 

feasible solutions obtained by enumeration was 102 (again just 0.3% of all possible 

solutions) but the maximum was 11,198 (now 34.2% of possible solutions).  A 

handful (5) of the instances still had fewer than 2% feasible solutions, but now more 

than half (27) had at least 10% feasible solutions among the 32,678 possibilities.  

These percentages are more indicative of a real-world network (demonstrating a 

higher level of redundancy across the network, and also begin to demonstrate the 

difficulty of selecting the best solution as the problem space gets larger.  More 

alternatives certainly represent more redundancy in the system, a necessary 

characteristic for effective accomplishment of the mission, but also make for a larger 

neighborhood in which to search for the optimal solution. 

 

Again, this increase in the proportion of test instances that might be considered 

―good‖ with the increasing instance size suggests that larger problems are more 

realistic representations of the true environment.  That said, the results of these 

larger instances in terms of convergence to the optimal solution were again quite 

good.  Figure 5.2 below depicts the number of runs required to find the optimal 

solution for each of the 50 test instances.  The optimal solution (as found by 

enumeration) was obtained in no more than 39 restarts. Once again, the proportion 

of test cases that found the optimal solution very quickly (in no more than five 

restarts) was quite high at 80%. 
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Figure 5-2. Convergence to Optimal Solution, Size 15 

 

When increasing the size of test instances to 20 assignable sensors, it is no longer 

possible to fully enumerate the solution space in a reasonable period of time.  

Analysis of smaller problem sizes shows that time to enumerate is a function of the 

number of possible feasible solutions, which is in turn a function of the problem size 

as defined by the number of assignable and shared sensors and the degree of 

connectivity.  So while the time to enumerate problems of size 12 took only 66 

seconds on average, the time to enumerate was approximately 27 minutes on 

average across the 50 size 15 test instances. A single attempt to enumerate a problem 

with 20 assignable sensors ran for over 2 days, enumerating only about 25% of the 

possible solutions. For this reason, the statistical estimation procedure is applied as 

the primary measure of performance (addressed in Section 5.3.2), building on the 

results obtained when the procedure was run against smaller instances in which the 

optimal solution could be found.  However, an assessment of convergence of these 

larger problems was conducted in the same vein as with the smaller problem sizes. 
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For these larger instances, rather than evaluating the number of runs required to 

converge to the known optimal solution the number of runs required to converge to 

the ―best‖ solution found by the heuristic was considered.  These results were 

comparable to those seen with the smaller problem sizes.  For these larger instances 

the algorithm tended to converge to that best solution slower (in terms of restarts) 

than smaller problems, but not significantly.  In fact, more than half (27) of the 

instances still found the best solution within the first 5 restarts.  The difference from 

the smaller problems lay in the right tail of the convergence distribution (Figure 

5.3)—more of the larger instances required a higher number of restarts (greater than 

25) to find the best solution.  Even when the best solution is not found within the 

first few restarts, the deviation of the solution obtained after applying the heuristic 

to a single random starting solution from the best solution obtained was extremely 

low—the worst variation was still only 4%.  Closer analysis of these cases, though, 

showed that these instances nearly found the best solution within the first five 

restarts.  Overall, the average variation between the best known solution and the 

fifth solution found was less than 0.5%, excluding the instances in which the best 

solution was found within the first five restarts.  Furthermore, this average was not 

driven by those eight instances in which more than 25 restarts were required to find 

the best known solution—the average variation across those eight was only 0.45%, 

which included one instance with a variation of 2.2%.  The overall result here is that 

the algorithm still finds very good solutions to the larger instances extremely 

quickly.   
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Figure 5-3. Convergence to Best Solution, Size 20 

 

5.3.2 Comparison to Statistical Upper Bounds 

Because smaller test instances are enumerable in a reasonable period of time, it is 

valuable to examine the validity of the statistical bounds, recognizing that these 
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statistically estimate the optimal solution for each of these instances, and the true 
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optima that were grouped to form the order statistics necessary to estimate the 
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generates tighter intervals (at the same confidence level) than using the greedy 

approach.   

 

For these 50 cases of size 12, the optimal solution deviated from the Golden and Alt 

upper bound by a maximum of 2.3% to a minimum of zero, when the optimal 

solution and the upper confidence limit coincided.  The upper confidence limits 

obtained by the modified statistical estimation procedure using the full heuristic did 

not differ at all from the known optimal solutions across the 50 instances.  This is to 

be expected, considering the overall performance of the heuristic in finding the 

known solution in these smaller problem instances.   Figure 5-4 displays the upper 

confidence limits generated by both methods and the known optimal solutions for 

the ten instances with the greatest variation between the Golden and Alt upper 

bounds and the corresponding known optima. 

 

 

Figure 5-4. Confidence Limits for Test Instances, Size 12 
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In general, this estimation technique generated reasonably tight upper bounds on 

the optimal solution of the problem as summarized in Table 5.2 below.  Here zu is 

the upper confidence limit, or upper bound, obtained using Golden and Alt‘s 

method; zu’ is the upper confidence limit obtained using the modified method; and 

the optimal solution is denoted as z*.  Also displayed is the deviation of the known 

optimal value from the estimated upper bounds, zu – z* and zu’ – z*.  The average 

deviation of optimal solutions from the upper bounds is quite small, at only 0.24%, 

including 37 instances where variation was 0.  These occur when the upper bound zu 

and the known optimal z* are the same, which is most commonly found in small 

problems with a relatively low number of feasible solutions.  Conversely, in all 

instances the upper bound estimated using the modified Golden and Alt approach 

(applying the full heuristic rather than a simple greedy algorithm) was exactly equal 

to the known optimal solution. 

 

Table 5-2. Confidence Limits for 10 Worst Test Instances, Size 12 

Instance zu zu’ z* zu – z* zu’ – z* 

1 0.9177 0.8947 0.8947 0.0229 0 
2 0.8783 0.8554 0.8554 0.0229 0 
3 0.9330 0.9207 0.9207 0.0123 0 
4 0.8513 0.8404 0.8404 0.0110 0 
5 0.9125 0.9056 0.9056 0.0069 0 
6 0.8716 0.8654 0.8654 0.0063 0 
7 0.8999 0.8955 0.8955 0.0044 0 
8 0.8448 0.8411 0.8411 0.0036 0 
9 0.8869 0.8840 0.8840 0.0029 0 
10 0.8845 0.8829 0.8829 0.0015 0 

 

Similar confidence intervals were generated to estimate the optimal solution for the 

size 15 instances.  For these 50 cases, the range of variation of the known optimal 

from the upper confidence limit zu had a high of 1.7% and a low of 0.  Figure 5.5 

displays these upper confidence limits and the known optimal solutions for the 10 
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instances with the greatest difference between the two values.  Also included are the 

upper confidence limits zu’ obtained by applying the modified statistical estimation 

approach.  The maximum deviation between zu and z* is noticeably less than that for 

the size 12 instances, meaning the upper bounds on the optimal solutions are tighter.  

This suggests that generating statistical estimates of the optimal solution for larger 

problem sizes will likely perform even better than in these smaller instances.  With 

these tighter bounds, more conclusive arguments can be made regarding the quality 

of the heuristic‘s performance. 

 

 

Figure 5-5. Confidence Limits for Test Instances, Size 15 
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obtained using the classic approach.  With these slightly larger problems, the full 

heuristic approach generated a handful (6) of upper confidence limits that did 

deviate from the known optimal solutions, but the maximum variation between 

these bounds and the known optimal in these cases was only 0.24%.  Across these 

cases, the full heuristic generated tighter bounds that the greedy method in five of 

the six instances. 

 

Table 5-3. Confidence Limits for 10 Worst Test Instances, Size 15 

Instance zu zu’ z* zu – z* zu’ – z* 

1 0.9135 0.8962 0.8962 0.0173 0 
2 0.8724 0.8598 0.8598 0.0126 0 
3 0.9022 0.8962 0.8962 0.0061 0 
4 0.9742 0.9705 0.9695 0.0047 0.0011 
5 0.9134 0.9099 0.9099 0.0035 0 
6 0.9078 0.9054 0.9043 0.0035 0.0011 
7 0.9236 0.9221 0.9210 0.0025 0.0011 
8 0.9688 0.9691 0.9667 0.0021 0.0024 
9 0.9215 0.9195 0.9195 0.0020 0 
10 0.8873 0.8855 0.8855 0.0018 0 

 

Finally, 50 test instances of size 20 were run using both the statistical bounding 

procedures and the heuristic.  The results obtained when measuring the 

performance of the heuristic on these larger instances are quite encouraging.   

 

For these larger test instances, the value of good estimates of the optimal solutions is 

even more pronounced.  For each of the 50 instances, confidence intervals were 

generated to estimate upper bounds on the optimal solution values, again using 

both the traditional Golden and Alt approach with a greedy algorithm and the 

modified approach using the full heuristic.  The range of variation of the best 

solution found from the corresponding upper bounds was even less than in the 

smaller instances.  Here the maximum variation between the estimated upper bound 
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(upper confidence limit) obtained using the greedy approach and the best solution 

obtained by the heuristic was less than 0.9%, and there were again a few instances in 

which the best solution found was equal to that upper bound.  Using the full 

heuristic to generate the upper confidence limits again tended to provide tighter 

bounds on the solution.  Here the maximum deviation from the best known solution 

was only 0.5%.  With these larger instances, a greater proportion produced upper 

bounds that did vary from the best solution found (35 of 50 had no variation 

between the two values), but only one of these bounds was worse than the 

corresponding bound found using the greedy algorithm.   Figure 5.6 below displays 

the upper bounds obtained using both approaches and the best heuristic solutions 

for the 10 instances with the greatest variation between the Golden and Alt bounds 

and the best solutions.  In general this variation is even less than the variation 

observed for size 15 instances.   

 

 

Figure 5-6. Confidence Limits for Test Instances, Size 20 
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Table 5.4 displays similar information as Tables 5.2 and 5.3.  For the 50 instances of 

size 20, the upper confidence limit (zu) for each is displayed, but now the best 

solution found by the heuristic (z’), as opposed to the known optimal value, is 

displayed, as is the variation between the two (zu – z’).  The average variation across 

these instances is 0.33%, indicating that the estimated upper bounds are even tighter 

than in the smaller problem instances.  Furthermore, even if the best solution found 

by the heuristic is not the true optimal solution, the difference is so small (typically 

in the 3rd or 4th significant digit) that the effort necessary to obtain that true optimal 

is disproportionate to the value gained. 

 

Table 5-4. Confidence Limits for 10 Worst Test Instances, Size 20 

Instance zu zu’ z' zu – z’ zu’ – z’ 

1 0.8862 0.8811 0.8774 0.0089 0.0038 
2 0.8998 0.8919 0.8913 0.0085 0.0006 
3 0.8858 0.8824 0.8782 0.0076 0.0043 
4 0.9494 0.9450 0.9441 0.0053 0.0009 
5 0.8436 0.8393 0.8393 0.0044 0.0000 
6 0.9008 0.8971 0.8971 0.0037 0.0000 
7 0.9708 0.9682 0.9676 0.0032 0.0006 
8 0.8622 0.8618 0.8592 0.0030 0.0026 
9 0.8542 0.8571 0.8519 0.0023 0.0051 
10 0.9263 0.9252 0.9242 0.0021 0.0010 

 

The primary conclusion from these observations is that the heuristic tends to do 

better as the problem size increases.  While this may seem counter-intuitive at first 

glance, further reasoning indicates that this is as it should be.  With larger problems 

come larger solution spaces (as defined by the number of possible feasible 

solutions).  By randomizing the initial solutions for each run, there are that many 

more starting points that can be used to begin searches of the solution space, further 

diversifying the paths that may be taken to obtaining local maxima within each run.  

If many runs are converging to the same local maximum, given these widely varied 
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starting points, the likelihood that that local maximum is in fact the global 

maximum is quite high. 

 

5.4 Solution Time 

In order to facilitate the ultimate implementation of the heuristic at STRATCOM, the 

code was written using Visual Basic for Applications.  This choice of programming 

language served two purposes.  First, it is a platform which is readily available at 

STRATCOM, allowing it to be immediately uploaded until such a time as a more 

appropriate language can be identified and procured.  Second, it allows the end-user 

a straightforward tool for entering, evaluating, and modifying model inputs to 

ensure that the appropriate information is being accurately fed into the model.   

 

In light of this, implementing the program in a different language will likely result 

in a significant time savings, as VBA is notoriously slow in terms of computation 

time.  Furthermore, the model was run and tested using Dell Latitude and Inspiron 

notebooks, each with dual Intel processors operating at 2 GHz.  Using more 

powerful computers, and incorporating additional parallel processing, would also 

result in even more savings with respect to the solution time of the heuristic. 

 

That said, the relative performance of the heuristic as compared to enumeration is 

quite good.  As mentioned previously, solution times appear to be a function of the 

number of possible feasible solutions.  Figures 5.10 and 5.11 below depict the 

enumeration time and the heuristic run time (per restart), both in seconds, as 

functions of the number of unique feasible solutions.  These charts include all test 

instances of both size 12 and size 15. 
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Figure 5-7. Enumeration Run Time vs. Unique Feasible Solutions 

 

 

Figure 5-8. Heuristic Run Time vs. Unique Feasible Solutions 

 

Simple linear regressions were used to fit the displayed trend line for each chart.  

Besides the linear trends that are evident, it is also notable that the heuristic run 

times are mere fractions of the time necessary to enumerate the feasible solutions.  
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This fact, combined with the high probability of obtaining a very good solution, if 

not the optimal solution, within just a few restarts of the heuristic demonstrates the 

value of the model in quickly assessing the network environment and providing a 

recommended allocation scheme to best support that environment. 

 

5.5 Other Findings 

In addition to the analysis and results discussed previously, two additional areas of 

interest were investigated during the development and testing of the heuristic 

approach.  First, a simple analysis as to the basic value of the heuristic was 

conducted.  Second, a comparison of the impact of ordered versus randomized 

switches was investigated. 

 

5.5.1 Heuristic Value 

A central aspect of the proposed heuristic is the generation of multiple starting 

points (feasible solutions) from which the heuristic is run in an effort to find the 

optimal allocation of sensors for a given network.  The generation of these initial 

solutions is done in a greedy manner, simply assigning sensors to secondary tasks 

until the probabilities of success for those tasks each meet their thresholds.  As a 

result, it is likely that the number of sensors assigned to each task is at or near the 

minimum that is required to achieve that feasible probability.  So a question arises as 

to the value of the heuristic—is it possible that simply generating random solutions 

can find the optimal solution?  Theoretically, the answer to this question is yes.  

However, it is hypothesized that the probability of finding the optimal solution in 

this manner is very low, and furthermore the degree of confidence that the optimal 

solution has been found is similarly low.  These both contrast the results of the 
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heuristic testing, which finds optimal or nearly optimal (relative to the estimated 

upper bounds) quickly and with a high level of confidence.   

 

This hypothesis was tested against the problem instances used to evaluate the 

heuristic‘s performance.  Specifically, a comparison of the random starting solutions 

was made against the solutions obtained running the full heuristic.  In addition, the 

number of random solutions was allowed to exceed the number of heuristic runs—a 

common time limit was imposed on each procedure.  More specifically, the 50 test 

instances of each size were compared under two scenarios.  First, the heuristic was 

run to completion for each test instance (250 restarts each) and the total time 

necessary to complete the procedure was recorded.  Then random solutions were 

generated for the same period of time, and an assessment as to if and how many 

times the optimal (or best known) solution was found using only random solutions.  

Second, the full heuristic was run until the optimal (or best known) solution was 

found for the first time.  Again, random solutions were generated across the same 

time interval. 

 

The results obtained demonstrated that the heuristic provides better solutions than 

simply generating a large number of random solutions, although this assertion does 

not hold true for smaller problem sizes.  (However, these smaller problems can be 

quickly solved to optimality through enumeration, and so the question as to 

whether to simply generate random solutions or employ the heuristic approach is 

irrelevant.)   

 

For the smaller problems (size 12), the random solutions generated over the period 

necessary to complete 250 restarts of the full heuristic included the optimal value in 
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43 of 50 instances.  The random solutions generated over the shorter period required 

for the heuristic to find the optimal solution still included that optimal value in 17 of 

the 50 instances.  But as the problem size was increased (and thus the number of 

feasible solutions), the random solutions did not perform as well.  For problems 

with 15 assignable sensors, the random solutions included the optimal in only 10 of 

50 instances run over the interval needed to generate 250 restarts, and random 

solutions found the optimal only twice when the interval was shortened to the time 

necessary for the heuristic to find the optimal for the first time.  And when the larger 

instances (20 assignable sensors) were tested, random solutions failed to include the 

best known solution (as found by the full heuristic across 250 restarts) in any case.  

So it can be concluded that for larger networks—those for which this heuristic is 

intended—there is certainly value in employing the full heuristic as opposed to 

simply generating random solutions in the hopes of quickly discovering the best 

possible solution.  Tables 5-5 through 5-7 below present sample results obtained 

through this analysis, and the full results are presented in Appendix G. 

 

Table 5-5. Heuristic vs. Random Solution Comparison, Size 12 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Optimal 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

1 0.8840 0.8709 0.8811 

2 0.9255 0.9174 0.9174 

3 0.9028 0.9028 0.9028 

4 0.8735 0.8714 0.8714 

5 0.8955 0.8779 0.8955 

6 0.9039 0.8843 0.9039 

7 0.8303 0.8303 0.8303 

8 0.8236 0.8236 0.8236 

9 0.8654 0.8114 0.8654 

10 0.8774 0.8699 0.8774 
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Table 5-6. Heuristic vs. Random Solution Comparison, Size 15 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Optimal 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

1 0.9098 0.8989 0.9098 

2 0.9334 0.9332 0.9332 

3 0.9414 0.9413 0.9413 

4 0.9221 0.9135 0.9197 

5 0.9140 0.9140 0.9140 

6 0.9742 0.9735 0.9741 

7 0.9247 0.9237 0.9237 

8 0.8741 0.8622 0.8729 

9 0.9691 0.9649 0.9649 

10 0.9819 0.9815 0.9819 

 

Table 5-7. Heuristic vs. Random Solution Comparison, Size 20 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Best 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

1 0.8687 0.8611 0.8640 

2 0.8566 0.8246 0.8524 

3 0.9113 0.8720 0.8962 

4 0.9423 0.9004 0.9358 

5 0.9558 0.9353 0.9378 

6 0.9689 0.9419 0.9637 

7 0.9354 0.9216 0.9300 

8 0.8944 0.8775 0.8833 

9 0.9305 0.9222 0.9278 

10 0.9498 0.9139 0.9446 

 

5.5.2 Ordered Switches 

Through the course of this research a question was raised as to the value of varying 

the order of switches performed in the heuristic.  It was hypothesized that 
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randomizing the order would produce better results by allowing the heuristic to 

travel different paths from the same initial solution.  In this manner it would be 

possible to reach many different local optima from the same starting point, thereby 

more thoroughly searching the solution space and increasing the probability of 

finding the global optimal among the many local optima. 

 

To investigate this, ten problem instances of each size used in the previous analysis 

were run using ordered switches rather than random switches.  The switches were 

ordered by neighborhood size, from smallest to largest.  Specifically, the switches 

were ordered as follows: 

 0-1 Pull 

 1-1 Exchange 

 2-1 Push 

 1-2 Pull 

 2-2 Exchange 

 

The results obtained from these ordered switches were compared to those obtained 

using randomized switches.  These findings were somewhat inconclusive.  In some 

cases, the random switching heuristic performed better, as expected, but in some 

cases the ordered switching procedure actually performed better.  By this, it means 

that in some cases the ordered switching approach found the optimal solution in 

fewer restarts than the randomized switching, and that the Bernoulli approach 

showed a higher percentage of ―successes‖ in terms of finding the optimal solution 

within each group.  One notable finding, though, is that the ordered switching 

tended to have an ―all-or-nothing‖ characteristic.  That is, it tended to find the 

solution either very quickly or very slowly (in a relative manner).  The figures below 

capture this phenomenon.  Note that in test problems 4, 7 and 9, the ordered 
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heuristic had not yet found the optimal solution in the first 100 restarts (group size 

4), and even with 250 restarts (group size 10) the percentage of groups in which the 

optimal solution appeared was quite low (40% for problem 9, 20% for the others).  

The randomized switches, on the other hand, always found the optimal solution in 

the first 100 restarts, and with one exception (problem 1) they achieved at least 60% 

success in finding the optimal within each group of size 10. 

 

 

Figure 5-9. Comparison of Switching Techniques, Size 15, m = 4 
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Figure 5-10. Comparison of Switching Techniques, Size 15, m = 10 

 

Another notable finding relates to the solution time for each restart (within each test 

instance).  Empirical evidence suggests that the closer the starting solution is to the 

known optimal solution, the more time necessary to reach that optimal solution.  

This suggests that solution values that are closest to the optimal solution are local 

maxima, and so it is necessary to search a larger neighborhood in order to move 

away from those local optima.  The conclusion here is that the proposed heuristic is 

broad enough (owing to the randomization) to search the ―right‖ areas of the 

solution space in an efficient manner.   

 

5.6 Conclusions  

The heuristic approach that has been developed to allocate sensors across competing 

tasks has been shown to achieve very good, even optimal, solutions, subject to the 

constraints of the network.  Furthermore, these solutions can be obtained in only a 

fraction of the time that would be required to guarantee optimality through an 

integer programming model or another technique. 
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6. Network Changes 

6.1 Overview 

This heuristic provides a tool that may be employed to quickly find optimal or near 

optimal allocation schemes for the type of sensor network that is under study.  The 

identification of that allocation in a static environment is valuable by itself, but the 

additional capability to react to changes in the environment may be even more 

important.  Not only can the proposed heuristic quickly find a good solution to a 

particular sensor network, but it is flexible enough to quickly find a good solution to 

a ―new‖ network when the environment changes suddenly.   

 

6.2 Sensor Addition 

The first environmental change to be addressed is the addition of a sensor to the 

―current‖ network.  This may be the addition of either an assignable sensor or a 

shared sensor, occurring in cases where a sensor may be re-activated after 

undergoing maintenance, or a sensor enters a particular region of interest.  In either 

case, there is no negative impact to the network—the addition of either type of 

sensor will not make the allocation infeasible.  Furthermore, the overall probability 

of success for Task 1 will not decrease by adding a sensor.  Thus, in either case 

action is not necessary immediately in terms of reallocating sensors across tasks.  If 

the new sensor is assignable, then it should be allocated to Task 1—this will improve 

the overall probability of success.  Once the added sensor is in place, it can be 

evaluated in terms of the probabilities of success for all four tasks.  This allocation 

can then be used as a starting point for investigating whether exchanging sensors 

could result in an even better feasible allocation with respect to the Task 1 

probability of success (time-permitting). 
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6.3 Sensor Removal 

The removal of a sensor (e.g. due to an attack), however, will have a negative impact 

on the sensor network.  In this case, there are three scenarios to be considered—the 

removal of an assigned sensor, the removal of an unassigned sensor, or the removal of 

a shared sensor. 

 

In the case of an assigned sensor the allocation will remain feasible, but the overall 

probability of success for Task 1 will decrease from the previous assignment.  

Initially, no action is required with respect to this type of change.  Since the previous 

allocation was optimized, the amount of slack in the secondary tasks is minimal and 

it is unlikely that an exchange of sensors between tasks would yield an improved 

feasible solution.  This does raise a question as to the next step, though—is the 

amount of decrease in the Task 1 probability of success acceptable or do the 

threshold constraints (probabilities of success for the secondary tasks) need to be 

modified? 

 

In the case of unassigned sensors, a different impact occurs.  Again, because of the 

limited slack in the threshold constraints obtained by implementing an 

optimal/near optimal solution with respect to the Task 1 allocation, it is likely that 

the result of removing an unassigned sensor will be the loss of feasibility.  This 

necessitates a reassignment of sensors across the four tasks to re-obtain feasibility. 

 

Finally, in the case of shared sensors, either or both of these impacts could occur.  In 

fact, it is likely that both a decrease in the Task 1 probability and infeasibility would 

result from the loss of one of these sensors.  If the network has adequate redundancy 

such that the loss of a particular sensor yields neither of these results, then no action 

is required—the allocation is still optimal.  However, if this is not the case, the type 
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of impact dictates the response required.  If evaluation of the new network 

demonstrates that it is infeasible, then it becomes necessary to reallocate sensors to 

find a feasible solution.  If the allocation remains feasible but the overall Task 1 

probability of success decreases, then the question again is raised as to whether the 

degree of decrease in that probability is acceptable. 

 

6.3.1 Reallocation Procedures 

In cases where the removal of a sensor, whether assignable or shared, results in an 

infeasible allocation with respect to the secondary tasks, some action must be taken 

to determine how to reallocate the remaining sensors so as to find an optimal (or 

nearly optimal), feasible solution to this new network.  The question then becomes 

whether the better procedure is to search for that new solution from the beginning 

or use the current infeasible allocation as a starting point.  The hypothesis is that for 

a smaller network, it is likely better to re-initiate the heuristic from the beginning, 

allowing it to generate random starting solutions and searching for the optimal 

using the same process as before.   

 

In smaller networks, there are typically fewer feasible solutions and so there is wider 

variance between them—evaluation of the heuristic showed that it was harder to get 

away from local optima in these cases.  However, experimentation also showed how 

quickly the heuristic was able to find optimal solutions for smaller problems.  As a 

result, the recommendation is to restart the heuristic in these smaller instances. 

 

In larger networks, though, there is more redundancy and so less variation among 

the best solutions.  Furthermore, the local optima are less ―localized.‖  The heuristic 

has been shown to move between local optima relatively easily in larger networks.  

In these cases it makes sense to quickly find a feasible solution as close as possible to 
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the previous solution, then search from that point to find to another optimal/near 

optimal solution for the new network. 

 

In order to move quickly to that feasible solution, a ―1-0 Push‖ exchange procedure 

is used.  This is the reverse of the ―0-1 Pull‖ described in Section 4.4.3.1.2.  Here, an 

assigned sensor is removed from the Task 1 allocation and moved into the 

appropriate secondary task allocation.  In the case where an unassigned sensor was 

removed and only a single secondary task dropped below its probability threshold, 

only the sensors that can be assigned to that task need to be considered.  This of 

course differs if more than one secondary task has become infeasible due to the 

removal of a shared sensor.  Now each potential ―push‖ must be evaluated with 

respect to each infeasible secondary task.  In both cases, a greedy approach to the 

exchange procedure is used—sensors are removed from the Task 1 allocation and 

assigned to secondary tasks only until a feasible solution is found.  Once a feasible 

allocation is found, the heuristic is restarted using the new feasible allocation as a 

starting point, iterating through the 1-Machine and 2-Machine Exchanges until no 

improvements to the Task 1 probability of success can be found.  The process is 

repeated several times, ―pushing‖ different assigned sensors in order to generate 

multiple starting points for the heuristic.  In this manner a new, good solution is 

quickly obtained in response to the loss of a sensor from the network.  Once this 

solution (feasible allocation scheme) is implemented, and as time permits in the real-

world environment, the heuristic procedure may be restarted from the beginning to 

ensure that more of the solution space is searched in an attempt to find the optimal 

solution to the new sensor network. 
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6.3.2 Testing and Results 

In testing the hypothesis that the loss of a sensor in smaller networks could more 

appropriately be managed by restarting the heuristic from the beginning, and that 

the loss of a sensor in a larger network would be better managed by quickly finding 

a new feasible solution then re-optimizing the allocation, a selection of the instances 

used in evaluating the performance of the heuristic was tested.  Ten instances of 

each size—12, 15 and 20 assignable sensors—were randomly selected.  For each of 

the 30 instances, sensors were randomly selected and removed from the network 

(one at a time), and the resulting networks were re-evaluated both by restarting the 

heuristic from the beginning and also by the method of finding a quick feasible 

solution and then searching for improvements.  More specifically, five assignable 

sensors (in each test instance) and five shared sensors (in each test instance) were 

randomly removed from the respective networks.  In each case, the two methods 

(―Restart‖ and ―Quick Search‖) were applied using only 20 restarts—it has been 

shown that the full heuristic will generally obtain optimal/near optimal solutions 

from a small number of restarts.  The time constraints that are applicable in 

situations where a sensor is removed from the network dictate that a very quick 

solution must be re-obtained, and so the two methods were compared with this in 

mind. 

 

For smaller networks (with 12 assignable sensors), testing did suggest that a 

complete restart of the full heuristic would be better than applying the quick 

solution approach, although the results were not conclusive.  There are several 

underlying reasons behind this phenomenon.  First, the full heuristic tends to find 

the optimal solution to smaller networks extremely quickly (see Section 5.3.1).  This 

means that the act of evaluating a new network can be accomplished extremely 

quickly with high confidence that the best solution obtained in the first few restarts 
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is in fact the optimal solution.  Second, because these smaller networks have fewer 

feasible solutions the solution space is relatively sparse.  As a result, the likelihood 

that a simple push procedure finds a local (not global) optimum is higher than in 

larger networks.  Finally, in cases where the Quick Search method did perform 

better, this again was likely due to the size of the solution space.  Here it appeared 

that the Quick Search starting points could only reach a few feasible solutions, each 

of which was a local optimum, and one of these local optima was in fact the global 

optima.  Figure 6-1 depicts the breakdown of which method found a better Task 1 

probability of success when sensors were removed from the tested networks.  For 

these test cases, restarting the heuristic found the better solution in slightly more 

than half of the cases, both methods found the same solution about one quarter of 

the time, and in the remainder the Quick Search technique performed better.  

Obtaining the same result using either approach indicates that there is no preference 

between the two—the comparison should be made strictly between the Restart and 

Quick Search techniques in determining which is the preferred approach for a 

particular problem size.  However, it is still important to note the proportion of cases 

in which neither method outperformed the other. 
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Figure 6-1. Comparison of Sensor Removal Techniques, Size 12 

 

As problem sizes increased, the results tended to shift more towards the Quick 

Search method, with the number of ―Same‖ results remaining relatively constant.  

For the problem instances of size 15 that were tested against the removal of a sensor, 

the proportion of cases in which the Restart approach yielded better results dropped 

below 40%, with a corresponding increase in the proportions of cases where the 

Quick Search approach was better.  The number of cases in which both approaches 

yielded the same result remained close to 25%.  Figure 6-2 shows the breakdown for 

the 10 instances and 100 total cases that were tested. 
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Figure 6-2. Comparison of Sensor Removal Techniques, Size 15 

 

When the problem size was increased to 20 assignable sensors, the results were even 

more pronounced.  Only a handful of these cases resulted in the Restart approach 

returning better results than the Quick Search method.  Figure 6-3 displays the 

results for these test cases.  Further analysis indicated that the cases where the 

Restart method performed better tended to be cases where shared sensors were 

removed and network feasibility was not impacted.  In these cases, restarting the 

heuristic initiated a search of the full solution space, sometimes resulting in a better 

allocation due to the impact on secondary task probabilities, whereas the Quick 

Search method was less able to move away from the existing solution (a local 

optimum) because of the manner in which the search neighborhoods are defined. 
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Figure 6-3. Comparison of Sensor Removal Techniques, Size 20 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

The application of the heuristic to networks representative of the real-world 

problem has been shown to be effective not only in determining the best assignment 

of sensors to tasks, but also in reallocating sensors among those tasks in response to 

an event that changes the network.  As events occur that negatively impact the 

performance of the network, it is necessary to have a tool in place that can re-

evaluate that network and recommend changes to the sensor assignments to 

compensate for those changes.  The heuristic proposed here accomplishes just that, 

providing a valuable decision support tool that can reassign sensors to tasks quickly 

and efficiently. 
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7. Summary of Findings and Future Work 

7.1 Summary of Findings 

 The overall purpose of this research was two-fold: first, to develop an approach that 

quickly creates an optimal or nearly optimal allocation of sensors to tasks, subject to 

probability constraints; and second, to ensure adequate flexibility of the approach 

such that a reallocation of sensors may be accomplished quickly in the event of a 

change to the sensor network under consideration. 

 

Chapter 4 of this work outlines the heuristic approach that has been developed to 

generate that initial allocation of sensors, and Chapter 5 describes the testing 

conducted to ensure that this objective of the research has been accomplished.  

Evaluation of the heuristic has demonstrated that its implementation will achieve 

very good, even optimal, solutions, and that these solutions can be obtained in only 

a fraction of the time needed to guarantee the optimal solution. 

 

In Chapter 6, the approach is extended to account for the dynamic nature of the 

sensor environment to which the heuristic is to be applied.  Additional evaluation of 

this extension shows that it is a valuable tool for providing decision support in the 

event that changes to the sensor network have a detrimental effect on its 

performance. 

 

By implementing this approach to ensure the best allocation of sensors to tasks 

under real-world time constraints, the stage can be set for additional research that 

may build upon the accomplishments of this work.  While there are many 

possibilities for future work in this area, there are three logical ―next steps‖ that are 

directly applicable to this particular problem: the development of a solution library, 
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the creation of a space junk inventory/queuing model, and an investigation of 

opportunities for objective function modification. 

 

7.2 Solution Library 

As addressed previously, the environment in which network sensors operate is 

dynamic, although it can be treated in a fairly static manner by taking snapshots of 

the situation at different points in time.  The primary question surrounding this 

concept has been how often to take these snapshots, reassess the situation and 

reallocate sensors (when warranted).  Three approaches have been considered—a 

time-dependent approach, an event-driven approach, and a hybrid approach.  In the 

first, snapshots are taken at fixed intervals and the environment in evidence at that 

time dictates whether or not an allocation change is necessary.  In the second, 

snapshots are taken only when new events (e.g. a missile launch) occur, and 

allocations are made in reaction to that event.  The third is simply a combination of 

the two, updating the allocation at fixed intervals but allowing for additional 

updates in response to events when necessary. 

 

Regardless of the approach taken, a key element is the amount of time required to 

either verify the existing allocation or generate a new solution.  As has been noted, 

an integer programming solution is not practical for this problem, and so a heuristic 

approach has been proposed.  The proposed heuristic can be used to generate the 

best solution, given time and situational restrictions, for a specific scenario.  It 

assumes knowledge of the sensor network, in terms of the sensors currently 

available to perform each function and the connections among sensors in 

consecutive stages, as well as probabilities of success for sensors performing each 

function.  Based on this information it is possible to generate the solution for the 

―current‖ situation and to plan ahead for potential changes to the environment. 
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While various events cause these changes to the current network, it is the resulting 

sensor network that truly is of interest.  With a set of links between sensors and 

corresponding probabilities it is possible to identify all of the possible allocation 

schemes, but that is not a practical approach.  Instead, the heuristic approach is 

employed to find a good solution for the given environment.  When the 

environment changes—through the removal or addition of a sensor—the overall 

sensor network needs to be redefined and the best allocation for the new network 

reassessed.  Here is where a solution library could be a valuable tool. 

 

A solution library is a repository of sensor networks (environments) and the 

corresponding allocation schemes that produce the best overall probability of 

success for each.  After determining the best allocation for the current environment, 

it is possible to begin developing the best allocation for new potential environments 

in a proactive manner rather than waiting for a change to occur and having to react 

to that change.  A set of environments, defined by their nodes, arcs and probabilities, 

is stored in the solution library.  Each of these networks has already been evaluated 

to determine the best allocation scheme, and so that scheme is stored alongside the 

environment.  When a new environment presents itself, the library is searched and, 

if the new environment is present in the library, the corresponding allocation 

scheme is chosen.  Even if the new environment is not exactly represented in the 

library, a similar environment may provide a starting point from which a good or 

even optimal solution may be found more quickly through the use of the Quick 

Search technique described in Section 6.3.1 than through application of the full 

heuristic to the new environment. 

 

Consider the ―current‖ environment (or sensor network).  There are a limited 

number of changes that can potentially occur.  One is the removal of a sensor from 
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the network.  This may be due to some type of equipment failure (planned or 

unplanned) or simply the passage of the sensor out of the region of interest.  In 

either case, the result is the elimination of a sensor and its corresponding links, and 

the need to evaluate a new network.  For sensors moving out of the region, the 

sensors that will be removed from the network are known with reasonable certainty.  

Planned remote maintenance behaves in the same manner.  It is scheduled in 

advance and the projected change to the network is known.  Unplanned failures are 

more difficult to address.  However, an attack on a sensor would be underway and 

identified before its success is established, and so the next potential ―removal‖ could 

be predicted, and thus planned for.  Other failure types are much less likely, 

although sensor failure rates might be used to project the next ―removal‖ of this 

type.   

 

For additions to the sensor network, the next change should be known with a high 

degree of certainty.  Whether another sensor is passing into the region of interest or 

a new sensor is being put into use into that region, the new sensor‘s availability and 

communication capabilities are known and can be planned for.  Even the time to 

repair a failed sensor should be known to some extent. 

 

Having this prior knowledge of what the environment is likely to look like after a 

change occurs facilitates planning for that change.  Based on the current 

environment, the approach is to consider what the most likely change will be, 

evaluate the best allocation for the resulting environment and store the solution.  

This is repeated through potential changes until a change to the environment does 

occur.  When that event occurs, the library is searched for an allocation appropriate 

for the new environment.  It is likely that the new network will have already been 

evaluated resulting in a significant time savings relative to the selection of the new 
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allocation.  In this manner it is possible to quickly determine the best allocation 

schemes in the dynamic environment. 

 

7.3 Space Junk Inventory/Queuing Model 

Another area for future research revolves around the space surveillance mission 

described previously.  This research has treated that mission as a secondary task, 

aiming only to maintain a minimum probability of success with respect to its 

accomplishment when allocating sensors across the four tasks.  As with the other 

tasks, this research made assumptions concerning the behavior of sensors with 

respect to this task, as well as the probabilities used in measuring success or failure 

(relative to that threshold probability).  In reality, the task is considerably more 

involved and so the opportunity exists to conduct additional research in this area 

and to tie the results to those obtained in this analysis. 

 

The number of objects orbiting the earth is known with some degree of certainty, 

and the network of sensors available to monitor those objects is known with 

complete certainty (equipment failures and resource re-allocation requirements 

notwithstanding).  The objects orbiting the earth vary in size and not all sensors can 

detect all objects, and so objects can be grouped as defined by sensor capabilities: all 

sensors can detect large objects, many sensors can detect medium and large objects, 

and some sensors can detect small, medium and large objects.  Objects do not 

typically change size over time, and it can be assumed that the probability of a 

sensor detecting a particular object is also constant over time. 

 

At any given time, the position of an object in space is either ―known‖ or 

―unknown‖.  Data (e.g. location parameters) on known objects are captured, 

predicted, and routinely verified, and sometimes the information for this object 
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needs to be ―updated‖.  As a result, the entirety of the objects in space may be 

categorized on one of these three lists at any point in time.  Furthermore, objects can 

move between lists based on detection or non-detection by sensors or by changes to 

their orbital parameters.  This suggests the following state diagram to represent the 

space surveillance mission. 

 

 

Figure 7-1. Space Surveillance State Diagram 

 

Given a particular assignment of sensors to this task, solving for the steady-state 

transition probabilities can be accomplished and in turn be used to measure the 

―overall‖ probability of success for the space surveillance mission.  But if a sensor 

(or group of sensors) must be reassigned to another mission (Task 1), the 

surveillance network is degraded and the new-steady state probabilities must be 

calculated in order to verify that the new assignment is adequate to meet the 

threshold probabilities required by the complete sensor system. 

 

7.4 Objective Function Modification 

Another area for future study related specifically to this problem lies in the 

formulation of the objective function.  This research has focused on a 
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straightforward objective function of maximizing the Task 1 probability of success 

subject to minimum probability thresholds on the secondary tasks.  But the 

definitions of ―primary‖ and ―secondary‖ tasks have been purposefully left vague, 

as it is incumbent upon the operator of the sensor network to determine the relative 

importance of the tasks.  Another possibility may be something of a multi-criteria 

objective function, where the goal is not to simply maximize the probability of 

success of one of the tasks, but to maximize the probabilities of success for all four.  

More accurately, the objective may be to maximize the minimum of the four task 

probabilities. 

 

But this objective necessarily assumes that all tasks are of equal importance, and that 

each has the same minimum threshold requirement (an assumption that was made 

during the course of this research).  Relaxing this assumption results in a more 

complex analysis of the network, and a more complex solution approach.  In this 

case, rather than maximizing the minimum probability of success among the four 

tasks, the requirement may be to maximize the minimum variance above the 

threshold probability for each of the four tasks. 

 

Another consideration related to the objective function, as discussed in Section 6.3, is 

the unforeseen removal of a sensor can have significant impacts on the overall 

performance of the network.  While there are procedures in place to redistribute 

sensors across the tasks to ensure that feasibility is retained even with the loss of a 

sensor, this feasibility comes at the expense of the Task 1 probability of success.  

Before the loss of the sensor, the network would have been operating with the 

highest probability of successfully accomplishing Task 1, subject to threshold 

probabilities on the other tasks.  With the reallocation of sensors necessary in order 

to continue to meet these constraints, that Task 1 probability will almost certainly 
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decrease.  The question that arises is whether or not that decrease is acceptable.  If it 

is not, then the only alternative is to adjust those threshold constraints.   

 

In this case, the appropriate decision aid may be an analysis of what level each of the 

secondary task probabilities must be reduced to in order to retain the Task 1 

probability of success that was achieved in the network prior to the loss of a sensor.  

In this manner the decision-maker is provided the most possible information prior 

to making a decision as to tradeoffs among the four tasks. 

 

There are other factors that could also be considered with respect to the objective 

function, including, for example, time to detect a missile launch (in lieu of or in 

addition to the probability of detection).  But it is left to STRATCOM and future 

researchers to investigate these possibilities. 
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Appendix A: VBA Code 

 
Option Base 1 
Public anyimproved As Boolean, badprob As Boolean, bestprob As Single, conn_num As Integer 
Public arraysize1 As Integer, arraysize2 As Integer, arraysize3 As Integer, arraysize4 As Integer 
Public considered As Boolean, feasible As Boolean, firstit As Boolean, improved As Boolean 
Public intask1feas As Boolean, intask2feas As Boolean 
Public intask3feas As Boolean, intask4feas As Boolean 
Public loop2first As Boolean, loop3first As Boolean, loop4first As Boolean, loop5first As Boolean 
Public loop6first As Boolean, loop7first As Boolean, loop8first As Boolean, loop9first As Boolean 
Public loop10first As Boolean, loop11first As Boolean, loop12first As Boolean, loop13first As Boolean 
Public loop14first As Boolean, loop15first As Boolean, loop16first As Boolean, loop17first As Boolean 
Public loop18first As Boolean, loop19first As Boolean, loop20first As Boolean 
Public machine As Integer, maxmc As Integer, newprob As Single, num_m As Integer 
Public randin As Integer, randout As Integer, randvalue As Single, stages As Integer 
Public stage3id As Integer, stage4id As Integer, stage5id As Integer 
Public success1 As Single, success2 As Single, success3 As Single, success4 As Single 
Public success1old As Single, success2old As Single, success3old As Single, success4old As Single 
Public task2feas As Boolean, task3feas As Boolean, task4feas As Boolean 
Public task2threshold As Single, task3threshold As Single, task4threshold As Single 
Public alltesteddim As Integer, alltested() As Single, alltestedprob() As Single 
Public avail2() As Integer, avail3() As Integer, avail4() As Integer 
Public availtasks() As Integer, bestalloc() As Integer, cond() As Single, conn() As Integer 
Public machines() As Integer, network() As Integer, probindex As Integer 
Public net() As Integer, net2() As Integer, net3() As Integer, net4() As Integer 
Public net5() As Integer, net6() As Integer, net7() As Integer, net8() As Integer 
Public net9() As Integer, net10() As Integer, net11() As Integer, net12() As Integer 
Public net13() As Integer, net14() As Integer, net15() As Integer, net16() As Integer 
Public net17() As Integer, net18() As Integer, net19() As Integer, net20() As Integer 
Public probsucc1() As Single, probsucc2() As Single, probsucc3() As Single, probsucc4() As Single 
Public ps1() As Single, ps2() As Single, ps3() As Single, ps4() As Single 
Public selected1() As Integer, selected2() As Integer, selected3() As Integer, selected4() As Integer 
Public selected1old() As Integer, selected2old() As Integer 
Public selected3old() As Integer, selected4old() As Integer 
Public storedconn() As Integer, task1feasprobs() As Single, whichmachines() As Integer 
Public task1feasarray() As Integer, task2feasarray() As Integer 
Public task3feasarray() As Integer, task4feasarray() As Integer 
 

Sub runs() 
    ' code to generate "numruns" number of initial solutions 
    ' feasibility okay in that at least 1 m/c in each stage is selected 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, l As Integer, m As Integer 
Dim numruns As Integer 
Dim starttime As Single, endtime As Single, runtime As Single 
Dim startprob As Single 
Dim rand1 As Single, rand2 As Single, rand3 As Single 
Dim besttask1() As Integer, besttask1prob() As Single, task1startprobs() As Single 
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    ' initialize arrays and variables for each seed 
ReDim alltested(machines(1), 1) 
ReDim alltestedprob(1) 
ReDim storedconn(maxmc, 1) 
conn_num = 0 
ReDim besttask1(num_m, 1) 
ReDim besttask1prob(1) 
ReDim task1startprobs(1) 
ReDim task1feasprobs(1) 
str1 = "Task 1": str2 = "Task 2": str3 = "Task 3": str4 = "Task 4" 
str5 = "Probability": str6 = "Sensor " 
Set NewSheet = Worksheets.Add 
NewSheet.Name = "Solution": Worksheets("Solution").Activate 
Range("B1").Select 
For x = 1 To machines(1) 
    Selection.value = str6 & x 
    Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
Next x 
Selection.value = str5 
Range("A2").Select: Selection.value = str1 
Selection.Offset(1, 0).Select: Selection.value = str2 
Selection.Offset(1, 0).Select: Selection.value = str3 
Selection.Offset(1, 0).Select: Selection.value = str4 
    ' set the number of runs to complete 
numruns = 5 
firstit = True 
Call gentasksolutions 
    ' loop through number of runs desired 
    ' generate a feasible random starting solution 
    ' evaluate and store that solution & result 
For i = 1 To numruns 
    Call initialsolution 
    If badprob = True Then Exit For 
        ' initialize the alltested and bestalloc matrices for each run 
        ' store this initial solution into the alltested and bestalloc matrices 
    ReDim bestalloc(num_m) 
    bestalloc() = selected1() 
    If i = 1 Then 
        alltesteddim = 1 
        arraysize1 = 1 
        ReDim alltested(machines(1), 1) 
        ReDim alltestedprob(1) 
        ReDim task1feasarray(machines(1), 1) 
        For j = 1 To machines(1) 
            alltested(j, 1) = selected1(j) 
            task1feasarray(j, 1) = selected1(j) 
        Next j 
        Call taskprobs(1) 
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        startprob = success1 
        bestprob = success1 
        task1feasprobs(1) = success1 
    Else 
        Call checksols(1) 
        If considered = False Then 
            alltesteddim = alltesteddim + 1 
            arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
            ReDim Preserve alltested(machines(1), alltesteddim) 
            ReDim Preserve alltestedprob(alltesteddim) 
            ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
            ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
            For l = 1 To machines(1) 
                alltested(l, alltesteddim) = selected1(l) 
                task1feasarray(l, arraysize1) = selected1(l) 
            Next l 
            Call taskprobs(1) 
            startprob = success1 
            bestprob = success1 
            task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = success1 
        Else 
            If newprob > 0 Then 
                startprob = newprob 
                bestprob = newprob 
                Call feasibility 
                If feasible = False Then 
                    arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                    ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                    ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                    For l = 1 To machines(1) 
                        task1feasarray(l, arraysize1) = selected1(l) 
                    Next l 
                    task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = newprob 
                End If 
            Else 
                Call feasibility 
                If feasible = False Then 
                    arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                    ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                    ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                    For l = 1 To machines(1) 
                        task1feasarray(l, arraysize1) = selected1(l) 
                    Next l 
                    feasible = True 
                    Call taskprobs(1) 
                    startprob = success1 
                    bestprob = success1 
                    task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = success1 
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                End If 
            End If 
        End If 
    End If 
        ' calculate the probability of success for this solution 
        ' store this for use in comparing the exchanges 
    anyimproved = True 
    Do While anyimproved = True 
        anyimproved = False 
        rand1 = Rnd: rand2 = Rnd 
        If rand1 < rand2 Then m = 1 Else m = 2 
        improved = True 
        Select Case m 
            Case 1 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call exchange1 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call pull1 
                    End If 
                Loop 
            Case 2 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call pull1 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call exchange1 
                    End If 
                Loop 
        End Select 
        rand1 = Rnd: rand2 = Rnd: rand3 = Rnd 
        If rand1 < rand2 And rand1 < rand3 Then 
            If rand2 < rand3 Then m = 1 Else m = 2 
        ElseIf rand2 < rand1 And rand2 < rand3 Then 
            If rand1 < rand3 Then m = 3 Else m = 4 
        ElseIf rand3 < rand1 And rand3 < rand2 Then 
            If rand1 < rand2 Then m = 5 Else m = 6 
        End If 
       improved = True 
        Select Case m 
            Case 1 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call exchange2 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call push2 
                        If improved = False Then 
                            Call pull2 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Loop 
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            Case 2 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call exchange2 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call pull2 
                        If improved = False Then 
                            Call push2 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Loop 
            Case 3 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call push2 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call exchange2 
                        If improved = False Then 
                            Call pull2 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Loop 
            Case 4 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call push2 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call pull2 
                        If improved = False Then 
                            Call exchange2 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Loop 
            Case 5 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call pull2 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call exchange2 
                        If improved = False Then 
                            Call push2 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Loop 
            Case 6 
                Do While improved = True 
                    Call pull2 
                    If improved = False Then 
                        Call push2 
                        If improved = False Then 
                            Call exchange2 
                        End If 
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                    End If 
                Loop 
        End Select 
    Loop 
    ReDim Preserve besttask1(num_m, i) 
    ReDim Preserve besttask1prob(i) 
    ReDim Preserve task1startprobs(i) 
    For n = 1 To num_m 
        besttask1(n, i) = bestalloc(n) 
    Next n 
    besttask1prob(i) = bestprob: task1startprobs(i) = startprob 
Next i 
If badprob = True Then 
    Range("B2").Select 
    str7 = "The network is infeasible" 
    Selection.value = str7 
Else 
    Range("B2").Select 
    For i = 1 To machines(1) 
        Selection.value = selected1(i) 
        Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    Next i 
    Call taskprobs(1) 
    Selection.value = success1 
    Range("B3").Select 
    For i = 1 To machines(1) 
        Selection.value = selected2(i) 
        Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    Next i 
    Call taskprobs(2) 
    Selection.value = success2 
    Range("B4").Select 
    For i = 1 To machines(1) 
        Selection.value = selected3(i) 
        Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    Next i 
    Call taskprobs(3) 
    Selection.value = success3 
    Range("B5").Select 
    For i = 1 To machines(1) 
        Selection.value = selected4(i) 
        Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    Next i 
    Call taskprobs(4) 
    Selection.value = success4 
End If 
End Sub 
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Sub initialsolution() 
Dim task2feas As Boolean, task3feas As Boolean, task4feas As Boolean 
Dim i As Integer, m As Integer, rand1 As Single, rand2 As Single, rand3 As Single 
Dim count2 As Integer, count3 As Integer, count4 As Integer, task As Integer 
Dim count1 As Integer 
count1 = 0: badprob = False 
    ' initialize the subroutine variables 
success1 = 0: success2 = 0: success3 = 0: success4 = 0 
    ' initialize the "selected" arrays to show that everything beyond stage 2 can be used to pass info 
For i = machines(1) + 1 To num_m 
    selected1(i) = 1: selected2(i) = 1: selected3(i) = 1: selected4(i) = 1 
Next i 
    ' loop through each task, randomly selecting machines, until a feasible assignment is found 
feasible = False 
Do While feasible = False 
    task2feas = False: task3feas = False: task4feas = False 
    count2 = 0: count3 = 0: count4 = 0 
    success2 = 0: success3 = 0: success4 = 0 
        ' initialize the "selected" arrays to with all assignable machines set to 0 
    For i = 1 To machines(1) 
        selected1(i) = 0: selected2(i) = 0: selected3(i) = 0: selected4(i) = 0 
    Next i 
    rand1 = Rnd: rand2 = Rnd: rand3 = Rnd 
    If rand1 < rand2 And rand1 < rand3 Then 
        If rand2 < rand3 Then m = 1 Else m = 2 
    ElseIf rand2 < rand1 And rand2 < rand3 Then 
        If rand1 < rand3 Then m = 3 Else m = 4 
    ElseIf rand3 < rand1 And rand3 < rand2 Then 
        If rand1 < rand2 Then m = 5 Else m = 6 
    End If 
    Select Case m 
        Case 1 
            Call task2soln(task2feas): Call task3soln(task3feas): Call task4soln(task4feas) 
        Case 2 
            Call task2soln(task2feas): Call task4soln(task4feas): Call task3soln(task3feas) 
        Case 3 
            Call task3soln(task3feas): Call task2soln(task2feas): Call task4soln(task4feas) 
        Case 4 
            Call task3soln(task3feas): Call task4soln(task4feas): Call task2soln(task2feas) 
        Case 5 
            Call task4soln(task4feas): Call task2soln(task2feas): Call task3soln(task3feas) 
        Case 6 
            Call task4soln(task4feas): Call task3soln(task3feas): Call task2soln(task2feas) 
        End Select 
    If task2feas = False Or task3feas = False Or task4feas = False Then 
        feasible = False 
        count1 = count1 + 1 
        If count1 > 50 Then badprob = True: Exit Do 
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    Else 
        For i = 1 To machines(1) 
            selected1(i) = 1 - selected2(i) - selected3(i) - selected4(i) 
        Next i 
            ' assume the same machines available in stages 1, 3 & 4, with same assignments 
        Call mcreplication 
        feasible = True 
    End If 
Loop 
End Sub 

 

Sub task2soln(task2feas) 
Dim count2 As Integer 
    count2 = 0: intask2feas = False 
    Do 
        For i = 1 To machines(1) 
            If avail2(i) = 1 And selected3(i) = 0 And selected4(i) = 0 And Rnd >= 0.5 Then 
                selected2(i) = 1 
                Call mcreplication 
                Call checksols(2) 
            End If 
            If intask2feas = True Then 
                task2feas = True 
                Exit For 
            End If 
        Next i 
        count2 = count2 + 1 
        If count2 > 20 Then Exit Do 
    Loop Until task2feas = True 
End Sub 
 

Sub task3soln(task3feas) 
Dim count3 As Integer 
count3 = 0: intask3feas = False 
    Do 
        For i = 1 To machines(1) 
            If avail3(i) = 1 And selected2(i) = 0 And selected4(i) = 0 And Rnd >= 0.5 Then 
                selected3(i) = 1 
                Call mcreplication 
                Call checksols(3) 
            End If 
            If intask3feas = True Then 
                task3feas = True 
                Exit For 
            End If 
        Next i 
        count3 = count3 + 1 
        If count3 > 20 Then Exit Do 
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    Loop Until task3feas = True 
End Sub 
 

Sub task4soln(task4feas) 
Dim count4 As Integer 
count4 = 0: intask4feas = False 
    Do 
        For i = 1 To machines(1) 
            If avail4(i) = 1 And selected2(i) = 0 And selected3(i) = 0 And Rnd >= 0.5 Then 
                selected4(i) = 1 
                Call mcreplication 
                Call checksols(4) 
            End If 
            If intask4feas = True Then 
                task4feas = True 
                Exit For 
            End If 
        Next i 
        count4 = count4 + 1 
        If count4 > 20 Then Exit Do 
    Loop Until task4feas = True 
End Sub 

 

Sub mcreplication() 
For i = stage3id + 1 To stage3id + machines(1) 
    selected1(i) = selected1(i - stage3id) 
    selected2(i) = selected2(i - stage3id) 
    selected3(i) = selected3(i - stage3id) 
    selected4(i) = selected4(i - stage3id) 
Next i 
For i = stage4id + 1 To stage4id + machines(1) 
    selected1(i) = selected1(i - stage4id) 
    selected2(i) = selected2(i - stage4id) 
    selected3(i) = selected3(i - stage4id) 
    selected4(i) = selected4(i - stage4id) 
Next i 
End Sub 

 

Sub exchange1() 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, m As Integer, task As Integer 
Dim taska As Integer, taskb As Integer 
Dim randvalue As Single, taskavail As Integer 
' 1-1 exchange code 
' this is a first-improving algorithm 
' choose the first machine from task 1 that is selected, deselect and assign to secondary task 
' choose the first machine from task 1 that is not selected, select and remove from secondary task 
' check whether or not the new task 1 solution has already been investigated 
' if it hasn't been, calculate the secondary task success probabilities as a feasibility check 
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' if secondary probabilities are feasible, calculate the task 1 probability and compare 
' iterate until an improved solution is found or all task 1 selections have been checked 
For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    If selected1(i) = 1 Then 
        taskavail = avail2(i) + avail3(i) + avail4(i) 
        If taskavail > 0 Then 
            For j = 1 To machines(1) 
                If selected1(j) = 0 Then 
                    selected1old() = selected1(): selected2old() = selected2() 
                    selected3old() = selected3(): selected4old() = selected4() 
                    success2old = success2: success3old = success3: success4old = success4 
                    selected1(i) = 0: selected1(j) = 1 
                    If taskavail = 1 Then 
                        If avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                        If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 
                        If avail4(i) = 1 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                    ElseIf taskavail = 2 Then 
                        randvalue = Rnd 
                        If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                        If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected3(i) = 1 
                        If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then 
                            If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 Else selected4(i) = 1 
                       End If 
                       If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                    ElseIf taskavail = 3 Then 
                        randvalue = Rnd 
                        If randvalue < (1 / 3) Then 
                            selected2(i) = 1 
                        ElseIf randvalue < (2 / 3) Then 
                            selected3(i) = 1 
                        Else 
                            selected4(i) = 1 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                    If selected2(j) = 1 Then selected2(j) = 0: task = 2 
                    If selected3(j) = 1 Then selected3(j) = 0: task = 3 
                    If selected4(j) = 1 Then selected4(j) = 0: task = 4 
                    Call mcreplication 
                    Call checksols(1) 
                    If considered = False Then 
                        If feasible = True Then 
                            Call taskprobs(1) 
                            newprob = success1: task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = newprob 
                            If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                Exit Sub 
                            End If 
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                        Else 
                            alltestedprob(alltesteddim) = 0 
                        End If 
                    Else 
                        Call feasibility 
                        If feasible = True Then 
                            If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                Exit Sub 
                            End If 
                        Else 
                            intask2feas = True: intask3feas = True: intask4feas = True 
                            Call checksols(2) 
                            Call checksols(3) 
                            Call checksols(4) 
                            If (intask2feas = True) And (intask3feas = True) _ 
                                And (intask4feas = True) Then 
                                arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                                ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                                ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                                For m = 1 To machines(1) 
                                    task1feasarray(m, arraysize1) = selected1(m) 
                                Next m 
                                Call taskprobs(1) 
                                alltestedprob(probindex) = success1 
                                task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = success1 
                                newprob = success1 
                                If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                    improved = True: anyimproved = True: bestprob = newprob 
                                    For m = 1 To num_m 
                                        bestalloc(m) = selected1(m) 
                                    Next m 
                                    Exit Sub 
                                End If 
                            End If 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                    selected1() = selected1old() 
                    selected2() = selected2old(): success2 = success2old 
                    selected3() = selected3old(): success3 = success3old 
                    selected4() = selected4old(): success4 = success4old 
                End If 
            Next j 
        End If 
    End If 
Next i 
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improved = False 
End Sub 
 

Sub pull1() 
Dim i As Integer, m As Integer, task As Integer 
' 0-1 pull exchange code 
For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    If selected1(i) = 0 Then 
        selected1old() = selected1(): selected2old() = selected2() 
        selected3old() = selected3(): selected4old() = selected4() 
        success2old = success2: success3old = success3: success4old = success4 
        selected1(i) = 1 
        If selected2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 0: task = 2 
        If selected3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 0: task = 3 
        If selected4(i) = 1 Then selected4(i) = 0: task = 4 
        Call mcreplication 
        Call checksols(1) 
        If considered = False Then 
            If feasible = True Then 
                Call taskprobs(1) 
                newprob = success1: task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = newprob 
                If newprob > bestprob Then 
                    improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                    bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                    Exit Sub 
                End If 
            Else 
                alltestedprob(alltesteddim) = 0 
            End If 
        Else 
            Call feasibility 
            If feasible = True Then 
                If newprob > bestprob Then 
                    improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                    bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                    Exit Sub 
                End If 
            Else 
                intask2feas = True: intask3feas = True: intask4feas = True 
                Call checksols(2) 
                Call checksols(3) 
                Call checksols(4) 
                If (intask2feas = True) And (intask3feas = True) And (intask4feas = True) Then 
                    arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                    ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                    ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                    For m = 1 To machines(1) 
                        task1feasarray(m, arraysize1) = selected1(m) 
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                    Next m 
                    Call taskprobs(1) 
                    alltestedprob(probindex) = success1 
                    task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = success1 
                    newprob = success1 
                    If newprob > bestprob Then 
                        improved = True: anyimproved = True: bestprob = newprob 
                        For m = 1 To num_m 
                            bestalloc(m) = selected1(m) 
                        Next m 
                        Exit Sub 
                    End If 
                End If 
            End If 
        End If 
        selected1() = selected1old() 
        selected2() = selected2old(): success2 = success2old 
        selected3() = selected3old(): success3 = success3old 
        selected4() = selected4old(): success4 = success4old 
    End If 
Next i 
improved = False 
End Sub 

 

Sub exchange2() 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, l As Integer, m As Integer 
Dim taska As Integer, taskb As Integer, taskc As Integer, taskd As Integer 
Dim randvalue As Single 
' pick two that are in task 1 
' replace with two others that are not in task 1 
' change the secondary tasks as appropriate 
For i = 1 To machines(1) - 1 
    If selected1(i) = 1 Then 
        taskavail1 = avail2(i) + avail3(i) + avail4(i) 
        If taskavail1 > 0 Then 
            For j = i + 1 To machines(1) 
                If selected1(j) = 1 Then 
                    taskavail2 = avail2(j) + avail3(j) + avail4(j) 
                    If taskavail2 > 0 Then 
                        For k = 1 To machines(1) - 1 
                            If selected1(k) = 0 Then 
                                For l = k + 1 To machines(1) 
                                    If selected1(l) = 0 Then 
                                        selected1old() = selected1(): selected2old() = selected2() 
                                        selected3old() = selected3(): selected4old() = selected4() 
                                        success2old = success2 
                                        success3old = success3 
                                        success4old = success4 
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                                        selected1(i) = 0: selected1(j) = 0 
                                        selected1(k) = 1: selected1(l) = 1 
                                        If taskavail1 = 1 Then 
                                            If avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                                            If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 
                                            If avail4(i) = 1 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                                        ElseIf taskavail1 = 2 Then 
                                            randvalue = Rnd 
                                            If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                                            If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected3(i) = 1 
                                            If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then 
                                                If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 Else selected4(i) = 1 
                                            End If 
                                            If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                                        ElseIf taskavail1 = 3 Then 
                                            randvalue = Rnd 
                                            If randvalue < (1 / 3) Then 
                                                selected2(i) = 1 
                                            ElseIf randvalue < (2 / 3) Then 
                                                selected3(i) = 1 
                                            Else 
                                                selected4(i) = 1 
                                            End If 
                                        End If 
                                        If taskavail2 = 1 Then 
                                            If avail2(j) = 1 Then selected2(j) = 1 
                                            If avail3(j) = 1 Then selected3(j) = 1 
                                            If avail4(j) = 1 Then selected4(j) = 1 
                                        ElseIf taskavail2 = 2 Then 
                                            randvalue = Rnd 
                                            If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(j) = 1 Then selected2(j) = 1 
                                            If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(j) = 0 Then selected3(j) = 1 
                                            If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(j) = 1 Then 
                                                If avail3(j) = 1 Then selected3(j) = 1 Else selected4(j) = 1 
                                            End If 
                                            If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(j) = 0 Then selected4(j) = 1 
                                        ElseIf taskavail2 = 3 Then 
                                            randvalue = Rnd 
                                            If randvalue < (1 / 3) Then 
                                                selected2(j) = 1 
                                            ElseIf randvalue < (2 / 3) Then 
                                                selected3(j) = 1 
                                            Else 
                                                selected4(j) = 1 
                                            End If 
                                        End If 
                                        If selected2(k) = 1 Then selected2(k) = 0: taska = 2 
                                        If selected3(k) = 1 Then selected3(k) = 0: taska = 3 
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                                        If selected4(k) = 1 Then selected4(k) = 0: taska = 4 
                                        If selected2(l) = 1 Then selected2(l) = 0: taskb = 2 
                                        If selected3(l) = 1 Then selected3(l) = 0: taskb = 3 
                                        If selected4(l) = 1 Then selected4(l) = 0: taskb = 4 
                                        Call mcreplication 
                                        Call checksols(1) 
                                        If considered = False Then 
                                            If feasible = True Then 
                                                Call taskprobs(1) 
                                                newprob = success1: task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = newprob 
                                                If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                                    improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                                    bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                                    Exit Sub 
                                                End If 
                                            Else 
                                                alltestedprob(alltesteddim) = 0 
                                            End If 
                                        Else 
                                            Call feasibility 
                                            If feasible = True Then 
                                                If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                                    improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                                    bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                                    Exit Sub 
                                                End If 
                                            Else 
                                                intask2feas = True: intask3feas = True: intask4feas = True 
                                                Call checksols(2) 
                                                Call checksols(3) 
                                                Call checksols(4) 
                                                If taskb <> taska Then Call checksols(taskb) 
                                                If (intask2feas = True) And (intask3feas = True) _ 
                                                    And (intask4feas = True) Then 
                                                    arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                                                    ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                                                    ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                                                    For m = 1 To machines(1) 
                                                        task1feasarray(m, arraysize1) = selected1(m) 
                                                    Next m 
                                                    Call taskprobs(1) 
                                                    alltestedprob(probindex) = success1 
                                                    task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = success1 
                                                    newprob = success1 
                                                    If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                                        improved = True: anyimproved = True: bestprob = newprob 
                                                        For m = 1 To num_m 
                                                            bestalloc(m) = selected1(m) 
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                                                        Next m 
                                                        Exit Sub 
                                                    End If 
                                                End If 
                                            End If 
                                        End If 
                                        selected1() = selected1old() 
                                        selected2() = selected2old(): success2 = success2old 
                                        selected3() = selected3old(): success3 = success3old 
                                        selected4() = selected4old(): success4 = success4old 
                                    End If 
                                Next l 
                            End If 
                        Next k 
                    End If 
                End If 
            Next j 
        End If 
    End If 
Next i 
improved = False 
End Sub 
 

Sub push2() 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, m As Integer 
Dim taska As Integer, taskb As Integer, taskc As Integer 
Dim randvalue As Single 
' pick two that are in task 1 & push them out 
' pick another that was out & pull it in 
For i = 1 To machines(1) - 1 
    If selected1(i) = 1 Then 
        taskavail1 = avail2(i) + avail3(i) + avail4(i) 
            If taskavail1 > 0 Then 
            For j = i + 1 To machines(1) 
                If selected1(j) = 1 Then 
                    taskavail2 = avail2(j) + avail3(j) + avail4(j) 
                    If taskavail2 > 0 Then 
                        For k = 1 To machines(1) 
                            If selected1(k) = 0 Then 
                                selected1old() = selected1(): selected2old() = selected2() 
                                selected3old() = selected3(): selected4old() = selected4() 
                                success2old = success2 
                                success3old = success3 
                                success4old = success4 
                                selected1(i) = 0: selected1(j) = 0: selected1(k) = 1 
                                If taskavail1 = 1 Then 
                                    If avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                                    If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 
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                                    If avail4(i) = 1 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                                ElseIf taskavail1 = 2 Then 
                                    randvalue = Rnd 
                                    If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                                    If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected3(i) = 1 
                                    If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then 
                                        If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 Else selected4(i) = 1 
                                    End If 
                                    If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                                ElseIf taskavail1 = 3 Then 
                                    randvalue = Rnd 
                                    If randvalue < (1 / 3) Then 
                                        selected2(i) = 1 
                                    ElseIf randvalue < (2 / 3) Then 
                                        selected3(i) = 1 
                                    Else 
                                        selected4(i) = 1 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                                If taskavail2 = 1 Then 
                                    If avail2(j) = 1 Then selected2(j) = 1 
                                    If avail3(j) = 1 Then selected3(j) = 1 
                                    If avail4(j) = 1 Then selected4(j) = 1 
                                ElseIf taskavail2 = 2 Then 
                                    randvalue = Rnd 
                                    If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(j) = 1 Then selected2(j) = 1 
                                    If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(j) = 0 Then selected3(j) = 1 
                                    If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(j) = 1 Then 
                                        If avail3(j) = 1 Then selected3(j) = 1 Else selected4(j) = 1 
                                    End If 
                                    If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(j) = 0 Then selected4(j) = 1 
                                ElseIf taskavail2 = 3 Then 
                                    randvalue = Rnd 
                                    If randvalue < (1 / 3) Then 
                                        selected2(j) = 1 
                                    ElseIf randvalue < (2 / 3) Then 
                                        selected3(j) = 1 
                                    Else 
                                        selected4(j) = 1 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                                If selected2(k) = 1 Then selected2(k) = 0: task = 2 
                                If selected3(k) = 1 Then selected3(k) = 0: task = 3 
                                If selected4(k) = 1 Then selected4(k) = 0: task = 4 
                                Call mcreplication 
                                Call checksols(1) 
                                If considered = False Then 
                                    If feasible = True Then 
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                                        Call taskprobs(1) 
                                        newprob = success1: task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = newprob 
                                        If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                            improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                            bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                            Exit Sub 
                                        End If 
                                    Else 
                                        alltestedprob(alltesteddim) = 0 
                                    End If 
                                Else 
                                    Call feasibility 
                                    If feasible = True Then 
                                        If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                            improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                            bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                            Exit Sub 
                                        End If 
                                    Else 
                                        intask2feas = True: intask3feas = True: intask4feas = True 
                                        Call checksols(2) 
                                        Call checksols(3) 
                                        Call checksols(4) 
                                        If (intask2feas = True) And (intask3feas = True) And (intask4feas = True) Then 
                                            arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                                            ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                                            ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                                            For m = 1 To machines(1) 
                                                task1feasarray(m, arraysize1) = selected1(m) 
                                            Next m 
                                            Call taskprobs(1) 
                                            alltestedprob(probindex) = success1 
                                            task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = success1 
                                            newprob = success1 
                                            If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                                improved = True: anyimproved = True: bestprob = newprob 
                                                For m = 1 To num_m 
                                                    bestalloc(m) = selected1(m) 
                                                Next m 
                                                Exit Sub 
                                            End If 
                                        End If 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                                selected1() = selected1old() 
                                selected2() = selected2old(): success2 = success2old 
                                selected3() = selected3old(): success3 = success3old 
                                selected4() = selected4old(): success4 = success4old 
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                            End If 
                        Next k 
                    End If 
                End If 
            Next j 
        End If 
    End If 
Next i 
improved = False 
End Sub 

 

Sub pull2() 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, m As Integer 
Dim taska As Integer, taskb As Integer, taskc As Integer 
Dim randvalue As Single 
' pick one that is is task 1 & push it out 
' pick two that are not in task 1 & pull them in 
For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    If selected1(i) = 1 Then 
        taskavail = avail2(i) + avail3(i) + avail4(i) 
        If taskavail > 0 Then 
            For j = i To machines(1) - 1 
                If selected1(j) = 0 Then 
                    For k = j + 1 To machines(1) 
                        If selected1(k) = 0 Then 
                            selected1old() = selected1(): selected2old() = selected2() 
                            selected3old() = selected3(): selected4old() = selected4() 
                            success2old = success2: success3old = success3: success4old = success4 
                            selected1(i) = 0: selected1(j) = 1: selected1(k) = 1 
                            If taskavail = 1 Then 
                                If avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                                If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 
                                If avail4(i) = 1 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                            ElseIf taskavail = 2 Then 
                                randvalue = Rnd 
                                If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then selected2(i) = 1 
                                If randvalue < 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected3(i) = 1 
                                If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 1 Then 
                                    If avail3(i) = 1 Then selected3(i) = 1 Else selected4(i) = 1 
                                End If 
                                If randvalue >= 0.5 And avail2(i) = 0 Then selected4(i) = 1 
                            ElseIf taskavail = 3 Then 
                                randvalue = Rnd 
                                If randvalue < (1 / 3) Then 
                                    selected2(i) = 1 
                                ElseIf randvalue < (2 / 3) Then 
                                    selected3(i) = 1 
                                Else 
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                                    selected4(i) = 1 
                                End If 
                            End If 
                            If selected2(j) = 1 Then selected2(j) = 0: taska = 2 
                            If selected3(j) = 1 Then selected3(j) = 0: taska = 3 
                            If selected4(j) = 1 Then selected4(j) = 0: taska = 4 
                            If selected2(k) = 1 Then selected2(k) = 0: taskb = 2 
                            If selected3(k) = 1 Then selected3(k) = 0: taskb = 3 
                            If selected4(k) = 1 Then selected4(k) = 0: taskb = 4 
                            Call mcreplication 
                            Call checksols(1) 
                            If considered = False Then 
                                If feasible = True Then 
                                    Call taskprobs(1) 
                                    newprob = success1: task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = newprob 
                                    If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                        improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                        bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                        Exit Sub 
                                    End If 
                                Else 
                                    alltestedprob(alltesteddim) = 0 
                                End If 
                            Else 
                                Call feasibility 
                                If feasible = True Then 
                                    If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                        improved = True: anyimproved = True 
                                        bestprob = newprob: bestalloc() = selected1() 
                                        Exit Sub 
                                    End If 
                                Else 
                                    intask2feas = True: intask3feas = True: intask4feas = True 
                                    Call checksols(2) 
                                    Call checksols(3) 
                                    Call checksols(4) 
                                    If taskb <> taska Then Call checksols(taskb) 
                                    If (intask2feas = True) And (intask3feas = True) And (intask4feas = True) Then 
                                        arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                                        ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                                        ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                                        For m = 1 To machines(1) 
                                            task1feasarray(m, arraysize1) = selected1(m) 
                                        Next m 
                                        Call taskprobs(1) 
                                        alltestedprob(probindex) = success1 
                                        task1feasprobs(arraysize1) = success1 
                                        newprob = success1 
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                                        If newprob > bestprob Then 
                                            improved = True: anyimproved = True: bestprob = newprob 
                                            For m = 1 To num_m 
                                                bestalloc(m) = selected1(m) 
                                            Next m 
                                            Exit Sub 
                                        End If 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                            End If 
                            selected1() = selected1old() 
                            selected2() = selected2old(): success2 = success2old 
                            selected3() = selected3old(): success3 = success3old 
                            selected4() = selected4old(): success4 = success4old 
                        End If 
                    Next k 
                End If 
            Next j 
        End If 
    End If 
Next i 
improved = False 
End Sub 

 

Sub feasibility() 
Dim i As Integer ', j As Integer, k As Integer, stagesel As Integer 
    ' Check whether or not a task 1 allocation has already been determined to be feasible 
intask1feas = True 
For i = 1 To arraysize1 
    For j = 1 To machines(1) 
        If selected1(j) <> task1feasarray(j, i) Then intask1feas = False: Exit For 
        intask1feas = True 
    Next j 
    If intask1feas = True Then 
        feasible = True 
        task1feasprobs(i) = newprob 
        Exit Sub 
    End If 
Next i 
feasible = False 
End Sub 
 

Sub checksols(task) 
Dim same As Boolean 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer 
' We use this subroutine to check whether or not the "new" selected1 array, 
' based on an exchange sub, has already been considered 
' If it has been considered, we don't look at it again 
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Select Case task 
    Case 1 
        considered = False 
        For i = 1 To alltesteddim 
            For j = 1 To machines(1)    'only need to check stage 1 
                If selected1(j) <> alltested(j, i) Then 
                    same = False 
                    Exit For 
                End If 
                same = True 
            Next j 
            If same = True Then 
                considered = True 
                newprob = alltestedprob(i) 
                probindex = i 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
        Next i 
            ' if it gets this far, considered is FALSE 
        alltesteddim = alltesteddim + 1 
        ReDim Preserve alltested(machines(1), alltesteddim) 
        ReDim Preserve alltestedprob(alltesteddim) 
        For k = 1 To machines(1) 
            alltested(k, alltesteddim) = selected1(k) 
        Next 
        feasible = False 
        Call checksols(2) 
        If intask2feas = True Then 
            Call checksols(3) 
                If intask3feas = True Then 
                    Call checksols(4) 
                    If intask4feas = True Then 
                        arraysize1 = arraysize1 + 1 
                        ReDim Preserve task1feasarray(machines(1), arraysize1) 
                        ReDim Preserve task1feasprobs(arraysize1) 
                        For l = 1 To machines(1) 
                            task1feasarray(l, arraysize1) = selected1(l) 
                        Next l 
                        feasible = True 
                    End If 
                End If 
            End If 
    Case 2 
        intask2feas = False 
        For i = 1 To arraysize2 
            For j = 1 To machines(1) 
                If selected2(j) <> task2feasarray(j, i) Then intask2feas = False: Exit For 
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                intask2feas = True 
            Next j 
            If intask2feas = True Then Exit Sub 
        Next i 
    Case 3 
        intask3feas = False 
        For i = 1 To arraysize3 
            For j = 1 To machines(1) 
                If selected3(j) <> task3feasarray(j, i) Then intask3feas = False: Exit For 
                intask3feas = True 
            Next j 
            If intask3feas = True Then Exit Sub 
        Next i 
    Case 4 
        intask4feas = False 
        For i = 1 To arraysize4 
            For j = 1 To machines(1) 
                If selected4(j) <> task4feasarray(j, i) Then intask4feas = False: Exit For 
                intask4feas = True 
            Next j 
            If intask4feas = True Then Exit Sub 
        Next i 
End Select 
End Sub 
 

Sub taskprobs(task As Integer) 
' This subroutine calculates all the intermediate and final probabilities based on the 
' provided inputs and on the "selected" machines in each stage 
Dim currentm_prior() As Single, currentm_cond() As Single, singleincond() As Single 
Dim currentm_prob As Single, workprob As Single 
Dim paths As Integer, indexprev As Integer, indexcurr As Integer 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, l As Integer 
Dim m As Integer, n As Integer, o As Integer, p As Integer 
Dim numinputs As Integer, connected() As Integer 
Dim feaspath As Boolean 
conn_num = 0 
    ' Looping through every stage starting at stage 2 
For i = 2 To stages 
        ' Initialize and determine the overall index of the first machine in each stage 
    If i = 2 Then 
        indexcurr = machines(1) + 1: indexprev = 1 
    Else 
        indexcurr = 1 
        For n = 2 To i 
            indexcurr = indexcurr + machines(n - 1) 
        Next 
        indexprev = indexcurr - machines(i - 1) 
    End If 
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        ' Looping through each machine in stage i 
    For j = 1 To machines(i) 
            ' Initialize variables and arrays for machine i.j 
        numinputs = 0: currentm_prob = 0: conn_num = conn_num + 1 
            ' Set the size of the "connected" and "network" arrays 
            ' Also reset the values for each new machine 
        ReDim connected(machines(i - 1)) As Integer 
        ReDim network(machines(i - 1)) As Integer 
            ' Determine which & how many machines connect into machine i.j 
        If firstit = True Then 
            ReDim Preserve storedconn(maxmc, conn_num) 
            For k = 1 To machines(i - 1) 
                If conn(i - 1, j, k) > 0 Then 
                    numinputs = numinputs + 1 
                    connected(conn(i - 1, j, k)) = 1 
                End If 
                storedconn(k, conn_num) = connected(k) 
            Next k 
        Else 
            For k = 1 To machines(i - 1) 
                connected(k) = storedconn(k, conn_num) 
                If connected(k) = 1 Then numinputs = numinputs + 1 
            Next k 
        End If 
            ' Calculate the number of possible "networks" given the number of connected machines 
        If numinputs = 1 Then 
            paths = 1 
        Else 
            paths = (2 ^ numinputs) - 1 
        End If 
            ' Set/reset the size of the probability arrays 
        ReDim currentm_prior(paths) 
        ReDim currentm_cond(paths) 
            ' Reset then fill the array that holds the given conditionals 
        ReDim singleincond(machines(i - 1)) 
        For q = 1 To numinputs 
            singleincond(q) = cond(i - 1, j, q) 
        Next q 
        q = q - 1 
            ' Create the "net" matrix for use in the next loop 
        Select Case numinputs 
            Case 2 
                Call loop2(paths, loop2first) 
                loop2first = True 
            Case 3 
                Call loop3(paths, loop3first) 
                loop3first = True 
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            Case 4 
                Call loop4(paths, loop4first) 
                loop4first = True 
            Case 5 
                Call loop5(paths, loop5first) 
                loop5first = True 
            Case 6 
                Call loop6(paths, loop6first) 
                loop6first = True 
            Case 7 
                Call loop7(paths, loop7first) 
                loop7first = True 
            Case 8 
                Call loop8(paths, loop8first) 
                loop8first = True 
            Case 9 
                Call loop9(paths, loop9first) 
                loop9first = True 
            Case 10 
                Call loop10(paths, loop10first) 
                loop10first = True 
            Case 11 
                Call loop11(paths, loop11first) 
                loop11first = True 
            Case 12 
                Call loop12(paths, loop12first) 
                loop12first = True 
            Case 13 
                Call loop13(paths, loop13first) 
                loop13first = True 
            Case 14 
                Call loop14(paths, loop14first) 
                loop14first = True 
            Case 15 
                Call loop15(paths, loop15first) 
                loop15first = True 
            Case 16 
                Call loop16(paths, loop16first) 
                loop16first = True 
            Case 17 
                Call loop17(paths, loop17first) 
                loop17first = True 
            Case 18 
                Call loop18(paths, loop18first) 
                loop18first = True 
            Case 19 
                Call loop19(paths, loop19first) 
                loop19first = True 
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            Case 20 
                Call loop20(paths, loop20first) 
                loop20first = True 
        End Select 
            ' Looping through each of the possible paths in to machine i.j 
        For l = 1 To paths 
                ' Reset the network array to use for the current path 
            ReDim network(machines(i - 1)) 
                ' Calculate the conditional probabilities for each path 
                ' Determine which machines (from previous stage) are in the current path (network) 
            If paths = 1 Then 
                currentm_cond(l) = cond(i - 1, j, l) 
                network(conn(i - 1, j, l)) = 1 
            Else 
                connections = 0: numnotconn = 0 
                For n = 1 To machines(i - 1)            ' numinputs or machines(i-1) 
                    If connected(n) = 0 Then numnotconn = numnotconn + 1 
                    If connected(n) = 1 Then network(n) = net(l, n - numnotconn) 
                    If network(n) = 1 Then connections = connections + 1 
                Next n 
                If connections = 1 Then 
                    currentm_cond(l) = singleincond(q) 
                    q = q - 1 
                Else 
                    For s = 1 To numinputs        ' numinputs or machines(i-1) 
                        If singleincond(s) > currentm_cond(l) And net(l, s) = 1 _ 
                        Then currentm_cond(l) = singleincond(s) 
                    Next s 
                End If 
            End If 
                ' Determine if this is a feasible path wrt "selected" & "network" 
            feaspath = True 
            Select Case task 
                Case 1 
                    For r = 1 To machines(i - 1) 
                        If network(r) > selected1(indexprev + r - 1) Then 
                            feaspath = False: Exit For 
                        End If 
                    Next 
                Case 2 
                    For r = 1 To machines(i - 1) 
                        If network(r) > selected2(indexprev + r - 1) Then 
                            feaspath = False: Exit For 
                        End If 
                    Next 
                Case 3 
                    For r = 1 To machines(i - 1) 
                        If network(r) > selected3(indexprev + r - 1) Then 
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                            feaspath = False: Exit For 
                        End If 
                    Next 
                Case 4 
                    For r = 1 To machines(i - 1) 
                        If network(r) > selected4(indexprev + r - 1) Then 
                            feaspath = False: Exit For 
                        End If 
                    Next 
            End Select 
                ' Loop through machines only if the path is feasible 
            If feaspath = True Then 
                    ' Looping through each of the machines in the previous stage 
                    ' Only applies to feasible paths 
                count1 = 0 
                For m = 1 To machines(i - 1) 
                        ' If a machine is not connected, it has no bearing on the probabilities 
                    If connected(m) = 1 Then 
        ' Determine the value that should be contributed to the overall prior by machine m 
        ' If machine m is not "selected", then it will never contribute; otherwise 
        ' If machine m is in the network, its contribution is from probsucc1 (previous stage P(S)) 
        ' If machine m is not in the network, its contribution is 1 - probsucc1 
                        Select Case task 
                            Case 1 
                                If selected1(indexprev + m - 1) = 0 Then 
                                    mcselected = False 
                                Else 
                                    mcselected = True: count1 = count1 + 1 
                                    If network(m) = 1 Then 
                                        workprob = probsucc1(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    Else 
                                        workprob = 1 - probsucc1(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                            Case 2 
                                If selected2(indexprev + m - 1) = 0 Then 
                                    mcselected = False 
                                Else 
                                    mcselected = True: count1 = count1 + 1 
                                    If network(m) = 1 Then 
                                        workprob = probsucc2(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    Else 
                                        workprob = 1 - probsucc2(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                            Case 3 
                                If selected3(indexprev + m - 1) = 0 Then 
                                    mcselected = False 
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                                Else 
                                    mcselected = True: count1 = count1 + 1 
                                    If network(m) = 1 Then 
                                        workprob = probsucc3(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    Else 
                                        workprob = 1 - probsucc3(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                            Case 4 
                                If selected4(indexprev + m - 1) = 0 Then 
                                    mcselected = False 
                                Else 
                                    mcselected = True: count1 = count1 + 1 
                                    If network(m) = 1 Then 
                                        workprob = probsucc4(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    Else 
                                        workprob = 1 - probsucc4(indexprev + m - 1) 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                        End Select 
                             
                            ' Update the prior probability as necessary 
                        If mcselected = True Then 
                            If count1 = 1 Then 
                                currentm_prior(l) = workprob 
                            Else 
                                currentm_prior(l) = currentm_prior(l) * workprob 
                            End If 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next m 
                    ' Calculate the overall probability of success for machine i.j using a sumproduct 
                currentm_prob = currentm_prob + (currentm_prior(l) * currentm_cond(l)) 
            End If 
        Next l 
            ' Plugs the probability of success into the appropriate P(S) array to use in next stage 
        Select Case task 
            Case 1 
                probsucc1(indexcurr + j - 1) = currentm_prob 
            Case 2 
                probsucc2(indexcurr + j - 1) = currentm_prob 
            Case 3 
                probsucc3(indexcurr + j - 1) = currentm_prob 
            Case 4 
                probsucc4(indexcurr + j - 1) = currentm_prob 
        End Select 
    Next j 
Next i 
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    ' Call the sub to calculate the overall probability of success for the selected task 
Call calctaskprob(task) 
firstit = False 
End Sub 
 

Sub calctaskprob(task As Integer) 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer 
    ' This sub calculates the overall stage probability based on the individual machine probabilities 
    ' and which machines have been selected for the task 
    ' By stage, we determine the overall probability using "parallel" machines (that are selected) 
    ' Then we use the stage probabilities in "serial" to calculate the overall task probability 
Select Case task 
    Case 1 
        k = 1 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            ps1(i) = 0 
            For j = 1 To machines(i) 
                If selected1(k) = 1 Then 
                    If ps1(i) = 0 Then ps1(i) = 1 - probsucc1(k) _ 
                    Else ps1(i) = ps1(i) * (1 - probsucc1(k)) 
                End If 
                k = k + 1 
            Next j 
            ps1(i) = 1 - ps1(i) 
        Next i 
        success1 = 0 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            If i = 1 Then success1 = ps1(i) Else success1 = success1 * ps1(i) 
        Next i 
        If considered = False And feasible = True Then alltestedprob(alltesteddim) = success1 
    Case 2 
        k = 1 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            ps2(i) = 0 
            For j = 1 To machines(i) 
                If selected2(k) = 1 Then 
                    If ps2(i) = 0 Then ps2(i) = 1 - probsucc2(k) _ 
                    Else ps2(i) = ps2(i) * (1 - probsucc2(k)) 
                End If 
                k = k + 1 
            Next j 
            ps2(i) = 1 - ps2(i) 
        Next i 
        success2 = 0 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            If i = 1 Then success2 = ps2(i) Else success2 = success2 * ps2(i) 
        Next i 
    Case 3 
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        k = 1 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            ps3(i) = 0 
            For j = 1 To machines(i) 
                If selected3(k) = 1 Then 
                    If ps3(i) = 0 Then ps3(i) = 1 - probsucc3(k) _ 
                    Else ps3(i) = ps3(i) * (1 - probsucc3(k)) 
                End If 
                k = k + 1 
            Next j 
            ps3(i) = 1 - ps3(i) 
        Next i 
        success3 = 0 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            If i = 1 Then success3 = ps3(i) Else success3 = success3 * ps3(i) 
        Next i 
    Case 4 
        k = 1 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            ps4(i) = 0 
            For j = 1 To machines(i) 
                If selected4(k) = 1 Then 
                    If ps4(i) = 0 Then ps4(i) = 1 - probsucc4(k) _ 
                    Else ps4(i) = ps4(i) * (1 - probsucc4(k)) 
                End If 
                k = k + 1 
            Next j 
            ps4(i) = 1 - ps4(i) 
        Next i 
        success4 = 0 
        For i = 1 To stages 
            If i = 1 Then success4 = ps4(i) Else success4 = success4 * ps4(i) 
        Next i 
End Select 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop2(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net2(firstdim, 2) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 2) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net2(loopcount, 1) = i: net2(loopcount, 2) = j 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next j: Next i 
End If 
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net() = net2() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop3(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net3(firstdim, 3) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 3) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net3(loopcount, 1) = i: net3(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net3(loopcount, 3) = k 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net3() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop4(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net4(firstdim, 4) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 4) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net4(loopcount, 1) = i: net4(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net4(loopcount, 3) = k: net4(loopcount, 4) = l 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net4() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop5(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net5(firstdim, 5) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 5) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net5(loopcount, 1) = i: net5(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net5(loopcount, 3) = k: net5(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net5(loopcount, 5) = m 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
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    Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net5() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop6(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net6(firstdim, 6) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 6) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net6(loopcount, 1) = i: net6(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net6(loopcount, 3) = k: net6(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net6(loopcount, 5) = m: net6(loopcount, 6) = n 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net6() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop7(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net7(firstdim, 7) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 7) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net7(loopcount, 1) = i: net7(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net7(loopcount, 3) = k: net7(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net7(loopcount, 5) = m: net7(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net7(loopcount, 7) = o 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net7() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop8(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net8(firstdim, 8) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 8) 
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If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net8(loopcount, 1) = i: net8(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net8(loopcount, 3) = k: net8(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net8(loopcount, 5) = m: net8(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net8(loopcount, 7) = o: net8(loopcount, 8) = p 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net8() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop9(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net9(firstdim, 9) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 9) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net9(loopcount, 1) = i: net9(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net9(loopcount, 3) = k: net9(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net9(loopcount, 5) = m: net9(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net9(loopcount, 7) = o: net9(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net9(loopcount, 9) = q 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net9() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop10(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net10(firstdim, 10) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 10) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1 
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    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net10(loopcount, 1) = i: net10(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net10(loopcount, 3) = k: net10(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net10(loopcount, 5) = m: net10(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net10(loopcount, 7) = o: net10(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net10(loopcount, 9) = q: net10(loopcount, 10) = r 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net10() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop11(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net11(firstdim, 11) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 11) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net11(loopcount, 1) = i: net11(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net11(loopcount, 3) = k: net11(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net11(loopcount, 5) = m: net11(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net11(loopcount, 7) = o: net11(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net11(loopcount, 9) = q: net11(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net11(loopcount, 11) = s 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net11() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop12(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net12(firstdim, 12) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 12) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
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        net12(loopcount, 1) = i: net12(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net12(loopcount, 3) = k: net12(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net12(loopcount, 5) = m: net12(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net12(loopcount, 7) = o: net12(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net12(loopcount, 9) = q: net12(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net12(loopcount, 11) = s: net12(loopcount, 12) = t 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net12() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop13(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net13(firstdim, 13) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 13) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net13(loopcount, 1) = i: net13(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net13(loopcount, 3) = k: net13(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net13(loopcount, 5) = m: net13(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net13(loopcount, 7) = o: net13(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net13(loopcount, 9) = q: net13(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net13(loopcount, 11) = s: net13(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net13(loopcount, 13) = u 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net13() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop14(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net14(firstdim, 14) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 14) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
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    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net14(loopcount, 1) = i: net14(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net14(loopcount, 3) = k: net14(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net14(loopcount, 5) = m: net14(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net14(loopcount, 7) = o: net14(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net14(loopcount, 9) = q: net14(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net14(loopcount, 11) = s: net14(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net14(loopcount, 13) = u: net14(loopcount, 14) = v 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next v: Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net14() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop15(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net15(firstdim, 15) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 15) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net15(loopcount, 1) = i: net15(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net15(loopcount, 3) = k: net15(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net15(loopcount, 5) = m: net15(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net15(loopcount, 7) = o: net15(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net15(loopcount, 9) = q: net15(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net15(loopcount, 11) = s: net15(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net15(loopcount, 13) = u: net15(loopcount, 14) = v 
        net15(loopcount, 15) = w 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next w: Next v: Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net15() 
End Sub 
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Sub loop16(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net16(firstdim, 16) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 16) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net16(loopcount, 1) = i: net16(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net16(loopcount, 3) = k: net16(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net16(loopcount, 5) = m: net16(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net16(loopcount, 7) = o: net16(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net16(loopcount, 9) = q: net16(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net16(loopcount, 11) = s: net16(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net16(loopcount, 13) = u: net16(loopcount, 14) = v 
        net16(loopcount, 15) = w: net16(loopcount, 16) = x 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net16() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop17(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net17(firstdim, 17) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 17) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
    For y = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net17(loopcount, 1) = i: net17(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net17(loopcount, 3) = k: net17(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net17(loopcount, 5) = m: net17(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net17(loopcount, 7) = o: net17(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net17(loopcount, 9) = q: net17(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net17(loopcount, 11) = s: net17(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net17(loopcount, 13) = u: net17(loopcount, 14) = v 
        net17(loopcount, 15) = w: net17(loopcount, 16) = x 
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        net17(loopcount, 17) = y 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next y 
    Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net17() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop18(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net18(firstdim, 18) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 18) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
    For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net18(loopcount, 1) = i: net18(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net18(loopcount, 3) = k: net18(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net18(loopcount, 5) = m: net18(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net18(loopcount, 7) = o: net18(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net18(loopcount, 9) = q: net18(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net18(loopcount, 11) = s: net18(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net18(loopcount, 13) = u: net18(loopcount, 14) = v 
        net18(loopcount, 15) = w: net18(loopcount, 16) = x 
        net18(loopcount, 17) = y: net18(loopcount, 18) = z 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next z: Next y 
    Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net18() 
End Sub 

 

Sub loop19(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net19(firstdim, 19) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 19) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
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    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
    For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net19(loopcount, 1) = i: net19(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net19(loopcount, 3) = k: net19(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net19(loopcount, 5) = m: net19(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net19(loopcount, 7) = o: net19(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net19(loopcount, 9) = q: net19(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net19(loopcount, 11) = s: net19(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net19(loopcount, 13) = u: net19(loopcount, 14) = v 
        net19(loopcount, 15) = w: net19(loopcount, 16) = x 
        net19(loopcount, 17) = y: net19(loopcount, 18) = z 
        net19(loopcount, 19) = aa 
    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next aa: Next z: Next y 
    Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net19() 
End Sub 
 

Sub loop20(firstdim, firstloop) 
ReDim Preserve net20(firstdim, 20) 
ReDim net(firstdim, 20) 
If firstloop = False Then 
    loopcount = 0 
    For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
    For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = 0 To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
    For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
    For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
    For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1: For ab = 0 To 1 
    If loopcount > 0 Then 
        net20(loopcount, 1) = i: net20(loopcount, 2) = j 
        net20(loopcount, 3) = k: net20(loopcount, 4) = l 
        net20(loopcount, 5) = m: net20(loopcount, 6) = n 
        net20(loopcount, 7) = o: net20(loopcount, 8) = p 
        net20(loopcount, 9) = q: net20(loopcount, 10) = r 
        net20(loopcount, 11) = s: net20(loopcount, 12) = t 
        net20(loopcount, 13) = u: net20(loopcount, 14) = v 
        net20(loopcount, 15) = w: net20(loopcount, 16) = x 
        net20(loopcount, 17) = y: net20(loopcount, 18) = z 
        net20(loopcount, 19) = aa: net20(loopcount, 20) = ab 
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    End If 
    loopcount = loopcount + 1 
    Next ab: Next aa: Next z: Next y 
    Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
    Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
    Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
    Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End If 
net() = net20() 
End Sub 

 

Sub knowninputs() 
stages = 9 
ReDim Preserve machines(stages) 
Worksheets("Probs").Activate 
Range("A1").Select 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(1) = Selection.value 
maxmc = machines(1) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(2) = Selection.value 
If machines(2) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(2) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(3) = Selection.value 
If machines(3) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(3) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(4) = Selection.value 
If machines(4) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(4) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(5) = Selection.value 
If machines(5) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(5) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(6) = Selection.value 
If machines(6) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(6) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(7) = Selection.value 
If machines(7) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(7) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(8) = Selection.value 
If machines(8) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(8) 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.End(xlDown).Select 
machines(9) = Selection.value 
If machines(9) > maxmc Then maxmc = machines(9) 
    ' determine the total number of machines in the network 
num_m = machines(1) + machines(2) + machines(3) + machines(4) + machines(5) + _ 
        machines(6) + machines(7) + machines(8) + machines(9) 
    ' set the size of the arrays for machine probability of success and machine selection 
ReDim probsucc1(num_m) 
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ReDim probsucc2(num_m) 
ReDim probsucc3(num_m) 
ReDim probsucc4(num_m) 
ReDim ps1(stages) 
ReDim ps2(stages) 
ReDim ps3(stages) 
ReDim ps4(stages) 
ReDim selected1(num_m) 
Range("A1").Select 
Selection.Offset(1, 1).Select 
For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    probsucc1(i) = Selection.value: Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    probsucc2(i) = Selection.value: Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    probsucc3(i) = Selection.value: Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    probsucc4(i) = Selection.value: Selection.Offset(1, -3).Select 
Next 
    ' create arrays to capture given connections to machines and conditional probabilities 
ReDim conn(stages - 1, maxmc, maxmc) 
ReDim cond(stages - 1, maxmc, maxmc) 
    ' load the connections into each m/c in each stage (after 1) 
Worksheets("Net").Activate: Range("A1").Select 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.Offset(1, 0).Select 
For i = 2 To stages 
    Selection.Offset(2, 0).Select 
    For j = 1 To machines(i) 
        mconn = 1: mconnj = 0 
        Do While mconn = 1 
            Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
            If Selection.value > 0 Then 
                mconnj = mconnj + 1 
                conn(i - 1, j, mconnj) = Selection.value 
            Else 
                mconn = 0 
                Selection.Offset(1, -1 - mconnj).Select 
            End If 
        Loop 
    Next j 
Next i 
    ' also load the known conditionals into the rest of the stages 
Worksheets("Probs").Activate: Range("A1").Select 
Selection.End(xlDown).Select: Selection.Offset(1, 0).Select 
For i = 2 To stages 
    Selection.Offset(2, 0).Select 
    For j = 1 To machines(i) 
        mconn = 1: mconnj = 0 
        Do While mconn = 1 
            Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
            If Selection.value > 0 Then 
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                mconnj = mconnj + 1 
                cond(i - 1, j, mconnj) = Selection.value 
            Else 
                mconn = 0 
                Selection.Offset(1, -1 - mconnj).Select 
            End If 
        Loop 
    Next j 
Next i 
    ' set the threshold probabilities for tasks 2 through 4 
task2threshold = 0.8 
task3threshold = 0.8 
task4threshold = 0.8 
    ' create arrays to hold which machines are assignable to which tasks 
ReDim avail2(machines(1)) 
ReDim avail3(machines(1)) 
ReDim avail4(machines(1)) 
ReDim selected2(num_m) 
ReDim selected3(num_m) 
ReDim selected4(num_m) 
ReDim selected1old(num_m) 
ReDim selected2old(num_m) 
ReDim selected3old(num_m) 
ReDim selected4old(num_m) 
    ' generate the "available" arrays with the tasks that each machine is assignable to 
Worksheets("Net").Activate: Range("B2").Select 
For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    If Selection.value = 1 Then avail2(i) = 1 
    Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    If Selection.value = 1 Then avail3(i) = 1 
    Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 
    If Selection.value = 1 Then avail4(i) = 1 
    Selection.Offset(1, -2).Select 
Next 
stage3id = machines(1) + machines(2) 
stage4id = stage3id + machines(3) 
stage5id = stage4id + machines(4) 
Call runs 
End Sub 

 

Sub availtasksarray(availmachines) 
i = 0 
Select Case availmachines 
    Case 1 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
        Next j 
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    Case 2 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
        Next k: Next j 
    Case 3 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
        Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 4 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 5 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
        Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 6 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
        Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
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    Case 7 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
        Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 8 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 9 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
        Next r 
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        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 10 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
        Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 11 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
        Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 12 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
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        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 13 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
        Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 14 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
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        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13): For w = 1 To whichmachines(2, 14) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
            availtasks(i, 14) = whichmachines(2 + w, 14) 
        Next w: Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 15 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13): For w = 1 To whichmachines(2, 14) 
        For x = 1 To whichmachines(2, 15) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
            availtasks(i, 14) = whichmachines(2 + w, 14) 
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            availtasks(i, 15) = whichmachines(2 + x, 15) 
        Next x: Next w: Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 16 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13): For w = 1 To whichmachines(2, 14) 
        For x = 1 To whichmachines(2, 15): For y = 1 To whichmachines(2, 16) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
            availtasks(i, 14) = whichmachines(2 + w, 14) 
            availtasks(i, 15) = whichmachines(2 + x, 15) 
            availtasks(i, 16) = whichmachines(2 + y, 16) 
        Next y: Next x: Next w: Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 17 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13): For w = 1 To whichmachines(2, 14) 
        For x = 1 To whichmachines(2, 15): For y = 1 To whichmachines(2, 16) 
        For z = 1 To whichmachines(2, 17) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
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            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
            availtasks(i, 14) = whichmachines(2 + w, 14) 
            availtasks(i, 15) = whichmachines(2 + x, 15) 
            availtasks(i, 16) = whichmachines(2 + y, 16) 
            availtasks(i, 17) = whichmachines(2 + z, 17) 
        Next z 
        Next y: Next x: Next w: Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 18 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13): For w = 1 To whichmachines(2, 14) 
        For x = 1 To whichmachines(2, 15): For y = 1 To whichmachines(2, 16) 
        For z = 1 To whichmachines(2, 17): For aa = 1 To whichmachines(2, 18) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
            availtasks(i, 14) = whichmachines(2 + w, 14) 
            availtasks(i, 15) = whichmachines(2 + x, 15) 
            availtasks(i, 16) = whichmachines(2 + y, 16) 
            availtasks(i, 17) = whichmachines(2 + z, 17) 
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            availtasks(i, 18) = whichmachines(2 + aa, 18) 
        Next aa: Next z 
        Next y: Next x: Next w: Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 19 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13): For w = 1 To whichmachines(2, 14) 
        For x = 1 To whichmachines(2, 15): For y = 1 To whichmachines(2, 16) 
        For z = 1 To whichmachines(2, 17): For aa = 1 To whichmachines(2, 18) 
        For ab = 1 To whichmachines(2, 19) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
            availtasks(i, 14) = whichmachines(2 + w, 14) 
            availtasks(i, 15) = whichmachines(2 + x, 15) 
            availtasks(i, 16) = whichmachines(2 + y, 16) 
            availtasks(i, 17) = whichmachines(2 + z, 17) 
            availtasks(i, 18) = whichmachines(2 + aa, 18) 
            availtasks(i, 19) = whichmachines(2 + ab, 19) 
        Next ab: Next aa: Next z 
        Next y: Next x: Next w: Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
    Case 20 
        For j = 1 To whichmachines(2, 1): For k = 1 To whichmachines(2, 2) 
        For l = 1 To whichmachines(2, 3): For m = 1 To whichmachines(2, 4) 
        For n = 1 To whichmachines(2, 5): For o = 1 To whichmachines(2, 6) 
        For p = 1 To whichmachines(2, 7): For q = 1 To whichmachines(2, 8) 
        For r = 1 To whichmachines(2, 9): For s = 1 To whichmachines(2, 10) 
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        For t = 1 To whichmachines(2, 11): For u = 1 To whichmachines(2, 12) 
        For v = 1 To whichmachines(2, 13): For w = 1 To whichmachines(2, 14) 
        For x = 1 To whichmachines(2, 15): For y = 1 To whichmachines(2, 16) 
        For z = 1 To whichmachines(2, 17): For aa = 1 To whichmachines(2, 18) 
        For ab = 1 To whichmachines(2, 19): For ac = 1 To whichmachines(2, 20) 
            i = i + 1 
            availtasks(i, 1) = whichmachines(2 + j, 1) 
            availtasks(i, 2) = whichmachines(2 + k, 2) 
            availtasks(i, 3) = whichmachines(2 + l, 3) 
            availtasks(i, 4) = whichmachines(2 + m, 4) 
            availtasks(i, 5) = whichmachines(2 + n, 5) 
            availtasks(i, 6) = whichmachines(2 + o, 6) 
            availtasks(i, 7) = whichmachines(2 + p, 7) 
            availtasks(i, 8) = whichmachines(2 + q, 8) 
            availtasks(i, 9) = whichmachines(2 + r, 9) 
            availtasks(i, 10) = whichmachines(2 + s, 10) 
            availtasks(i, 11) = whichmachines(2 + t, 11) 
            availtasks(i, 12) = whichmachines(2 + u, 12) 
            availtasks(i, 13) = whichmachines(2 + v, 13) 
            availtasks(i, 14) = whichmachines(2 + w, 14) 
            availtasks(i, 15) = whichmachines(2 + x, 15) 
            availtasks(i, 16) = whichmachines(2 + y, 16) 
            availtasks(i, 17) = whichmachines(2 + z, 17) 
            availtasks(i, 18) = whichmachines(2 + aa, 18) 
            availtasks(i, 19) = whichmachines(2 + ab, 19) 
            availtasks(i, 20) = whichmachines(2 + ac, 20) 
        Next ac: Next ab: Next aa: Next z 
        Next y: Next x: Next w: Next v 
        Next u: Next t: Next s: Next r 
        Next q: Next p: Next o: Next n 
        Next m: Next l: Next k: Next j 
End Select 
End Sub 
 

Sub gentasksolutions() 
Dim countavail As Integer 
For i = 1 To num_m 
    selected2(i) = 1: selected3(i) = 1: selected4(i) = 1 
Next i 
For j = 1 To machines(1) 
    selected2(j) = 0: selected3(j) = 0: selected4(j) = 0 
Next j 
countavail = 0 
For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    If avail2(i) = 1 Then countavail = countavail + 1 
Next i 
Call buildsolnsarray2(countavail) 
countavail = 0 
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For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    If avail3(i) = 1 Then countavail = countavail + 1 
Next i 
Call buildsolnsarray3(countavail) 
countavail = 0 
For i = 1 To machines(1) 
    If avail4(i) = 1 Then countavail = countavail + 1 
Next i 
Call buildsolnsarray4(countavail) 
End Sub 

 

Sub buildsolnsarray2(countavail) 
Dim availindex() As Integer 
ReDim availindex(countavail) 
b = 1 
For a = 1 To machines(1) 
    If avail2(a) = 1 Then availindex(b) = a: b = b + 1 
Next a 
arraysize2 = 0 
Select Case countavail 
    Case 1 
        For i = 1 To machines(1) 
            selected2(i) = avail2(i) 
        Next i 
    Case 2 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next j: Next i 
    Case 3 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
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                Next c 
            End If 
        Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 4 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 5 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 6 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
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            End If 
        Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 7 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 8 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 9 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q 
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            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 10 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 11 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
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                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 12 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 13 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
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                Next c 
            End If 
        Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 14 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u: selected2(availindex(14)) = v 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 15 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u: selected2(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected2(availindex(15)) = w 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
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                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 16 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u: selected2(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected2(availindex(15)) = w: selected2(availindex(16)) = x 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 17 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u: selected2(availindex(14)) = v 
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            selected2(availindex(15)) = w: selected2(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected2(availindex(17)) = y 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 18 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u: selected2(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected2(availindex(15)) = w: selected2(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected2(availindex(17)) = y: selected2(availindex(18)) = z 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 19 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
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        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u: selected2(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected2(availindex(15)) = w: selected2(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected2(availindex(17)) = y: selected2(availindex(18)) = z 
            selected2(availindex(19)) = aa 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next aa: Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 20 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1: For ab = 0 To 1 
            selected2(availindex(1)) = i: selected2(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected2(availindex(3)) = k: selected2(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected2(availindex(5)) = m: selected2(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected2(availindex(7)) = o: selected2(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected2(availindex(9)) = q: selected2(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected2(availindex(11)) = s: selected2(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected2(availindex(13)) = u: selected2(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected2(availindex(15)) = w: selected2(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected2(availindex(17)) = y: selected2(availindex(18)) = z 
            selected2(availindex(19)) = aa: selected2(availindex(20)) = ab 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(2) 
            If success2 >= task2threshold Then 
                arraysize2 = arraysize2 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task2feasarray(machines(1), arraysize2) 
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                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task2feasarray(c, arraysize2) = selected2(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next ab: Next aa: Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End Select 
End Sub 
 

Sub buildsolnsarray3(countavail) 
Dim availindex() As Integer 
ReDim availindex(countavail) 
b = 1 
For a = 1 To machines(1) 
    If avail3(a) = 1 Then availindex(b) = a: b = b + 1 
Next a 
arraysize3 = 0 
Select Case countavail 
    Case 1 
        For i = 1 To machines(1) 
            selected3(i) = avail3(i) 
        Next i 
    Case 2 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next j: Next i 
    Case 3 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
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                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 4 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 5 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 6 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
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                Next c 
            End If 
        Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 7 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 8 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 9 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
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            selected3(availindex(9)) = q 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 10 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 11 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
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                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 12 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 13 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected3(availindex(13)) = u 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
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                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 14 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected3(availindex(13)) = u: selected3(availindex(14)) = v 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 15 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected3(availindex(13)) = u: selected3(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected3(availindex(15)) = w 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
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                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 16 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected3(availindex(13)) = u: selected3(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected3(availindex(15)) = w: selected3(availindex(16)) = x 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 17 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
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            selected3(availindex(13)) = u: selected3(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected3(availindex(15)) = w: selected3(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected3(availindex(17)) = y 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 18 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected3(availindex(13)) = u: selected3(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected3(availindex(15)) = w: selected3(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected3(availindex(17)) = y: selected3(availindex(18)) = z 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 19 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
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        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected3(availindex(13)) = u: selected3(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected3(availindex(15)) = w: selected3(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected3(availindex(17)) = y: selected3(availindex(18)) = z 
            selected3(availindex(19)) = aa 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next aa: Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 20 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1: For ab = 0 To 1 
            selected3(availindex(1)) = i: selected3(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected3(availindex(3)) = k: selected3(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected3(availindex(5)) = m: selected3(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected3(availindex(7)) = o: selected3(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected3(availindex(9)) = q: selected3(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected3(availindex(11)) = s: selected3(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected3(availindex(13)) = u: selected3(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected3(availindex(15)) = w: selected3(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected3(availindex(17)) = y: selected3(availindex(18)) = z 
            selected3(availindex(19)) = aa: selected3(availindex(20)) = ab 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(3) 
            If success3 >= task3threshold Then 
                arraysize3 = arraysize3 + 1 
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                ReDim Preserve task3feasarray(machines(1), arraysize3) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task3feasarray(c, arraysize3) = selected3(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next ab: Next aa: Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End Select 
End Sub 

 

Sub buildsolnsarray4(countavail) 
Dim availindex() As Integer 
ReDim availindex(countavail) 
b = 1 
For a = 1 To machines(1) 
    If avail4(a) = 1 Then availindex(b) = a: b = b + 1 
Next a 
arraysize4 = 0 
Select Case countavail 
    Case 1 
        For i = 1 To machines(1) 
            selected4(i) = avail4(i) 
        Next i 
    Case 2 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next j: Next i 
    Case 3 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
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                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 4 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 5 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 6 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
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                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 7 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 8 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 9 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
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            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 10 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 11 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
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                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 12 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 13 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
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                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 14 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u: selected4(availindex(14)) = v 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 15 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u: selected4(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected4(availindex(15)) = w 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
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            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 16 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u: selected4(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected4(availindex(15)) = w: selected4(availindex(16)) = x 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 17 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
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            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u: selected4(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected4(availindex(15)) = w: selected4(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected4(availindex(17)) = y 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 18 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u: selected4(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected4(availindex(15)) = w: selected4(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected4(availindex(17)) = y: selected4(availindex(18)) = z 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 19 
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        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u: selected4(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected4(availindex(15)) = w: selected4(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected4(availindex(17)) = y: selected4(availindex(18)) = z 
            selected4(availindex(19)) = aa 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next aa: Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
    Case 20 
        For i = 0 To 1: For j = 0 To 1: For k = 0 To 1: For l = 0 To 1 
        For m = 0 To 1: For n = 0 To 1: For o = o To 1: For p = 0 To 1 
        For q = 0 To 1: For r = 0 To 1: For s = 0 To 1: For t = 0 To 1 
        For u = 0 To 1: For v = 0 To 1: For w = 0 To 1: For x = 0 To 1 
        For y = 0 To 1: For z = 0 To 1: For aa = 0 To 1: For ab = 0 To 1 
            selected4(availindex(1)) = i: selected4(availindex(2)) = j 
            selected4(availindex(3)) = k: selected4(availindex(4)) = l 
            selected4(availindex(5)) = m: selected4(availindex(6)) = n 
            selected4(availindex(7)) = o: selected4(availindex(8)) = p 
            selected4(availindex(9)) = q: selected4(availindex(10)) = r 
            selected4(availindex(11)) = s: selected4(availindex(12)) = t 
            selected4(availindex(13)) = u: selected4(availindex(14)) = v 
            selected4(availindex(15)) = w: selected4(availindex(16)) = x 
            selected4(availindex(17)) = y: selected4(availindex(18)) = z 
            selected4(availindex(19)) = aa: selected4(availindex(20)) = ab 
            Call mcreplication 
            Call taskprobs(4) 
            If success4 >= thas4threshold Then 
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                arraysize4 = arraysize4 + 1 
                ReDim Preserve task4feasarray(machines(1), arraysize4) 
                For c = 1 To machines(1) 
                    task4feasarray(c, arraysize4) = selected4(c) 
                Next c 
            End If 
        Next ab: Next aa: Next z: Next y 
        Next x: Next w: Next v: Next u 
        Next t: Next s: Next r: Next q 
        Next p: Next o: Next n: Next m 
        Next l: Next k: Next j: Next i 
End Select 
End Sub 
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Appendix B: Size 12 Sample Test Instance 

Machine Availability and Connections 

 

Stage 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 

      1 1 0 0 

      2 1 1 0 

      3 1 0 0 

      4 0 0 0 

      5 0 1 1 

      6 1 1 1 

      7 1 1 1 

      8 1 0 0 

      9 1 0 0 

      10 1 1 0 

      11 1 0 1 

      12 0 1 1 

      

          Stage 2 

         1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 

2 1 5 7 10 12 

    3 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 

 4 4 5 6 7 9 

    5 1 2 3 5 8 9 12 

  6 1 2 3 4 5 7 10 11 

 7 1 3 6 9 10 12 

   8 1 3 5 7 9 11 

   9 1 4 6 8 10 12 
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Stage 3 

         1 4 5 9 

      2 1 2 4 5 8 

    3 1 2 3 5 7 9 

   4 3 4 8 

      5 2 3 5 6 8 9 

   6 1 2 5 6 

     7 4 5 6 8 9 

    8 1 6 7 9 

     9 2 4 7 

      10 1 3 4 5 8 

    11 3 5 6 

      12 1 3 6 7 8 

    

          Stage 4 

         1 1 2 3 5 

     2 1 2 5 8 9 11 12 

  3 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 

  4 1 2 4 7 11 12 

   5 2 4 5 7 9 10 11 

  6 2 3 5 6 12 

    7 1 2 4 7 8 10 11 

  8 2 4 5 8 11 

    9 1 2 3 5 9 11 12 

  10 2 5 6 7 8 10 11 

  11 2 6 8 9 11 

    12 2 4 6 8 10 11 12 
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Stage 5 

         1 1 5 6 10 11 

    2 2 5 6 7 8 10 

   3 1 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 

 4 2 4 8 10 12 

    5 1 2 3 5 7 9 12 

  6 1 2 3 5 7 9 10 

  7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 12 

          Stage 6 

         1 1 2 4 7 

     2 1 4 6 

      3 3 4 6 7 

     4 2 3 4 5 7 

    5 2 5 6 

      6 2 6 

       

          Stage 7 

         1 1 2 3 

      2 2 3 4 

      3 3 4 5 

      4 1 3 4 6 

     

          Stage 8 

         1 1 3 

       2 2 4 

       3 1 2 
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Stage 9 

         1 2 

        2 1 2 

       3 1 2 3 

      4 1 2 

       5 2 

        6 3 
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Prior and Conditional Probabilities 

 

Stage 1 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 

     1 0.8898 0.8931 0.7853 0.7772 

     2 0.8707 0.7579 0.6684 0.7956 

     3 0.7126 0.8412 0.8913 0.8088 

     4 0.7278 0.7313 0.7140 0.5616 

     5 0.7070 0.7810 0.7032 0.6788 

     6 0.6006 0.8638 0.8635 0.6717 

     7 0.5003 0.8300 0.8688 0.6438 

     8 0.7198 0.6634 0.7931 0.6979 

     9 0.7765 0.7369 0.7423 0.8415 

     10 0.8724 0.5693 0.5850 0.5936 

     11 0.6755 0.8814 0.5840 0.6908 

     12 0.6014 0.5520 0.5276 0.8933 

     

          Stage 2 

         1 0.6959 0.7067 0.6065 0.6296 0.6630 0.6931 0.6247 0.6542 0.7613 

2 0.6692 0.6632 0.7468 0.6829 0.6368 

    3 0.6750 0.7252 0.6341 0.6240 0.7249 0.6602 0.7919 0.7854 

 4 0.6373 0.6228 0.6906 0.7847 0.6977 

    5 0.6560 0.7389 0.7655 0.6436 0.6375 0.6938 0.6296 

  6 0.7473 0.6050 0.6106 0.7379 0.6807 0.6015 0.7367 0.7778 

 7 0.6143 0.6722 0.7506 0.6158 0.6927 0.7680 

   8 0.6215 0.6838 0.6893 0.6201 0.6616 0.6294 

   9 0.7385 0.7274 0.7662 0.7770 0.7156 0.7531 

   

          Stage 3 

         1 0.6565 0.7204 0.6125 

      2 0.6088 0.8000 0.7763 0.6763 0.6066 

    3 0.6993 0.6358 0.6549 0.6345 0.7377 0.7619 
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4 0.6215 0.6158 0.7829 

      5 0.7053 0.6422 0.6398 0.6932 0.7023 0.7889 

   6 0.6661 0.7400 0.6617 0.7844 

     7 0.7192 0.6169 0.6003 0.6367 0.6666 

    8 0.6266 0.6347 0.7197 0.7460 

     9 0.6953 0.7555 0.7259 

      10 0.6505 0.6986 0.7239 0.6500 0.7333 

    11 0.7839 0.7855 0.6439 

      12 0.7109 0.7803 0.6867 0.7066 0.7966 

    

          Stage 4 

         1 0.7108 0.7764 0.6030 0.7091 

     2 0.7932 0.7833 0.7381 0.6520 0.7146 0.6158 0.7905 

  3 0.6158 0.7954 0.6256 0.6342 0.7130 0.7120 0.7150 

  4 0.7568 0.6783 0.7119 0.6860 0.7178 0.7786 

   5 0.7188 0.6443 0.7673 0.6588 0.7480 0.6566 0.6356 

  6 0.6606 0.7511 0.6881 0.6187 0.7811 

    7 0.6108 0.6798 0.6647 0.7783 0.6785 0.7403 0.7811 

  8 0.6579 0.7061 0.6685 0.6253 0.6369 

    9 0.7167 0.7822 0.7839 0.7904 0.7520 0.7454 0.6345 

  10 0.7824 0.7222 0.6949 0.6172 0.7244 0.6511 0.7491 

  11 0.7283 0.6470 0.7389 0.7851 0.7867 

    12 0.7034 0.7425 0.6419 0.6139 0.7178 0.7633 0.7928 

  

          Stage 5 

         1 0.6808 0.6217 0.7414 0.6966 0.7421 

    2 0.7858 0.6538 0.7556 0.7983 0.6223 0.7704 

   3 0.6798 0.7741 0.7375 0.7252 0.7700 0.6780 0.6164 0.6031 

 4 0.7779 0.7051 0.7605 0.7501 0.6872 

    5 0.6276 0.7896 0.6343 0.7944 0.6907 0.7022 0.7937 

  6 0.7861 0.6615 0.7361 0.6305 0.6606 0.6077 0.7647 

  7 0.7323 0.7906 0.6648 0.7835 0.6056 0.6898 0.7177 0.6934 0.7439 
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          Stage 6 

         1 0.7265 0.6211 0.6842 0.7604 

     2 0.7814 0.7951 0.7434 

      3 0.7395 0.6334 0.6754 0.7390 

     4 0.7481 0.7114 0.6632 0.6724 0.7765 

    5 0.7478 0.7591 0.6683 

      6 0.6127 0.6133 

       

          Stage 7 

         1 0.7249 0.7869 0.6019 

      2 0.7249 0.6954 0.6514 

      3 0.7568 0.7191 0.7935 

      4 0.7614 0.6309 0.7415 0.6825 

     

          Stage 8 

         1 0.7186 0.6982 

       2 0.6729 0.6057 

       3 0.6159 0.6318 

       

          Stage 9 

         1 0.7383 

        2 0.6939 0.6819 

       3 0.6110 0.7824 0.7444 

      4 0.6784 0.6710 

       5 0.6058 

        6 0.7461 
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Network Depiction 

 

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

Sensor 10

Sensor 11

Sensor 12

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

Sensor 10

Sensor 11

Sensor 12

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

Sensor 10

Sensor 11

Sensor 12

Sensor 13

Sensor 14

Sensor 15

Sensor 16

Sensor 17

Sensor 18

Sensor 19

Sensor 20

Sensor 21

Sensor 22

Sensor 23

Sensor 24

Sensor 25

Sensor 26

Sensor 27

Sensor 28

Sensor 29

Sensor 30

Sensor 31

Sensor 32

Sensor 33

Sensor 34

Sensor 35

Sensor 36

Sensor 37

Sensor 38

Sensor 42

Sensor 43

Sensor 44

Sensor 45

Sensor 46

Sensor 47

Sensor 39

Sensor 40

Sensor 41
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Appendix C: Size 15 Sample Test Instance 

Machine Availability and Connections 

 

Stage 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 

          1 1 0 0 

          2 1 0 0 

          3 1 1 1 

          4 1 0 0 

          5 1 1 1 

          6 1 1 1 

          7 1 0 0 

          8 0 0 0 

          9 0 0 1 

          10 1 0 1 

          11 1 1 0 

          12 1 1 1 

          13 0 0 0 

          14 1 0 0 

          15 0 0 0 

          

              Stage 2 

             1 1 4 5 7 10 11 12 15 

     2 1 2 3 4 8 9 11 12 13 15 

   3 1 3 4 5 7 8 11 

      4 1 3 7 8 9 10 13 15 

     5 1 4 6 8 11 14 15 

      6 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 12 

    7 2 3 7 8 10 11 12 14 15 

    8 1 6 7 10 11 13 14 
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Stage 3 

             1 2 4 5 6 7 

        2 1 4 5 7 8 

        3 1 4 5 

          4 2 5 7 8 

         5 1 4 5 7 8 

        6 5 6 7 8 

         7 1 4 7 

          8 1 2 3 4 5 8 

       9 1 4 6 7 

         10 1 5 7 

          11 2 3 4 5 8 

        12 1 2 3 4 5 8 

       13 2 7 

           14 2 3 5 7 8 

        15 1 2 7 

          

              Stage 4 

             1 1 5 8 9 10 14 

       2 2 4 6 7 9 11 13 15 

     3 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 15 

    4 1 4 6 8 9 12 13 

      5 3 4 5 6 15 

        6 1 4 6 8 9 11 12 13 15 

    7 6 7 10 11 14 15 

       8 1 2 4 8 10 11 13 

      9 1 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 14 

   10 3 7 9 10 12 15 

       11 2 3 4 6 7 8 11 12 13 15 

   12 1 3 4 6 7 8 10 12 13 14 15 

  13 1 3 6 8 11 12 13 14 15 

    14 1 3 4 8 11 12 14 15 
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15 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

              Stage 5 

             1 1 3 4 8 10 12 13 15 

     2 2 3 4 7 8 13 15 

      3 1 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

4 3 5 7 9 10 11 12 14 15 

    5 3 4 8 10 11 13 15 

      6 3 4 6 7 8 10 13 14 15 

    

              Stage 6 

             1 1 3 6 

          2 1 3 

           3 3 6 

           4 1 3 

           5 1 2 6 

          6 1 3 

           7 1 2 4 

          8 3 4 5 6 

         9 3 

            

              Stage 7 

             1 1 2 3 4 5 

        2 2 4 

           3 2 4 7 9 

         4 1 2 5 6 7 9 

       5 3 4 6 7 8 

        

              Stage 8 

             1 1 2 4 

          2 1 3 

           3 3 5 
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              Stage 9 

             1 1 3 

           2 2 3 

           3 3 

            4 1 
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Prior and Conditional Probabilities 

 

Stage 1 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 

         1 0.6122 0.7322 0.6492 0.6420 

         2 0.5076 0.5534 0.7632 0.8675 

         3 0.6282 0.7008 0.8936 0.8581 

         4 0.8110 0.5879 0.8253 0.7837 

         5 0.7719 0.7924 0.8502 0.8940 

         6 0.7864 0.6128 0.6978 0.7252 

         7 0.8709 0.5245 0.5668 0.8061 

         8 0.8644 0.7360 0.6565 0.8641 

         9 0.6090 0.6455 0.7975 0.5321 

         10 0.6319 0.7968 0.5837 0.5538 

         11 0.5262 0.5355 0.8027 0.8909 

         12 0.6322 0.5657 0.5679 0.5287 

         13 0.6188 0.8056 0.5490 0.5827 

         14 0.5647 0.7444 0.7038 0.7047 

         15 0.5394 0.6981 0.5092 0.7891 

         

              Stage 2 

             1 0.7330 0.6933 0.6363 0.6705 0.6970 0.7963 0.7814 0.6478 

     2 0.7864 0.7890 0.7102 0.7825 0.7213 0.6341 0.7443 0.7488 0.7894 0.7649 

   3 0.7406 0.6455 0.6762 0.6865 0.6819 0.7722 0.6273 

      4 0.7276 0.6080 0.7304 0.7720 0.7849 0.7498 0.6765 0.7851 

     5 0.6833 0.7262 0.7010 0.7698 0.6785 0.7169 0.7937 

      6 0.6620 0.7651 0.7011 0.7029 0.6687 0.7480 0.7991 0.6021 0.7949 

    7 0.6242 0.7545 0.6915 0.7047 0.6060 0.7447 0.6747 0.6717 0.7388 

    8 0.6915 0.7835 0.7302 0.7847 0.6559 0.6939 0.7221 

      

              Stage 3 

             1 0.6156 0.6660 0.7620 0.6766 0.6637 
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2 0.6881 0.7327 0.6727 0.7386 0.6170 

        3 0.6812 0.6233 0.6260 

          4 0.6999 0.7000 0.6101 0.6263 

         5 0.7091 0.6166 0.7542 0.7676 0.7043 

        6 0.7451 0.6399 0.7668 0.6714 

         7 0.7817 0.6675 0.7597 

          8 0.7492 0.6894 0.7772 0.7039 0.7674 0.6658 

       9 0.6801 0.6400 0.6900 0.6507 

         10 0.6927 0.7618 0.6221 

          11 0.7621 0.6767 0.6041 0.7158 0.6371 

        12 0.7801 0.6903 0.7894 0.7525 0.7574 0.7803 

       13 0.6501 0.7188 

           14 0.7563 0.7867 0.6016 0.7307 0.7114 

        15 0.7201 0.7423 0.6467 

          

              Stage 4 

             1 0.7582 0.6985 0.7143 0.6033 0.7544 0.6134 

       2 0.6006 0.6574 0.6876 0.7395 0.6608 0.7739 0.6645 0.6868 

     3 0.7626 0.6831 0.6329 0.6166 0.6869 0.7708 0.6531 0.7641 0.6393 

    4 0.7536 0.7030 0.6627 0.7824 0.6241 0.6217 0.7555 

      5 0.7379 0.7474 0.6294 0.6976 0.6565 

        6 0.7312 0.6752 0.6707 0.7361 0.7218 0.6109 0.7589 0.7793 0.7533 

    7 0.7122 0.6596 0.7031 0.7682 0.6589 0.6349 

       8 0.6150 0.6940 0.7321 0.7118 0.6064 0.6119 0.7675 

      9 0.7103 0.6383 0.7780 0.6041 0.6644 0.7264 0.6659 0.6549 0.6572 0.7806 

   10 0.7166 0.7728 0.6938 0.6367 0.6031 0.7684 

       11 0.7931 0.6536 0.7793 0.6153 0.7129 0.6950 0.6906 0.7997 0.6084 0.7915 

   12 0.7532 0.7256 0.7032 0.6278 0.6679 0.6745 0.7029 0.7650 0.7874 0.6582 0.6255 

  13 0.7989 0.7718 0.7957 0.6157 0.7521 0.6682 0.7021 0.6338 0.7384 

    14 0.6581 0.6052 0.6913 0.6194 0.6682 0.6698 0.7399 0.7650 

     15 0.7086 0.6123 0.7760 0.6234 0.7220 0.7567 0.7295 0.6238 0.6459 0.7049 0.6725 0.6097 0.7470 
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Stage 5 

             1 0.6992 0.7223 0.7882 0.7045 0.6168 0.6209 0.6146 0.6812 

     2 0.7419 0.7543 0.7375 0.6603 0.6775 0.6451 0.6846 

      3 0.7670 0.6057 0.7187 0.7312 0.6980 0.7921 0.6593 0.6054 0.7950 0.6748 0.6563 0.7578 0.7852 

4 0.7301 0.7198 0.6449 0.6122 0.6806 0.7207 0.7967 0.6221 0.7084 

    5 0.6954 0.7419 0.7407 0.7957 0.6399 0.7070 0.7068 

      6 0.7835 0.7823 0.7549 0.6110 0.6076 0.6338 0.6924 0.7511 0.6367 

    

              Stage 6 

             1 0.7220 0.7036 0.7970 

          2 0.6381 0.7230 

           3 0.6397 0.7465 

           4 0.6636 0.7893 

           5 0.6752 0.7103 0.7893 

          6 0.7621 0.6009 

           7 0.7100 0.6763 0.7942 

          8 0.6809 0.7418 0.6565 0.6832 

         9 0.7565 

            

              Stage 7 

             1 0.6189 0.7768 0.7540 0.6537 0.7953 

        2 0.7406 0.6411 

           3 0.7655 0.6581 0.7128 0.7196 

         4 0.7139 0.6624 0.7413 0.6297 0.7892 0.7332 

       5 0.7528 0.6460 0.7989 0.7823 0.6760 

        

              Stage 8 

             1 0.6177 0.7274 0.6089 

          2 0.7333 0.7684 

           3 0.6794 0.7619 
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Stage 9 

             1 0.7014 0.7123 

           2 0.7376 0.7664 

           3 0.6992 

            4 0.6142 
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Network Depiction 

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

Sensor 10

Sensor 11

Sensor 12

Sensor 16

Sensor 17

Sensor 18

Sensor 19

Sensor 20

Sensor 21

Sensor 22

Sensor 23

Sensor 24

Sensor 25

Sensor 26

Sensor 27

Sensor 28

Sensor 29

Sensor 30

Sensor 31

Sensor 32

Sensor 33

Sensor 34

Sensor 35

Sensor 39

Sensor 40

Sensor 41

Sensor 42

Sensor 47

Sensor 48

Sensor 49

Sensor 50

Sensor 44

Sensor 45

Sensor 46

Sensor 13

Sensor 14

Sensor 15

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

Sensor 10

Sensor 11

Sensor 12

Sensor 13

Sensor 14

Sensor 15

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

Sensor 10

Sensor 11

Sensor 12

Sensor 13

Sensor 14

Sensor 15

Sensor 36

Sensor 37

Sensor 38

Sensor 43
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Appendix D: Size 20 Sample Test Instance 

Machine Availability and Connections 

 

Stage 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 

          1 1 0 0 

          2 1 1 0 

          3 1 1 0 

          4 0 0 1 

          5 0 1 1 

          6 0 0 0 

          7 1 1 1 

          8 0 1 1 

          9 1 1 1 

          10 1 1 1 

          11 1 0 1 

          12 1 1 0 

          13 0 0 0 

          14 0 1 0 

          15 1 0 1 

          16 1 0 1 

          17 1 0 0 

          18 0 1 0 

          19 0 1 0 

          20 0 0 1 

          

              Stage 2 

             1 3 5 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 

 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 

    3 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 15 16 

 4 2 3 5 6 9 10 11 14 15 16 17 19 20 
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5 2 3 5 9 11 13 15 16 17 18 

   6 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 

    7 1 2 3 5 13 15 16 19 20 

    8 2 3 4 7 8 11 14 16 

     9 2 3 4 6 12 13 14 16 18 20 

   10 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 15 16 17 18 

11 2 3 4 5 6 9 11 15 17 18 19 20 

 

              Stage 3 

             1 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

   2 5 7 8 9 11 

        3 3 5 6 11 

         4 2 7 

           5 2 5 6 7 8 10 11 

      6 1 3 8 9 

         7 1 3 4 6 7 8 9 11 

     8 3 4 5 8 

         9 2 5 9 11 

         10 2 5 6 7 9 10 11 

      11 1 6 11 

          12 2 4 5 6 7 8 

       13 1 3 4 6 7 8 10 

      14 2 3 4 6 8 10 11 

      15 4 6 7 8 

         16 1 2 3 7 8 

        17 1 2 5 6 7 9 

       18 3 4 8 9 11 

        19 1 6 8 10 

         20 2 3 5 6 8 9 

       

              Stage 4 

             1 1 2 3 7 10 11 12 13 14 17 19 20 
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2 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 10 12 13 17 18 

 3 2 3 5 7 9 11 12 14 16 17 18 19 

 4 2 3 4 5 15 16 18 19 20 

    5 1 2 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 18 19 

 6 6 8 12 14 15 16 17 20 

     7 1 2 4 6 7 10 12 13 14 15 18 19 

 8 1 5 8 9 10 11 13 15 16 18 

   9 2 4 5 8 9 12 13 15 17 20 

   10 2 4 5 7 9 10 11 15 16 18 

   11 1 4 5 6 11 12 15 16 17 18 19 

  12 1 4 5 8 11 12 13 14 18 

    13 2 3 6 7 9 12 13 14 15 17 19 

  14 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 13 14 15 16 17 20 

15 2 3 4 6 8 9 12 13 14 15 20 

  16 5 6 7 8 13 14 15 16 17 

    17 6 8 9 10 11 14 17 

      18 1 2 3 8 11 12 17 18 19 20 

   19 2 5 7 11 13 16 18 19 

     20 6 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

 

              Stage 5 

             1 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 15 18 

  2 1 4 5 7 9 10 12 16 17 19 20 

  3 1 6 8 11 12 14 16 18 19 20 

   4 2 3 4 8 9 11 13 15 19 

    

              Stage 6 

             1 1 2 3 

          2 4 

            3 1 2 

           4 3 4 

           5 1 3 
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6 1 3 

           7 1 4 

           8 3 4 

           

              Stage 7 

             1 1 2 3 4 6 7 

       2 1 3 4 5 8 

        3 1 5 6 

          4 1 2 5 6 

         5 4 5 6 8 

         

              Stage 8 

             1 1 4 

           2 1 3 

           3 2 

            

              Stage 9 

             1 1 3 

           2 2 3 

           3 1 3 

           4 2 3 

           5 1 2 3 

          6 1 
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Prior and Conditional Probabilities 

 

Stage 1 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 

         1 0.6785 0.6707 0.8213 0.5632 

         2 0.6316 0.5190 0.6539 0.6330 

         3 0.6191 0.8655 0.7872 0.8148 

         4 0.8283 0.8735 0.5562 0.6285 

         5 0.5250 0.8707 0.6028 0.8738 

         6 0.7346 0.7058 0.6064 0.8368 

         7 0.6236 0.6039 0.7159 0.7964 

         8 0.7809 0.5239 0.6803 0.6300 

         9 0.5988 0.8137 0.6806 0.5204 

         10 0.5543 0.5671 0.6603 0.5615 

         11 0.5906 0.8799 0.5572 0.8648 

         12 0.5980 0.6059 0.6347 0.5657 

         13 0.5953 0.6136 0.7125 0.5297 

         14 0.6113 0.5420 0.6984 0.5585 

         15 0.6655 0.8573 0.8192 0.6966 

         16 0.8499 0.6085 0.7522 0.6370 

         17 0.7098 0.8845 0.8564 0.8282 

         18 0.7256 0.7696 0.7035 0.8796 

         19 0.6935 0.6002 0.5094 0.8684 

         20 0.6068 0.5208 0.6656 0.7456 

         

              Stage 2 

             1 0.6712 0.7292 0.6864 0.7660 0.7965 0.6478 0.7995 0.6695 0.7498 0.7031 0.6586 0.6057 

 2 0.6689 0.7083 0.6745 0.7747 0.6142 0.7057 0.6552 0.7798 0.7819 

    3 0.7674 0.7941 0.6391 0.7851 0.6243 0.6702 0.7532 0.6100 0.6561 0.7039 0.7895 0.6576 

 4 0.7832 0.6254 0.6705 0.6360 0.7456 0.7273 0.6008 0.7373 0.7231 0.7972 0.7842 0.6844 0.6779 

5 0.7383 0.7138 0.6665 0.6432 0.6316 0.7567 0.6809 0.6678 0.7253 0.7144 

   6 0.7972 0.6082 0.6806 0.7923 0.6336 0.6343 0.6462 0.6340 0.7220 
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7 0.7237 0.7410 0.6262 0.6839 0.6585 0.6432 0.7280 0.6730 0.7302 

    8 0.7206 0.6122 0.6575 0.6496 0.6298 0.7173 0.6387 0.6156 

     9 0.6216 0.6872 0.6224 0.7135 0.6745 0.6710 0.7446 0.6182 0.7443 0.6509 

   10 0.7684 0.7662 0.7013 0.6211 0.6437 0.6804 0.6238 0.6145 0.7861 0.7947 0.7003 0.6371 0.6433 

11 0.7162 0.7683 0.6677 0.7407 0.7014 0.6709 0.6607 0.7352 0.6443 0.6025 0.7583 0.6469 

 

              Stage 3 

             1 0.7272 0.6941 0.6918 0.6962 0.6606 0.6533 0.7081 0.7806 0.7508 0.6413 

   2 0.6217 0.7589 0.7843 0.7517 0.6464 

        3 0.7796 0.6086 0.7885 0.6345 

         4 0.6044 0.7934 

           5 0.7033 0.6103 0.7996 0.7613 0.6386 0.6148 0.7289 

      6 0.6775 0.6559 0.7418 0.7950 

         7 0.6600 0.7676 0.7554 0.7710 0.7024 0.7937 0.6945 0.7317 

     8 0.7110 0.6416 0.7152 0.6434 

         9 0.7983 0.6778 0.7546 0.7706 

         10 0.7135 0.7459 0.7642 0.6422 0.7514 0.7593 0.7539 

      11 0.7237 0.6414 0.7308 

          12 0.7381 0.7407 0.6296 0.6895 0.6709 0.7797 

       13 0.6666 0.6852 0.6222 0.6886 0.6158 0.6081 0.7138 

      14 0.7335 0.7747 0.6870 0.6359 0.6255 0.6633 0.6776 

      15 0.7754 0.6784 0.6104 0.6390 

         16 0.7198 0.7622 0.7664 0.6787 0.6134 

        17 0.6720 0.7239 0.7986 0.6264 0.6443 0.6284 

       18 0.7697 0.7951 0.6678 0.7965 0.6417 

        19 0.7752 0.7742 0.7805 0.7016 

         20 0.6147 0.7310 0.7180 0.6193 0.7110 0.6514 

       

              Stage 4 

             1 0.7707 0.6328 0.7172 0.7480 0.7151 0.6806 0.6323 0.6587 0.7476 0.7998 0.7435 0.6166 

 2 0.6277 0.7682 0.6542 0.6568 0.6390 0.7380 0.6001 0.7526 0.6618 0.6277 0.7525 0.6555 

 3 0.6313 0.6638 0.7951 0.7628 0.7719 0.6879 0.7497 0.6552 0.6174 0.6956 0.6134 0.6986 
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4 0.6831 0.6004 0.7190 0.6178 0.6531 0.7751 0.7122 0.6565 0.6815 

    5 0.7465 0.7868 0.6826 0.6722 0.6380 0.6876 0.6515 0.6809 0.7968 0.6441 0.7398 0.7273 

 6 0.6996 0.6853 0.7132 0.6517 0.7686 0.7974 0.7539 0.7402 

     7 0.6992 0.6850 0.7583 0.7870 0.6307 0.7692 0.6960 0.6547 0.7628 0.7534 0.7185 0.7907 

 8 0.6706 0.7087 0.6386 0.6552 0.6752 0.7826 0.6462 0.7468 0.7089 0.7871 

   9 0.7426 0.6388 0.6864 0.6514 0.6717 0.6749 0.7933 0.6190 0.6054 0.7001 

   10 0.6726 0.7887 0.6229 0.7425 0.6024 0.6688 0.6695 0.6326 0.7904 0.6435 

   11 0.7530 0.6746 0.7325 0.7975 0.6251 0.6961 0.6018 0.7651 0.7317 0.6018 0.6675 

  12 0.6400 0.7115 0.7682 0.6054 0.7970 0.6321 0.7481 0.6668 0.7486 

    13 0.6220 0.6468 0.7261 0.6594 0.7575 0.7755 0.7876 0.7158 0.7895 0.6404 0.7180 

  14 0.6379 0.6601 0.6680 0.7059 0.6517 0.7106 0.6734 0.6776 0.7492 0.7513 0.6910 0.7352 0.6435 

15 0.6784 0.7847 0.7752 0.6914 0.7747 0.6086 0.6353 0.6719 0.6380 0.7613 0.6268 

  16 0.6783 0.6765 0.7899 0.6781 0.6159 0.7989 0.6504 0.7018 0.6390 

    17 0.6182 0.7836 0.6971 0.6293 0.7182 0.6301 0.6987 

      18 0.6205 0.6042 0.6728 0.7895 0.7614 0.6703 0.7727 0.7091 0.7393 0.7733 

   19 0.6451 0.7497 0.7997 0.7441 0.7798 0.6389 0.7836 0.6177 

     20 0.6289 0.7768 0.7679 0.7067 0.7418 0.7454 0.7880 0.7597 0.6994 0.6124 0.6213 0.7268 

 

              Stage 5 

             1 0.7749 0.6713 0.6674 0.6931 0.7699 0.7692 0.6104 0.7562 0.6715 0.6925 0.6825 

  2 0.7470 0.6518 0.6736 0.7789 0.7571 0.7893 0.7930 0.7192 0.7229 0.7770 0.7779 

  3 0.6709 0.7261 0.7672 0.6708 0.6472 0.7065 0.7923 0.6944 0.7344 0.7783 

   4 0.6298 0.6106 0.6351 0.6858 0.7327 0.7671 0.6902 0.7731 0.7032 

    

              Stage 6 

             1 0.6638 0.7075 0.6185 

          2 0.6317 

            3 0.6226 0.7946 

           4 0.7012 0.6907 

           5 0.6898 0.6818 

           6 0.7616 0.6015 

           7 0.7106 0.7699 
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8 0.6071 0.6467 

           

              Stage 7 

             1 0.7202 0.7327 0.7098 0.7846 0.7520 0.6996 

       2 0.7445 0.7858 0.6100 0.7377 0.7733 

        3 0.7860 0.7177 0.7145 

          4 0.7432 0.7574 0.6943 0.6062 

         5 0.6572 0.7501 0.6716 0.6159 

         

              Stage 8 

             1 0.6091 0.7039 

           2 0.6620 0.7209 

           3 0.6969 

            

              Stage 9 

             1 0.6754 0.7604 

           2 0.6315 0.7861 

           3 0.6528 0.6119 

           4 0.7573 0.7371 

           5 0.6795 0.7791 0.7415 

          6 0.6945 
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Network Depiction 
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Appendix E: STRATCOM Sample Network 
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Appendix F: Key to Network Diagrams 

 

 
  

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Assignable to Task 1 or Task 2

Assignable to Task 1 or Task 3

Assignable to Task 1 or Task 4

Assignable to Task 1, Task 2 or Task 3

Assignable to Task 1, Task 2 or Task 4

Assignable to Task 1, Task 3 or Task 4

Assignable to Task 1, Task 2, Task 3 or Task 4

Assignable only to Task 1

Sensor Shared sensor (assigned to all tasks)
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Appendix G: Heuristic vs. Random Solutions 

 

Size 12, Test Instances 1-25 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Optimal 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

1 0.8840 0.8709 0.8811 

2 0.9255 0.9174 0.9174 

3 0.9028 0.9028 0.9028 

4 0.8735 0.8714 0.8714 

5 0.8955 0.8779 0.8955 

6 0.9039 0.8843 0.9039 

7 0.8303 0.8303 0.8303 

8 0.8236 0.8236 0.8236 

9 0.8654 0.8114 0.8654 

10 0.8774 0.8699 0.8774 

11 0.8742 0.8742 0.8742 

12 0.8946 0.8828 0.8946 

13 0.9093 0.9024 0.9081 

14 0.8580 0.8580 0.8580 

15 0.9516 0.9516 0.9516 

16 0.8254 0.8254 0.8254 

17 0.8404 0.7542 0.8374 

18 0.8554 0.8554 0.8554 

19 0.9207 0.9207 0.9207 

20 0.8961 0.8902 0.8961 

21 0.8805 0.8805 0.8805 

22 0.8910 0.8799 0.8910 

23 0.9056 0.8930 0.8930 

24 0.8829 0.8814 0.8829 

25 0.8706 0.8551 0.8706 
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Size 12, Test Instances 26-50 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Optimal 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

26 0.9566 0.9566 0.9566 

27 0.9021 0.8903 0.9021 

28 0.8933 0.8904 0.8933 

29 0.8692 0.8405 0.8692 

30 0.8859 0.8859 0.8859 

31 0.8742 0.8742 0.8742 

32 0.8802 0.8559 0.8802 

33 0.8411 0.6248 0.8411 

34 0.8948 0.8809 0.8948 

35 0.8568 0.8568 0.8568 

36 0.8382 0.8647 0.8382 

37 0.8547 0.8310 0.8547 

38 0.8698 0.8401 0.8698 

39 0.8558 0.8499 0.8558 

40 0.8939 0.8909 0.8939 

41 0.8996 0.8863 0.8996 

42 0.8432 0.8072 0.8432 

43 0.8813 0.8813 0.8813 

44 0.8459 0.8459 0.8459 

45 0.8834 0.8824 0.8834 

46 0.8948 0.8939 0.8948 

47 0.8558 0.8115 0.8558 

48 0.8647 0.7236 0.8647 

49 0.8815 0.8815 0.8815 

50 0.8784 0.8521 0.8756 
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Size 15, Test Instances 1-25 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Optimal 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

1 0.9098 0.8989 0.9098 

2 0.9334 0.9332 0.9332 

3 0.9414 0.9413 0.9413 

4 0.9221 0.9135 0.9197 

5 0.9140 0.9140 0.9140 

6 0.9742 0.9735 0.9741 

7 0.9247 0.9237 0.9237 

8 0.8741 0.8622 0.8729 

9 0.9691 0.9649 0.9649 

10 0.9819 0.9815 0.9819 

11 0.9593 0.9588 0.9590 

12 0.9593 0.9544 0.9577 

13 0.8867 0.8795 0.8864 

14 0.9533 0.9530 0.9531 

15 0.8948 0.8873 0.8935 

16 0.8598 0.8454 0.8548 

17 0.9620 0.9614 0.9617 

18 0.9054 0.8974 0.9014 

19 0.9643 0.9638 0.9642 

20 0.9286 0.9284 0.9286 

21 0.9502 0.9487 0.9499 

22 0.9684 0.9653 0.9677 

23 0.9076 0.9075 0.9075 

24 0.9239 0.9230 0.9237 

25 0.9748 0.9746 0.9748 
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Size 15, Test Instances 26-50 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Optimal 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

26 0.8817 0.8813 0.8817 

27 0.9780 0.9775 0.9777 

28 0.8855 0.8814 0.8837 

29 0.9404 0.9398 0.9404 

30 0.9625 0.9599 0.9615 

31 0.8962 0.8880 0.8932 

32 0.9191 0.9170 0.9173 

33 0.9195 0.9165 0.9180 

34 0.9636 0.9631 0.9634 

35 0.9817 0.9813 0.9816 

36 0.9501 0.9491 0.9501 

37 0.8962 0.8499 0.8947 

38 0.9201 0.9200 0.9201 

39 0.9705 0.9650 0.9689 

40 0.9187 0.9179 0.9185 

41 0.9083 0.9082 0.9082 

42 0.9188 0.9185 0.9185 

43 0.9797 0.9797 0.9797 

44 0.8632 0.8627 0.8631 

45 0.9182 0.8970 0.9174 

46 0.9751 0.9749 0.9749 

47 0.9719 0.9716 0.9716 

48 0.9378 0.9377 0.9378 

49 0.9697 0.9617 0.9644 

50 0.8896 0.8803 0.8855 
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Size 20, Test Instances 1-25 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Best 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

1 0.8687 0.8611 0.8640 

2 0.8566 0.8246 0.8524 

3 0.9113 0.8720 0.8962 

4 0.9423 0.9004 0.9358 

5 0.9558 0.9353 0.9378 

6 0.9689 0.9419 0.9637 

7 0.9354 0.9216 0.9300 

8 0.8944 0.8775 0.8833 

9 0.9305 0.9222 0.9278 

10 0.9498 0.9139 0.9446 

11 0.9912 0.9518 0.9845 

12 0.8347 0.8238 0.8272 

13 0.9065 0.8619 0.8969 

14 0.8686 0.8471 0.8545 

15 0.9425 0.9296 0.9318 

16 0.9624 0.9285 0.9512 

17 0.8982 0.8859 0.8954 

18 0.8510 0.8216 0.8414 

19 0.9973 0.9714 0.9952 

20 0.8304 0.7994 0.8142 

21 0.8928 0.8825 0.8844 

22 0.8132 0.7673 0.7992 

23 0.9432 0.9102 0.9323 

24 0.8580 0.8204 0.8546 

25 0.9401 0.9353 0.9369 
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Size 20, Test Instances 26-50 

Instance 
Heuristic 
Solution 

Best Random Solution 
Time to Find Best 

Best Random Solution 
Time for 250 Restarts 

26 0.9426 0.9249 0.9390 

27 0.9982 0.9727 0.9942 

28 0.9448 0.9099 0.9315 

29 0.9995 0.9631 0.9834 

30 0.9473 0.9124 0.9309 

31 0.9543 0.9365 0.9476 

32 0.8124 0.7816 0.8117 

33 0.8308 0.7999 0.8243 

34 0.8198 0.8024 0.8148 

35 0.9804 0.9471 0.9781 

36 0.8185 0.8139 0.8169 

37 0.8377 0.8163 0.8230 

38 0.8266 0.8094 0.8160 

39 0.9214 0.8938 0.9064 

40 0.8704 0.8461 0.8693 

41 0.9756 0.9701 0.9728 

42 0.9562 0.9299 0.9368 

43 0.9309 0.9141 0.9194 

44 0.9478 0.9116 0.9304 

45 0.9155 0.9018 0.9087 

46 0.8156 0.7803 0.8105 

47 0.9745 0.9273 0.9664 

48 0.8649 0.8541 0.8647 

49 0.8572 0.8292 0.8462 

50 0.9350 0.8885 0.9346 

 


